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Oregon, Nov.

2, returned a verdict that
the deceased came to his death from an
over-dose of morphine taken accidentally.The steamer Taurie which left New
York Nov. 2 for England had aboard 200
tons of American pig iron for Deny, England, the first shipment of American pig
iron ever made to England.Charles A.
Hawes, a young man 2S years old. has
just been arrested in New York for extensive forgeries.
He says lie has forged
paper from Maine of Texas for the past
IS months and made some
$30,000 by it.
.Attorney (ieneral Miller will retire
from the cabinet soon after the election,
whether Mr. Harrison is re-elected or not.
He has formed a law partnership in Indianapolis and will move back there about
January !.The President last Friday
afterm on issued a proclamation setting
apart Thursday, Nov. 24, as a day of national thanksgiving.Another great sensation lias developed in the Deacon ease
in Franoe.
\s soon as the tribunal of
the Seine delivered its decision dismissing
Mrs. Deacon's suit for divorce and ordering that fhe eldest child, then in a convent, i»c delivered up to Mr. Deacon, Mrs.
Deacon hastened secretly to the convent,
where the child was living, and took her
and disappeared—The jury in the case of
ex Pri \ ate lams at Pittsburgh
have acquitted the officers of lams' regiment
w hom he sued for assault.Tin* w haling hark Helen Mar lias been lost in the
northern Pacific and 35 of her crew were
lost with her.Seven buildings were
burned in Hast Boston Saturday nig 111 and
200 men were thrown out of work by Hie
tire... There was a $500,000 fire in Brooklyn Saturday night.A battle between
negroes and whites occurred on a railroad
train in Texas Saturday. One deputy and
one negro were killed.V New York
despatch says there will be a race for the
America's cup next year, and Lord Dunraven will be the
challenger. The matter
has all been settled, for Lord Dumaven
cabled his representatives, Mr. Maitland
Kersey, that he is willing to make a match
on the terms named
by the committee to
Mr. Kersey last week, which w ere cabled
him-Ex-&oc rotary Blaine went to the
White House Monday afternoon and hail
an
interview with the President for the
first time since his return to Washington,
as far as known.
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Portland, Nov. 9, 1 a. m. 177 towns
in Maine give Harrison, 42,089; Cleveland,
41,407; scattering, 4,044. The same towns
in 1888 gave Harrison, 48,447; Cleveland,
42,000: scattering, 2797. The Republican
plurality is now 10,024. The Republican
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then
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The election returns received at this
an* so incomplete1,
and in many
cases so conllicting,
that it would be a
waste* of space to present them.
The* Solid South as usual casts its vote
for tin- 1 )emocratio candidate, with the possible* exce ption of West Virginia, which is
claimed by the Republicans.
Ne w York is Democratic by 20,000 to
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Massachusetts is claimed by both parties, and the margin will be small either
wav.
None of the congressional district
returns are as yet complete.
There appeal’s no doubt that McEttrick, (Ind.
is
elected
in
the
10tli
district:
Dem..)
Draper, (Rep.,) in the lltli over Ceorge
Fred Williams, (Dem.) The light in the
seventh between Lodge. (Rep.,) and Everett, (Dem.,) and in the* eighth between
Andrew. (Dem..) and McCall, (Rep.,) is
very close. McCall claims that he is elected by 1,700 plurality, although Andrew's
friends by no means concede it. Speaker
Da licit is re-elected.

can
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claims that Harrison lias carried Connecticut l»v a uood plurality.
Delaware and Rhode Island aw* claimed
for Harrison, and indications point to no
election .»l Congressmen in the latter
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Mr. C. O. Poor leaves next week for New
York and Boston in quest of novelties for
Mrs. C. S. Pearl, of Bangor, passed Sunday in Bel last. Mrs. Pearl will remain for some time.
Mrs. Stephen S. Woods returned. Friday
from Boston, where she has been visiting
for several weeks past.

L. E. MeMahan, who has heen visiting
Boston, Worcester and Marlboro, returned home Thursday last.
Mrs.

friends in

Mrs. Carrie Mathews and daughter Maude
left Monday for Worcester, Mass.
Mrs.
Mathews goes for medical treatment.

also kept a Meet of row and sail boats To let,
•doing quite an extensive business in that
line ;it North}»ort. Campground for several

Smith arrived Saturday from
Crystal, A roostook Co. He has sold his farm
there and will spend the winter in Belfast.
Mr. Lewis C.

four years past he lavs Trav eled considerably
in Eastern Maine giving
stereopticon views, Deceased was a mau
For

All patrons dcai.nl board ill this eitv during
of very correct habits, honest in all his dealthe session of f ile National Grange, which
opens Wednesday, Nov. hi, should, in order
ings.. ami ever ready to stand up for the
to insure the sailie., address the
undersigned right. IF joined the Methodist Churchrin
wot less than <-4ie week previous, if possible.,
Bueksport m 1S7.S, mi .ting with the Belfast
stilting just what accommodations are de- elmrdi in 1X7’1, and lias been an honored and
sired, and for what time, giving the number consistent member since. He leaves two
*o he provided for; the time when
they will daughters, Mrs. Nellie lvneelaud, ol Charlesarrive., and how long they are to remain. A
ton.-n, Mass.: Mrs. Alice Corbett, of BratOt* majority.
l.-vv can be ao-oniniodated ,n the Eagle IfroYt..: and three sons, Wintield, who
In .New Hampshire the indications at f.eL, where the members of the National tle-boro,
is a luissiouary in Africa, aud Wilbur and
midnight. were that the State is curried Grange are to lie quartered, at
,p<*r
I., who live in this city. Ib> age was
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for Harrison by about 2^000.
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\
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pensation of Divine Providence it. has pleasthe nation.
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I, therefore, with the advice of ed Him, who knoweth ail things, to remove
lieas an investment, as the .-oiupany has
wo
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the Executive Council, designate and set
from our midst our dear Sister Mary E. Rangrandchildren and two sisters, Mrs. Dr.
been earning a profit of _'() per cent, on the
Kuekland, and Mrs Wakelield <J.
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the amount of capital invested, and it is the
and in places of public worship return to
kind and loving wife and mother.
dence, under the din etioii of Howard Lodge,
intention of the management to still further
Him out of full hearts humble acknowledgincrease the business by the disposal of a
Resolved, that, in our deep sorrow we ten- was largely attended. The extensive floral
ments of our deep indebtedness for the merder to her companion and family our sincere deeo ations were t ributes of friends. He was
limited number of shares of the capital
sympathy, and may He, who according to his buried Friday afternoon at Oak Hill cemestock, judging from the past success of the cies of His providence.
Flags on the government building
abundant mercy hath begotten in us a liv- tery.
enterprise, it is safe to predict an extra
A Card from President Harrison.
dividend of f> per cent, within a year.
ing hope, ever shield and protect you and were at half mast and as the procession
moved the bell upon the sehoolhouse tolled.
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government breakwater in Saeo,
Fed at Factory Island wharf Satnrnight. The tide was unusually high,
both tugs caught on the wharf and
The tugs are owned in Portland.
IbiiKi.
'**.

it

a

The

Fall

Fiver

mauufac-

meeting Nov. 2, voted to in-

the wages of weavers to 21 cents
(nt. and all other departments in pro;,|tion. This is practically an advance
‘bout 7 per cent, and restores wages to
standard of 1884.
The vote was alunanimous, and was voluntary on
part of the manufacturers.
Wages
also been advanced among the cot"peratives in the Pawtucket valley....
M“an Digna, reported dead dozens of
s
lias re-appeared in the Soudan with
;!l|mher of his followers, and lias occu‘,f*
*inkat, making raids in that vicinity.
The coroner’s jury in the case of the
Frederick C. Schwatka, in Portland,
lSi

the

1

11
10

Mrs. 1). If. Libby is visiting her brothel* in
Bi ew er.

in

Mr. B. T. Elweli. of Rockland, is visiting
this city.

Hiram and (ieorge Jenkins, of
were in Belfast last, week,

guests of Mr. (’has. R. Coombs, who
them

on a

ac-

hunting trip.

brother, Mr. Thomas E. Shea.

Mr. and Mrs. F. <1. Ausplaml have moved
to Hallowed, where Mr. Ausplaml lias work
trade.

his

at

They have lived

(Ham's house

in

Primrose Hill

on

Mr.

here

Al. .J. Condon, of Chicago, arrived
Saturday for a visit. Mr. Condon is

now

a

member of the firm of

drews &

Co., dealers in

Parrotte, An-

hats,

and

caps

Mr- .J, B. Frye and daughter, Mrs. Charles
Bridges, of Stockton Springs, who have been
visiting their friends in Belfast, left for Boston on Monday morning's train to spend the
winter.

C. Smith, formerly of this city, is
a responsible position with the
Seltz-Seliwab Shoe Co., of Chicago, one of
Mr. 11.

holding

imw

Mrs. Darius Doak, who has been
visit, returned Tuesday.

a

Rev. (leo.

Jordan,

of

Newton,

visiting

are

Mr. and Mrs.

Chicago, where her husband has lately engaged in business.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Quinibv left by
Monday's boat for a visit to Boston. Mrs.
Margaret Burdett are mipanicd them, on her

j

return to Stamford, Ct., from
I mother in this city.

i

Mr.

Frank A.

a

visit

to

her

Mr. and Mrs Frank D. Willis returned
their home in Fit- hburg, Mass.. Monday.

j

went

to

there

on

j

Chieag

ac

was

>.

count of

improving,

not

!

C.

Mr.

Hall,

.1.

business

who

has

time, will

some

*,

born north

on

Atlanta,

return m

hi., next Week.

<

M

11 i ram

r.

Darby

went

•«I

tu--n-

Monday, being
illness •!'

>

•.

i!!

rhomastou

t

L\

-severe

relative.

a

Mrs. li. (>. Patterson will leave soon for
Charleston. S. C.,to spend Tim winter with
her son. Capt. Fnn-st Patterson.

Jennie Barms.

Miss

Boston. has Keen

t

employed as typewr ter I o ?!'••
parilla Co., and rri ved yosferd
John W.

Capt.
from

a

vuvage

’apt.

P.art

ett

Ferg

has

son

Dai;

re

Sarsa-

<i 1.-

in:-

:u

sail. Chari--tte T.

is

i-gaii: in

m;ua

*i«

-im-

s J ’•

y.

-f

he

1

t

vessel.
Mr.

Oscar

daughter,

Miss

tml
Staples
Cunningham,

adopted

:r.s

M.-n-

starteo

Xpert

t.

pass

the winter.

D.

-ieiu-s, l-’s-p. --I Wintera»>rt.

I’.,

M.

was

city yesterday, having business 1 |.a
the Probate Court.
Draniel Murry, F.>-p. f
Pittsti«*!<!. was also here on the sam« rrand

in the

•<

l»ells.

Wedding

Another of Ih iiast s lair
daughters has left the parental hum. i-- join
in life's work with the man of her eh- a
,nd
make a home for herself in other parts. W»
Shka

I'.i

kkktt.

to Miss Nellie \V., daughter
-I <.--orge
and Hattie A. Burkett, who was married
yesterday morning to Mr. Thomas F. Shea,

refer
W.

of Fast

Mass. The wedding was
only the immediate relatives
and a few intimate friends of t he
>u: -acting
parties being present. The ceremony was
performed at the Catholic Church 1>\ I;. \
K. \V. Phelan, of Boekland, at
o'clock a.

Cambridge,

‘fiiiet

a

one,

m., after

which there

wedding breakfast

was

reception

a

and

Gardnci Ludwig, of Portland, is the
of a valuable old German Bible which
was the property of his grandfather, Jacob
Ludwig, one of the company of si\ty families,
Hr.

ho

came

from

Germany

to

Waldohoro in

1752.

Capt. and Mrs. Phineas P. Pendleton, Jr.,
who lately returned to Searsport from a
long

sea

voyage,

have

been

visiting

Mrs.

Pendleton's father, Mr. Augustus Perry.
Their vessel, the ship Henry B. Hyde, is
now loading at New York for San Francisco.
Dora Wiley's suit, for divorce from Bichard Golden was begun before Judge Collins
in Chicago on Thursday. James Carroll, an
actor, testified to improper conduct »*n Golden's part towards women in Pittsburgh, and
the

case was

than for

eoiipie

Their

took tIn

esteem

intrinsic

by

tin-

recipients

lr--mth«

value.

1.1a train for

friends

Fh.

happv
-:dai

!

a

Montreal, alter which tie; w
go
Mr. Sin,.-', h*-me in Fast
.auiuudg-- t-u

tour
to

will la* valued

tokens of

residence

to

the winter.

Coi,itv 1 fopoixcv. There was a
pleasant hymeneal service Oct. ’J7. at tin r< <id< t,,
oi t he hride s sister, M rs. .1. A. M
when
F< I ward H, (’olhy, salesman of
Manufacturing Company. and !
p
Hodgdon were united m marriage. Manx
friends and relatives assembled ai d
e-art,i!y congratulated the happv coup!The
lioral display was very fine and tin presents very rich and --i
The
practical utilit
service was performed by lb-v. N. !,’ Wright,
of Lynn, one oi the -ddest eh-rgyu c,
Cniversalis dciiomination and Mod a. tudv
cngagei l in f m-discharge ..I past,,".,' mties.
j Newluirv port. Mass.. Daily N.-ws, t, t :dst.
>

Hood

Templars.

to Belfast.

owner

w

tiny

but

more as

th

at

n~the

Patterson, who recently

unable t*• remain
malaria. He returned t«>
Haverhill, Mass., and afterwards, his health

j

York,

ly,
Mrs. Frank

Mrs. Fannie Collin, ol Boston, who has
been visiting her father, Mr. M. F. Carter,
leturnf-d home Monday. She will soon go to

!

of New

arrived here Tuesday fora visit.

the largest shoe manufaet, iring lirtns in the

.Iordan H
Coombs. Miss Eva Coombs, who has been
visiting friends in Brockton and Newton,
j came with them.

j

:t

N. S.

country.

Mass.,

public

\Yoifville,

to

Harriman, Esq.,

F.

(ieorge

on

Tufts started Tuesday for

E.

days’ trip

ten

away

the
bride's parents on Cl. irei, street. Th- vvedding presents were b«-th nnnn-n us and cost-

Mr. and

j

and Mrs. Harry Wright returned Tuesa visit in Massachusetts.

day from

Mr. ('. F.

over seven

years.
Mr.

a

day for P»ost<-n. where they

Shea, of Lowell, ami Messrs. John and
Andrew Shea, of Cambridge, were in this
city Wednesday, to attend the wedding of
their

and Mrs. U. B.Hall returned Saturday
visit to Boston,

•Mr.

from

<

J >r.

j

manufacture of Cttrriage stock. Cooper
Bros, arc men who have had years of experience in the business and with ample means,
which they possess, would make a permanent industry and add another wood making
industry that would employ a small force of
men the year round.
[Fairfield Journal.

2

10

Personal.

native

rgeons.

companied

Saturday

Deafness and the (.’are of the Ears is the
subject of a thoroughly practical article
by Dr. Abram Mills Fanning, to appear in
The Popular Science Monthly for December.

-ii

Messrs.

Poiyt

each.
“We are grateful, very grateful, for this
great cup of good will and for your prayerful intercessions. May God give to each of
you in your trial that grace and strength
which you have asked for.”

Peo.

r.5
47
44
40
07
00
87
42
40

51
44
Palerm. 81
Sears m out. 87
Swanvilie. do
Waldo. 43

Whitman, Mass.,

proprietor

J

al

lo-

j

j

sketch

Sylvester, who latch went to
Portland for surgical treatment, has returned home and placed herself under the care of

j

thanksgiving

a

Ib-sr

Mrs.

d«*-!

Pepubli-

biographical

of Mont villc.

Republican

speakers.

a

portrait "I Edward B. Bierce,

and

plurality

day

October contains

for

Republican

ly.

Deni.

80

30
80

Northport.

her

from

and Hot Watei Fitters Register

The Steam

j

Mr. Hiram S. Maxim, the well known
Maine inventor, has an article on “Progress in Aerial Navigation” in the London
Fortnightly Review, which is republished
in the Eclectic Magazine for November.

home

Wasgatt.

by

Colby

u

Bangor, where she was the guest, of
her m-i'-es., Mrs. Hard and Miss Charlotte

recently

speaking,

Miller is

visit to

by

by

J."—Jo.'
n
;;i
1—

2

Rep.

1

r.

02—480

;

Brooks.
Belmont.
Knox.
Morrill.

boat

•'

Republican by
slowly.

78

8

were

from the county

Mrs. Nellie Kneeland arrived here Satur-

day, called home by the severe illness of her
father, Mr. C. O. Macomber.

>

■

holiday trade.

4
4.'*
.4

107

Mr. and

Wen rugged since, though he continued
build bouts down to the present- season,
ft* efmnection with 11is boat building he lias

(.'('Ncdiiii, N. Ii,, N'lrv. ti.

siring

1

J

2
12J
‘* 1
8
2

Republican and 8 1 >eniorratic.
votes in the city marked, not against the
party name, but against the first elector *m
tin- ticket.
As these do not change the result, and the intention of the voter is plain,
they arc included in the above figures.
The following returns have been received
1 here

able to walk out.

not

seasons.

Morison has gone to
spend the winter with

correspond-

were

11 HI.FAST.

VOTE OF

1

Mrs. Rachael B. Roix, who has been conflned to the house for several weeks, is again

to

night.

to

was

the Democrats and

to

Harrison (K.).14J
Cleveland (D.)-111
Weaver (Feu.). 0
Bidwell (Fro.).

Mrs. W. E. Marsh has lately returned
from a four weeks visit to friends in St.
John, N. B.

Bueksport a few years later. He afterwards
moved to Stc-ekton, avid again, in 1X72, to
Belfast, where he has since lived. In 1X74
lie injured his health l>y overwork and has

Over lift-v members were present at the
meeting of Seaside Grange last Saturday
evening —a pretty good-showing for a storrnv

York World bulletin says that
the chairman <d the Democratic State
Committee of Indiana says ( levela.ml lias
carried 1 mliana.
The Republicans claim
the state.
N e w .1 ersey <£3 ves (V, 0< m) u* s. (M) f< »a- <'leve1 au<1.
\Verts. Deni., Covernor, has probably carried ih<* state by a reduced maijorRy. The Democrats claim to have elected !i\ * on ^3 ess men.
The ( liica^o Tnbiinc has conceded 111 iw»is to < lcvelatid.
Harrison carries Vermont by a-Urnt 20,-

R.

there until
1'ecei Veil

news

-Wards-

Tuesday.

but I<> years of age he went to live with
uncle in Penobscot. At the. age of lx he
went to Seai*sport and learned the boatbuilder’s trade, setting up for himself at

on

THE

Mr. Joseph L. Witlierley, who has been ill
Boston for four weeks past, arrived home
Mrs. Christine

was no

ingly elated.

P.

Manchester, N. JL,
her daughter.

The

members of that party

the

Pendleton, Editor of the Age,
returned Friday from a visit to New York.
in

There

in*

received

returns

Wednesday
generally tavorable
A. M.

Lola B. Small, who has been visiting
city, returned to Boston Saturday.

Mr. M.

business

campaign clubs,

no

put in and
1 .JO

Mrs. S. L. Hans< :om returned Tuesday
from a visit to relatives in Massachusetts.

was

entertainments,

awl the sisters

,T. I). Parker returned Saturday from
live weeks' visit in Massachusetts.

Miss

history.

mir

marching, none
«>f the old-time enthusiasm by either of the
parties. The November campaign was even
more quiet, there not having been a
single
compaign Hag hung out in this city this season.
In September the only returns received here on election night were brought or
wired to individuals, but Thursday the Opera
House was engaged, a telegraph instrument

Miss E. V. Drinkwater started Saturday
for a visit to relatives in Candia, N. H. |

an

se-

noise,

Mr.

in this

year of

and listened to the speeches.

Charles Thombs went to Thomaston
to visit her sister.

Mrs. C. H. Wording has returned home
from her visit to Orono and Brewer,

the

Granges.

her

Mr. Geo. W. Burkett and Miss Nellie Burkett visited Camden last week.

Mr. Converse O. Macomber died at his
home on Bay View street Monday
evening
after a severe illness of gastritis of over
three weeks. Deceased was horn in Pamariscotta, but his parents dying when he

Frances J. Dyer, who is well known
to readers of the Journal, edits the Home department. We wish The Congregational ist
abundant success in its new departure
(lie

same,

quietest presidential

Miss Blanche Rockwell returned Saturday
a visit to Massachusetts.

a

Belfast.

Just before the September election a few
rallies were held by each of the parties, but
the audiences merely assembled in the balls

from

this city.

the

Miss Louise Hazeltine has returned from
friends in Boston.

visit to

Mrs.

in

I>ay

Whatever may have been the ease elsewhere, the campaign of. 181)2 must pass into
history, so far as Belfast is concerned, as the

visit

Monday

in all his dealings.
His age was 47 years,
lie leaves a wife and one sou. The funeral
will take place at his late residence, at 2
o’clock Friday afternoon.

and Miss

Wws of’

in

a

Miss Lilian T. Billings started for
home in Deer Isle Monday.

in company with Mr. K. O. Thorndike, his
late partner's son.
Later he bought his
partner's interest and has since carried on
the business alone. Last August he was
obliged to leave the store on account of his
health, and has been confined to the house
most of the time since. Deceased was an
upright, moral and strictly temperate man,
diligent in business and perfectly honorable

The Congregationalist assumed last week
a new form—the
magazine page, i*xi:i inches
—thus securing a shape more convenient, to
handle, and easier to preserve. This change
is in line with the prevailing tendency toward smaller pages f«»r loth daily and weekly publications, and we believe it will commend itself to the old readers of The Congregational ist. The paper has heretofore
been noted for mechanical excellence, as
well as editorial ability, and in its new
dress it is certainly handsomer than ever.
Rev, A. E. Dunning, D, 1).,is editor-in-chief,

Republican.

continued

Klection

Mrs. Annie Mitchell left Friday for
to Bangor and Old Town.

been on the road as a commercial traveler.
He was a member of the Baptist Church at
Melrose, and an honest Christian gentleman.
His wife, who survives him, is a daughter of

he better classified than in the
blanket folio form. In its new dress the
sterling old Maine Farmer will enter upon a
fresh career of usefulness and prosperity.
matter

In the West. Nebraska, Nevada, Colorado and Oregon are claimed for Weaver,
the Democrats in the latter State voting
solidly for him.
A New York Herald special says Harrison has probably carried Kansas by 18,000
or 20,000.
The entire Congressional delegation is returned and the legislature is

< ommerciai

are

time, and believe that both
readers and publishers will he pleased with
the change.
The smaller pages are better
for the reader and for the advertiser, and
ment for

40, non.

ork

The Six Towns Times is the name of a
new local paper for the towns of Cumberland, Freeport, Harpswell, North Yarmouth,
Pownal and Yarmouth. Libby & Smith, of

West, where he had been practicing medicine, but was obliged to abandon that calling
on account of lung difficulties.
He moved
with his family from here to Melrose about
two years ago.
For a few years past he has

He

Personal.

|

Mr. John Carle, one of the best known
This is the last week the readers of the
Farmer will look upon the old type or the I merchants in this city, died of consumption
•Id form of their favorite paper. For both at his home on Cedar street, Tuesday afterwill he discarded after this number is print- noon. Deceased was a native of
Hampden,
ed, and take their place among the things
that were. Having well served “their day and came here in lsuii, entering the hardami generation,” they pass away. Next, ware' store of his brother F. A. Carle, as
week, with new ami sparkling type, and a clerk. Alter two years with his brother lie
new and convenient form of eight
pages, we
shall greet our readers, and until then we was employed by Mr. Timothy Thorndike as
bid a fond and affectionate farewell to the clerk in his crockery store, and a few
"Id type as its future destiny is the printer’s
years later bought a crockery store in
“pi box," and wave a tender adieu as we Bath in
company with Mr. Thorndike,
wrap the bed-blanket form in its winding
which lie conducted until the death of his
sheet. | Maine Farmer.
We have been expecting this announcepartner, when he returned to Belfast

writing

1 li«* .New

Dr. Henry J. Briekett. formerly of this
city, died at his home in Melrose, Mass., last
Sunday night of hemorrhage of the lungs.

John Jackson, over JO years editor and
proprietor of the Calais Advertiser, died last
Thursday morning in the eightieth year of
his age, his death being the result of an attack of grip last winter. He leaves a widow,
sou and daughter.

was

come

VOTE IN

Obituary.

W. H. Smith lias bought the plant of the
Aroostook Democrat, published at Presque
Isle, and will issue a weekly newspaper to
be called The Beacon.

Portland,

If the remain10,287.
in with the same ratio of
loss the vote will stand Harrison, 04,000;
('leveland. 49,700; scattering, 7,000; total
vote 114,700.
Republic an plurality of 14,700 against 24,278 in 1888, when the vote
sto »d Harrison, 73,747; Cleveland, 70,472;
scattering, 4,037: total, 128,247. The gain
will be 2,000.
In Portland there was a light vote. The
following average is the city vote: Harrison 4,7s;v Cleveland.
3,279; Prohibition,
111: Peoples. 49; Union Labor. 7.
Harrison and Cleveland electors were all more
or less cut so that the above figures are
about the average.

ing

Newspaper Notes.

Cleveland.

RETURNS

VERY

LOOKS LIKE

with
passengers in this country,
Aorieal sketch of Maine s first railroad.
Fish and Gamk.
The good effects of
nneetion with which is a portrait of
are very apparent on the
,|. (ieriish. Esq., of Portland, for so game protection
Territory controlled by the Megantic Fish
vears identified with our early ra.iland fnUTne Association as well as every■U'stem.Another post office has where
else.
A few years ago big game
established on Deer Isle, making'
was almost extim t in that
part of Maine,
Deer Isle.
in all on the island, viz. :
while
now there are a great many animals
; 11 Deei Isle. South Deer Isle. Sunset,
•on it.
Dr.
liebcr Bishop of the associaid lie, Oecanville. Oreeu s Lauding
tion says:
“There are g.‘* moose on our
In* new one, JLlighlandville. whicli i>
for
preserves
every one that was there last
<>.Owen
T.
Isle
Deer
iied
from
;
v ear, and the deer are most abundant.
I
iiUis. Biddeford, who died at Waldocould have shot more deer than partridges
ist week.left bequests to the baptist
oil the recent trip 1
made to the Moose
: nan -p ieties and SS'M.Mo the Hap
river preserves.
We put them up every
Mrs. Dr
Biddeford.
Church <•!
day and almost every hour. I know of
er, oi Ellsworth, was, in hei girlthe famous three distinct herds of moose within a
at China. a pupil "1
of about lb square mih
and vv ith1'.
Loveji'V. win* wa> attei wards inompass
three miles of oin of our club houses."
cred at Alton. 111.. h\ a pro-shiwrv
.Friday morning. A. M. Holbrook.
Mr L»>vcj<<v"s rausooltciisc ua>
who lives at Foster's i’oint, saw a deer
uhlit;*ation of a religious paper called j
toward Williams island.
He
Observer. in which he reprobated swimming
I went t" the house, got his gun and shot
v,
IJr was born in Albion. Maine.
| him. i he deej weighed idHi pounds...
r.xcepUons having br*-n tiled in the i Messrs. F. O. Vickery. of Augusta,
L. 1.
\>.
Burrow-' ca.-<* by the counsel <
arleton, of Winthrop. T. F. IJegarty.
he prosecution. Judge Ua.oii has
and Dr. <■. <•. Wchl. of Old Town, have
rd the second day of the January term
gone ->n a hunting trip to the Katahdin
time in whicii evidence in support
Iron Works* region.
They will soon he
new trial shall be placed on tile...
joined l>\ Judge W. F. Whitehouse. of
i'nird < <>ngivgat ion.b < Ini' '•!, ol JJanA
white-leer
ai Lynch's mai
Augusta..
ha.- voted unanimously to extend a
ket on Fxchange street, Bangor, Saturday
to
E. 15. Bare o- A Lid-*\el.
Ib-v
attracted
considerable
attention.
Deei of
formerly of (Mb* ago. to become
hat
"i
arc rare.
..Twenty deei were
;.Vbi iah Yiuai died at \\ aflTe.u. |
oil Hu
"am between Winn and Ola
Ue was horn in put
: .day. aged 7*'. years.
mon
Frida
Thai deej
aic
evening.
uli.ij-o and came u> W ai ren a- a ship
pleut v in the Kastern part of the Mate is
JJe married Mis< sarah Ann
liter.
JJe built a | daily proven.I. K. Clark has returned
a lord
.March M7, JM:.'.
!<> Bangor i; ->m Molunkus with two -leer
in Warisen village where he lived
hoc.kaaid a (he.
He thinks the country
JJe leaves a widow arid I
his death.
! a ho i' Molunkus «■» he the greatest in the
•muis.
He built the ship Ml. 1L Jjim
wo] id
for deei.
Forest and M earn ad
For several years j1
in 1,00. 104 M tons.
v or;ue>
o-opei alion bet ween Americ a and
id been engaged iu cutting ship tim
( anadian
spoilsmen with a view m the
Virginia. lie was an owner in sev<d poaching and pot hunting
essels from time to tiling furnishing suppression
the boundary line..John Simpson.
uiber and taking a share in the vo- along
a Dixmont
Centre hov. has shot HO. or
ile’was estimated to be v\ in tli t r* *m
j mon1. partridges at odd time* this fall.
•no
vi111

Like

Kooks
THE ELECTION

continued for the complainant's

evidence.

Among those who have been in Boston the
past week on business are M. B. Cooper,
Clias. H. Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Palmer, E. E. Bradbury, Thomas Haugli, Fred W.
Bote, Fred V. Cottrell. W. D. Elliot, of
Knox, Clias. F. Swift, E. F. Bramliall, William H. Wight, Win. C. Marshall, Dr. G. P.
Lombard, H. E. Marshall, Will Littlefield.

Suni

urday

ight Juvenile Temple
n. m..as

will

Sat-

...

usual, it the 1’idvers

:m

v-

--

try.
Three members

initialed

;n

Belfast

Lodge last Mondax evening. Tl
fleet xx-i11 be installed next Monday.

'ftieers

were

••

Waldo Lodge of Hood Templars meets
of this week in ipiarteriy session
xvith Panola Lodge at Liberty village. Hon.
J IL Mears is presiding otlicer and
delegates
are expected from the various
Lodges in the

Saturday

District.

Fkkkix>xi.
The fall term of Free High
School taught by Mr. (ieorge Fletcher, of
l liity, closes this xveek.
It has been a very
successful term. The students intend to
give a sociable Friday evening. Miss Mattie Weseott has returned to Pittsfield after
a short visit at her home in this
place.... Mr.
Booth by preached at the church iast SunNathan
day....Mr.
Wiggin, xvho formerly
occupied the store owned bv Benj. Williams,
has moved bis goods into the store in Mrs.

Henry

Thompson’s

building.Sumner

(Hidden died Nov. 2nd, aged 71 years and 1)
months. He was the youngest of a family
of four children, three sous and one daughter
Three are now living in this town, where
they were horn. The eldest is 1*2 years old
and has been able to labor on his farm the
past season.

T. l\ Convention.

The National W. C.

of’The

[Correspondence
Dknvki: Colo,

filled
and

by
we

some

thought Livermore
perhaps your readers might like to liqpr failed to arrive Mrs. Clara Hoffman, of
something coneerning it from a personal Kansas City, spoke to the congregation of
observation,
thinking likewise it would what women have accomplished, and what
obviate the necessity of writing several
they hope to still achieve in the work of upletters to home friends who read the Jourlifting humanity,and securing equal rights
nal. My sister an 1 1 left the pleasant ranch
for men and women.
Purity in social life,
home for a visit among friends in Denver
purity in the home, and purity in legislaand to attend the W. C. T. V. Convention.

tion,is

the early morning
train and went directly to the Trinity
Methodist Church, which had opened its
We reached the

city

from all

women

We arrived

bit ad land.

over

an

for Miss

appointed

hour before the time

Frain-cs E. Willard's opening address, but
could not set foot inside, for the crowd
had already taken possession of every
available standing space.
This church is the largest and finest in
the city, with a seating capacity of l.oOO.
and

seat

even

the finest organs in the country. picsented to the society by a member
of the church who is also tin* leader of the
It has

of

one

l'»n singers,
ranged in front of the organ and in the
The body of the
rear of the pulpit.
'There

choir.

house

seats for

are

which

delegates,

reserved for

was

|
1

j
1

|

prepare

article, which will ingeneral character than of a
local nature, as being more appropriate to
the occasion and better adapted to the

I elude

only

a

short

vincing that

of a

more

humor,

closes,

from all parts of our country. and there wen also representatives
from other countries, the most notable

you.
1 have not

ext.

1

to have

hope

write to

interest to

spoken of

the weather here,

which has been very fine until about two
week ago, when we had a heavy rainstorm

Henry Somci »et, of England. Many
»f your readers, of course, have read of her,
but some may not have read the articles
f.a

items concerning her and her work which
have come to my notice in the papers

Monday morning. 1 cannot forebear to
an appendix to that which I have already written, for a scene fresh in one's

add

in the Chautauqua MagaHer father was a peer of England,

here

well

a>

zine:

as

memory is best described at that time, and
besides, it is said of women that they can-

and she his only child and heiress, and at
bis deal a she came into possession of a land
ed esta*c one hundred and thirty miles in

mostly mixtures of
gradients, contain

j

profit

not

extent, boide large property ill the city of
E.indo
;poii which there are nearly 100.In her care for her peo000 inhabitants.

Somerset.

and

impression upon her mind

an

tiiat she retired

her home in the io»n-

to

went

We

went

an

hour

before

the time, hut we found people there
who had been there since three o'clock,

and

made sueli

Last
a
postscript.
through the rain and
the Church to hear Lady

without

we

mud down to

her work among them, theawtiii
degradation of drunkenness

|.it-Mini
curse

write

evening

it h her hoy. her only child,
did her I»ible. gave herself up to the task
of
ving. if possible. the problem of staying the mighty tide of intemperance. The

although

we

seats

the church

utes

after

our

secured

was

very good
tilled in live min-

arrival, so
begin to pack

that

the

visionary artist and
comes

a

from all

ushers had

"

to

the

people
people

of forming correct habits

and

the

question
stamping

he able to till the large church in which

to

speaks.
arriving

on

ing

w«-

the church

at

Friday

again found no standing
one of the workers we

to

Church,

the I'nitarian

to

over

go

a

that church also

tilled to

was

over-

you what she said, hut must not attempt
it, only in the briefest manner. Her appeal was to all people, especially Christians. to help in the work of raising fallen
humanity. Instead of praying to God to
give them a good place and plenty of good
things while they lived, and to take them
to heaven when they die, forget one's self
and help those who are beneath, and thus
assist in the good time coming.
We go again this morning, and again
this evening, and although friends are inviting us to go with them to visit ice ran't
stop to tlo it.
There are still three days more of this
convention and 1 must “take it all in,"
for I do not know when I can have such
another privilege.
To-night there is to
be the Demorest contest for the diamond
medal.
C ontestants from several different States who have taken the gold medals are here brought together. If we succeed in getting a place in the church, I
will tell you something about it.

W»* found excellent seats well
forward and could both see and hear this
wonderful woman. Although she was not

flowing.

expecting
ct

speak

to

edings she tilled

so

one

ration.

Her earnest words

cl:

and

n

manner

All

as

too

well

were so

in

delivered

in the prowith admi-

early

even

so

sweet

a

every heart.
hut was
ceased,

captivate

to

she

soon

followed by the Rev. Anna Shaw, who

meeting and introduced the
distinguished speaker from abroad. I do
had led the
not

remember

ever

hearing of her while

home in the east, hut the westerners
acquainted with her. To begin witn
let me say she is just immense, not in
sizr. for she is of fair proportions, but
at

an-

I had

great in ability.

only

a

few

days

before read an article in the October number i*f the ( hautauquan concerning her,
and was greatly interested in it: not
pecting however that J should see her,

pecially

so

soon.

m.

when

it

lady

behind

me

es-

Tin* writer has been asked so many questions in regard to the Odd Fellows’ Mutual
Relief Association <»f Maine, that perhaps a
general statement through the Journal may
interest many members of the association in
At the annual meeting of the
this vicinity.
association a short time ago, at Augusta, the

asked

J c.idd tell her who the speaker was, I
"It is the Rev. Anna Shaw." not

slight fear, however, that I was
a little too positive in my statement. HowShe told us
ever. it proved to he correct.
that she studied (after graduating at college) in a theological school, where she
a class of forty
was the only female in
a

She

students.

was

by all excepting

one

treated with respect
young sprig, who re-

marked that the Lord
man's brain capable of

made

never

a

wo-

understanding and
explaining the exegesis of Scripture meaning. Her reply to him was that if the
Lord did not

till

a

woman's brain with

understanding he tilled it “chuck full of
gumption," and they knew enough to get
down and out when they

ing c.t'ojcsis
more

than

say she

bright

was

expound-

empty pews, which

to

some

young

were

men

molested

no

was

Suffice it to

knew.

by

more

the

man.

If my friends, your readers, could have
heard the conversational discourses of the
different

superintendents

and

of the work from all parts of
they would not think that

“gumption.”

There

was a

organizers

our

country

they

lacked

representative

from Manitoba, one from New Brunswick,
one from India, and nearly, if not all, the

represented.
Friday evening the exercises were very
interesting. The State and city officials
(fiov. Routt and Mayor Rogers) bade the
Unit* <1 states

W. (

priate

were

T. U. welcome in neat and approspeeches. The cliurcli and socie-

ties exerted themselves to

s.

Odd Fellows Mutual Relief Association.

replied.

without

i*.

make every-

thing pleasant for them. To-day, Sunday,
the pulpits in nearly all the churches here

call.

Thank God for the

neers—

who have done

already
field is

few—the

an

! Truths

[T

j

j

J

f

DO YOU SUFFER with that
tired and nil-gone feeling? If so use
j. Sulphur Bitters; it will cure you.

Jj

2

j

_witj!ou^n>ot^

Don't be
tie. You will not regret it

treasurer's report showed the organization
to be in rather an unsatisfactory condition.
Over thirty assessments were made during
the year, and in addition to this there were
forty-three beneficiaries unpaid, representing 5(>4,"»0O. Admitting that all members
would pay tin* assessments levied against
them, the association would still he 545,000
in debt. Perhaps 550,000 will fairly represent
the indebtedness, as it is not probable all will
It will he seen that
pay the assessments.
unless this indebtedness is liquidated the
must
become
insolvent.
association
The association is about sixteen or seventeen years old, and its membership is confined to Odd Fellows. The amount paid on
the death of a member is 51,500, and the assessments are level. When the organization
was new no medical examination was required. The association was very popular
and its membership ran up to over 4,400, with
A
a permanent fund of more than 520,000.
by-law provided that no more than twenty
If
assessments should he laid in one year.
more money was needed to pay beneficiaries
the excess of twenty should he taken from
the permanent fund. All went well until
the permanent fund was exhausted, when
the by-law became operative. The younger
members withdrew and joined other insurance companies, and accessions became so
few that the deaths outnumbered the new
members. The life and perpetuity of any
assessment company is in the accession of
new members. When the deaths outnumber
the accessions dissolution begins.
I Several attempts have been made to grade
the association, hut without success until
I the last meeting, when it was voted to grade
| the assessments. The membership has clropI ped to 2,1)15. It, is now proposed to ask the
members to pay 55 each per month, in addition to the regular assessments, until the
indebtedness shall he paid. This seems to
he the only reasonable way out of the difficulty, and if every member would agree to
it, the affair of the company would run along
smoothly under the graded system. It is a
pity to allow this association to die. It has
paid out hundreds of thousands of dollars to
the widow and orphan, and if perpetuated
will continue to do so. It is hoped that every
member will weigh this matter carefully and
R. g. d.
decide at once.
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line ever shewn in this
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1
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Gold, Steel
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Just What You Want
at
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that will sati^fv
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DINSMORE

Belfast,

Maine.

THEY

f
THEY
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I

warm.

CAPS, SCOTCH CAPS, SOFT HATS AND DERBY HATS
large

and small.

Our stock of those-

O’SHANTER HATS FOR CHILDREN.-

WILL UK FOUND LAKOKli THAN KI.-KWUKUF. IN TUi> Vl( IMT\

as-

Oluloid

or

Bows.

>11

AND

Sold
Than

THEY

Others in the Met

why Scott s Emulsion of Pure NorLiver
Cod
Oil and Hypophosphites of Lime
wegian
has had such

“Almost
that

its

palatable

as

as

large

a

milk;”

but the best

reason

IT

Emulsion

cures Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, Scrofula.

As^y

lie Sores,

^

W Vr

d

S A'i’ft
I | .Will I IW1 ■ 1 11
.M-jfll 111 Itll I FI 1
■ ID

Restores Taste and Smell, and

Gives Relief at

Apply

Oc.

Cures|

for Cold in Head.

onee

into the Nostrils.-It is Quickly Absorbed.
or by mail. ELY BliOS., 56 VVarreo SL, N. Y.|

I have

the agency f.«r

THE WILCOX HATS!
y/V.st r/"e //■ •‘rrl->i
Among them are the
BOSTOX DERBY.
They

are

entrusted

Hay Wanted.

will receive
attention. Collections made at reasonto

me

able rates.

HUNDRED

IONS

pressed hay wanted
Inquire of
WHITE, Belfast, Me.

<<t

TWO
at once—English and swale.

0m20

H'lnterport*

■

101 >1ain Street, Belfast, >!•

tf4‘i

Me.

F. ti.

-11 I

sia,

Malaria

ailments.

Druggists.

an

iineq-

foi'

Despep-

and

Stomach

Sold

by

TO TAX PAYERS!

F. A. RUSS

ancl

Catarrh.

I

Snuff

shall be at my office in Memorial building Tuesdays and Saturdays from 1" to 12 a. m., and 2
4 r. m. All persons who wish to avail themselves of the discount of two per cent, on their
taxes must pay by .January 1, 1893.
H. F. MASON, Collector.
Re 1 fast. J uly 19, 1892. —29tt'

I

to

-Is

sure

to

cure.

It

cures

wherever it goes.-

all
For Sale at R. H. MOODY’S
Belfast, Oct. 17, 1892.—2m42*
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(crayons!) (views!

(photographs!)
Prices

Reduced
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AH

Again
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l give personal attention
ami aim t«> make m\ worksite-

fife[ Hall Studio:
HALLOO!
I

JUST

A 31

and
NO

the

BETTER HATS

WILCOX.
MADE.

Fall

Neckwear

1

IN ALL SHAPES.

Fall Underwear,
Fall
Everything
its

Dwight

NEW ami
season

P.

Home from Hie link
AM)

Fl!())l

NOW

IN

III

THE HOLIDAY SEAS!
W

IDE

IIP

I

Nl’AI KIN,.

Hosiery.
FRESH in

at

Palmer’s,

Masonic Temple. Belfast. Me
KYKKYTIIIN,;

DR.WOODBURY'S ANTIDOTE

I

THE BOYLSTOX,

Druggists

RUNNELLS,
Attorney aid Conullor at Lav.
Building,

Black, stiff in Sift Hits,

j

A||"A
III

/t

Hi

W. F.

P. 0.

OF

LINE

See the NON-BREAKABLE HAT.

C
prompt

SUPERB

Suited to all ages.

-ELY’S CREAM BALM-Cleanses the Nasal I
Passages, Allays Pain and Inflammation, Heals I

matters

A

curative

and all Anaemic and Wasting
Diseasas. Prevents wasting in
children. Almost as palatable as
milk. Get only the genuine.
Erepared by Scott t Bowno, Chemists, New
York. Sold by all Druggists.

STEVENS & ERSK IN E S

SIZE,

is

flesh and builds up the entire system.

All

HATS!
HATS!!
HATS!!!

sale is because it is

properties are unequalled. It cures
cough, supplies the waste of tissues, produces

Scott’s

Trappings
-AT-

No. 12, Main St.

HANEY,

reason

and Soda

Horse

«*!•!■■ *>[ IK

MRS. C. W.

Plineiiix Row, Belfast.

One

and

The National Convention of the W. C. T.
U. was held in Denver, last week.
The report of Miss Esther Pugli, treasurer, shows
the total amount of money raised by local
unions the past year for temperance work is
£330,*244. There has been paid into the National Treasury for State dues (10 cents per

is

ARE

Cheaper!

Any

which will be

ItTast.es
Good. i

1

capita) 15,508; for other purposes, £11,578:
for the Temple, £23,500.
The report of the National Secretary. Mrs.
Caroline 1». Bull, shows the union is in a
most flourishing condition ; total number of
auxiliaries ami including “Y’s” 7,857; total
membership of Y’s,” 142,503; number of “Y”
unions, 750; total membership, 12,303; number of coffee houses, resturants, friendly
houses and feeding rooms, 282; money raised
by local unions, £330,244; money raised by
State unions, £123.720; money paid National
Union in dues, 812,872; money paid National
Union for other purposes, 811,577.
| Report of the Union in Maine: Auxilaries
and “Y’s,” 270; membership, 4,228; “Y’s,’
12; membership, 250; coffeehouses, etc., 1M);
received by State Unions, £3,000: paid National in dues, £440.

placed goods to be closed out regardless of cost.
department of our stock, and those who come earliest will

This will embe apt to get
brace every
Our old friends know where we are. hut those who have never tradthe best trades.
ed with us we would remind, that they will make no mistake in calling upon
<

Special care taken to tit them t- the needs of your
sight. New glasses fitted To old hows.

U.

digestion, and
ualed remedy

\\

when pn

UNDERWEAR of Even* Si/e and Des<*i*iption.

Embracing the finest Crystal len-e- ami Pebbles, adapted to all age-ami «■ mdirion of eyes,

work among rlie

appetite

Is.

SHOES

11r very I-

>ne

fail to visit

we

nn.

eht ap

And All Kinds of

the greatthis, and

improves toe

lew

Vi r\

ilu.\ ami

every
are not

GOOD

ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OTP DISPLAY OF-

CARDIG AS JACKETS, GLOJ'ES, and everything else needed to keep

and

only

ar-

e

IMMKNSK liAlili \I\'
We are

BARGAIN COUNTER,

the
T.

comiim everyday.

The sale inaugura ed hist summer proved so successful, that we have decided to
A counter will he selected to he
continue it to a certain extent during this season.
called the

children.
C.

.1Mr r.tSJX.s

"... I

since the 1st of September our sales on these goods have nearly doubled, which shows
NEW STYLES are
that our efforts t<» please the public have been appreciated.
added every day. and any one who will take the trouble to look ■will say that our line
A full assortment of
CANNOT HE BEATEN.

-TAIVI

us carry back to our homes a determination to personally interest ourselves

W.

more

ALL KINDS AND SILLS.-

--To Lt every head,

Think of

pushing temperance

in

ones

NBCK.WBAR..

FUR

let
in

GOOUS and

find a good assurtmert now -later in the season they nv always scarce.
W e have
ordered double our usual quantity of those sizes to try and accommodate our trade,
but we would advise all to call early, while every line is complete.

lynnn.'U*

to the rescue of the children and let

degree

Nire

f

TtT

WOMENS

can

S'M 3 ‘2-oont stamps to A. 1’. Onlwav
Co.,
Bostoa, Mai>s., for best medical work publiske' l

Purity/' it not only instils in
principles of Christianity
temperance, but it gives a discipline

ensure

beiufr

the most

Larger

PIMPLES,

3 Bely on Sulphur
5 Bitters and health
I will follow.

the hearts the

to

:

ami

Cleanse the vitiated blood when
you see its impurities bursting
through the skin in

Love and

as

tWEWlSTORE.

BOYS & CHILDREN'S ULSTERS & REEFERS,

use a

J Poor, weak, and weary mothers
1 RAISE PUNY, PlNDLINC children.
3 Sulphur Bitters will make them
j strong, hearty, and healthy.

Some

of success?

have something NEW

H BABIES^SHOES

t

so.

of its members are
with you as pages and ushers at this ses- • C. HERVEV,
sion of your convention.
1 bespeak your
earnest and hearty interest for .Juvenile j
Templary. Under its watcli word “Truth.

est

Button,

Kid

.—A

—-stock of-

M

strengthened thereby, and to-day it
works, though its members
are numbered by scores while they should

permanent form,

Dongo.Ia

Women's W ool Lined
Lace and Congress
Hand Sewed,

.

We also

We invite the attention of tluse seeking

city is

organized

O

Women's

tins, the

Bitters i
|1 lu-kesboth. i

you

still lives and

an

MEX'S

OVERSACKS, ULSTERS AND REEFERS,

j

Jfails^i^mre^^
Are
CONSTIPATED? If
i
ij Sulphur
Bitters is just what you need i

or

your labors be in such

AX1>

Grain

Button,

Til.- UI)ON

beauti-.

8 suffer from RHEUMATISM,
1 bottle of Sulphur Bitters; it

gone out into the world to make better men
and women because of the habit formed

come

Specialty,

a

Sulphur

e

pio-

education in various ways that can
be gained in no other system.
Will you

TAILORS

IN ALL THE NT >P,L>\

outgrowth and continuation of years.
have taken our triple pledge and

and

Clothing

j

Sick,

THE

For those DEATHLY BILIOUS £
SPtLLS «ii pend on Sulphur Bitj
tors; it never fails to cure.

Many

be hundreds.

Old

SIDE l..\< E.

favorable.
of this

and Congress,
Women’s Glove

all the latest styles.

in

Lace

Da\

FRO XT LACK.

a

Temple

up-stair* department

our

>:

of all kiniN t, keep out tin- r,.M.

perhaps, but there nevertheready to produce large results
surrounding circumstances are
Juvenile

public.

I

gress,
CLOTHING- I Men’s Every

Our counters are crowded with

glorious harvests; but the
large and the opportunities so

Sunlight

PRICES.

(NEWXSTOBREj

lost to view,
when the

l.efnre, ami have the Best
wear that were ever
tot In*

c.

many that their efforts seem almost like
the minute kernel in the bushel of chaff,
less. and

Lower Prices
f'»r solitl

FALL SEASON !

seen
so

Shoes;
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CRAXTD OFEXTXXTC FOR THE

and

hut I knew her at once
a

a.

ex-

by the very excellent pen picture 1 had
read.

grand work in the
face of many discouragements and much
opposition, work from which they have

while she spoke.
Her voice full, sweet,
earnest and clear, reached every part of
1 wish 1 could tell
the audience room.

short distance away, and we should hear
Lady Henry Somerset. We did so, and
soon

Somerset took for her sub-

ject the Lord's Prayer, or a part of it.
•’Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done.”
The large throng was as still as death

hut
told

were

ed. hut few have heard and answered the

Lady Henry

morn-

room,

meeting

gates faring no better than others, and
tiist come tirst served was the rule.

selling

are

-AT-

Iy32tcium

•*

she

CLOTHIERS,

dreamer, and no real
So
his knowledge.

in this

We

Poofs)
1 halt ever

CLARK 6c SLEEPER, 83 Main St., Belfast,

edifices, but unless he can present his
working plans, whereby the tools and labors of the workman may bring those
ideas into practical living form.he is only a
good

SUITS

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing of

ap-

and

youthful, receptive
mind with right impressions, there must
like sardines in a boy: and still
came and refused
lo go to the o\erilow be practical everyday work done, else the
meetings close at hand. At least, they re- beautiful theory is all worse than useless.
resui- of her deliberations was to give her- fused until they were assured there was Fortunately we are not without plenty of
self :o the work among women in England no hope of getting near enough to hear; working plans, methods to follow which
L. Willard and her great army for the crowd reached out and tilled the experience has proven good and adapted
as Franr
of Anna .-an women have done here.
vestibule and onto the walks all around to the means of the hour and day.
Prominent, and perhaps I may say in
l.adv Henry somerset came to this the '•hurch. At last the great organ pealed out its notes and we saw Lady Somer- the van. is our Juvenile Temple system—
Couutrv last year to learn of the methods
<
I. set. accompanied by Miss Willard, ascend a
followed in this country by the \\
plan for effective temperance work
the steps to the rostrum, where they were among the children which is to-day in
between
grew
A
T
up
great friendship
herself ami Miss Willard, and after the received by the pastor, the Kev. Hubert operation in every country of the globe
A hymn was read and sung by where civilization is planted, and in any
death of Miss Willard's mother a few Me Intire.
months ago, Lady Henry invited her to the congregation; and let me tell you that community all that is needed are more
her English home fora brief visit—brief means something here, for everybody in willing, able and consecrated workers to
The choir of one make it the means whereby our nation
because she must return to he present at the audience sings.
this convention, and accordingly she came hundred and ti ft y voices rendered choice may stand pre-eminent as among the foreaccompanied by Lady Henry. In person. music, their director standing before them most of tin* world, a nation of comparaLady Somerset is of medium height, of reminding me of Gilmore with his famous tively temperate and temperance men and
The Heavens arc Telling” was women.
full figure, lias a fine head crowned with band.
But when I say that what is needed are
abundant hair, a very pleasing and attrac- the selection given, and finely was it renI have omitted to say that for more willing and consecrated workers. I
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Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
DEBILITY,
PHYSICAL
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300 pages, cloth,
Only $l.oi>
gilt; 126 invaluable prescriptions.
by mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements mm
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of the Press and voluntary
iwW,
testimonials of the cured. ■
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CERTAIN CURE. Add’-noa Or. W. H. Parker, or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bullinch St.,
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The Science of Life, or Self Preservation, is a
Read it now,
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every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to
be STRONG.— Medical Review. (Copyrighted.)
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Democratic victory in the national election
leaves the public in doubt as to what the
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new
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tion. may dictate a different course from
either.
The Solid South will also have
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this v.cck. by a w< man who came in to
pay a bill of about three dollars that bad
been mi: :ng since duly. 1SN».
All hope
of collecting the money bad been given
up. but tie woman had not forgotten the
bill and paid it in as matter of fact a way
.is if It had been contracted but vesterdav.
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The boilers for the Dana Sarsaparilla Co.
have arrived and are being set in position.
The engine has been moved into the new
power house and until the new boilers are
ready steam will be made in the old one.

was

hail

coaster

na

a short
somewhat leaky,

who has

gave to his young hopeful, together
with paint, and permission to use them upon some boxes, etc., which were to be made
Ar istic work on a
into kindling wood.
hack number box soon lost its charms for
looked about

do an errand for lu-r while in the city,
he, of course, was only too glad to be of
service to a friend.
The errand proved t»»
be the delivery of a tub ..f butter to a person

ilia.'

have

a

craze has
infected the
the various brands have Their
enthusiastic champions. (>ne of the fraternit v
told m
long since of a hod carrier who fell
from the Third story of anew building with
a hod of bricks and was picked lip for dead :
but on taking a dose of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
lie at once recovered and in a few minutes
had resumed his labors. Then, up spoke a
champion of Dana’s: “I know a man,” said
he, “who had no liver or lights when he began taking Dana’s Sarsaparilla, but by tin*
time Ire had finished one bottle he had a tell
pound liver and lour electric lights.” Cur-

The

Sarsaparilla

the object being to draw
from the Bepuhlican party

as
as

other

declares the
Trouble to be epidemic. The other day the
man of the house remarked at the
supper
table that lie was afraid the sitting-room tire
was going out.
Then up spoke the little girl
of the family, with a roguish look at her
mother: “It must be epidemi-Our seliooleases

tire went out to-day.”
laughter followed.

rooni

“epidemic”

!

ous

feature

;n

connection with the

“sittings.”

views all show the
stars and stripes upon one end of the building proudly waving from its staff, while the
British tiag hangs close to the pole. Mr.
Bice states that several expos ires were made
for each picture and that just at the moment
of opening the camera the Hags took the positions as seen in the pictures.
Tlie

different

exterior

by

HOOD'S

rere-

It is no shop-worn stuff, but
tirst quality of goods; we keep
or sell no other than the best.

da, Rodolf,
be

Leon

i-:di< ink.

Dana,

and Dalton would

!

gradually growing
got down
I looked

]

[

so

worse.
Three years ago I
low that I could scarcely walk.

more

like

a

corpse than

a

living being.

I had no appetite and for five weeks I ate
nothing but gruel. I was badly emaciated

and had no more color than a marble statue.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla was recommended and I
thought I would try it. Before 1 had finished
the first bottle 1 noticed that I felt better, suffered less, the inflammation of the bladder had subsided, the color began to return to
face, and .1 began to feel hungry. After
my
Iliad taken three bottles I could eat anything
without hurting me.
Why, 1 got so hungry
times a day.
I have now
that I had to :it
fully recovered, thanks to
<

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla
All who know

I feel well and am well.
me marvel to see me so well."

\

lb M. Jordan.

HOOD’S FILLS are the best after-dinner Pills,
digestion, cure headache and biliousness.

assist

j

our

can

sell you

garments for

good

$2.00, $3.00, $400, $5.00
And in fact for any

price

you may mention.

see

DRESS
You

Tom pie.

some

sec

and you will believe it.

alarming bargains

in

U3VI3ER W EAR!

There will be no disappointment
in these goods. It is a special The sizes
sale, and they w ill not last “forever and a dav.”

tf44

are

broken and

we

competition.

shall close them out at
Try us when in want.

Main St., 0p|>. \atioiial

JUST

<">r

STOCK

RECEIVED

prices 1\-

Bank^ Belfast.

Boots&Shoes. Fine Furniture in all
NEW

■

GOODS

Come,

ever saw.

We also have

Regular price $! .30.—

Masonic

■

-Has tlie Best Line of-

Contoocook Shirts &
Drawers at $1.10

A. P. MANSFIELD,

s

H. A. STARRETT

■

have left of

Belfast, Nov. 3, 1S02.

yourselves.

Here is the

ALSO,

—each.

for

lot at

and you will say that just now
the place to make a dollar go
the fartherest is at Mansfield's,
for we are going to close out all

A

Ski

seem

only) closing the

we
my

Liver and Kidneys

is

Belfast M

We

the

Style

-FKOM-

AT

W.T.COLBURN’S,

to

pretty good list of patent medicine
companies j'.-r a small city, but there are
more t-o follow.
Dr. Fri Flet' lier for seventeen years past has been manufacturing
bitters known as Fletcher's German Vegetable Compound, which lie has been peda

THE LATEST STYLES We

[safety

-AND

dling throughout the northeastern part of
Maine, bis route extending from Monroe to
Blaine, the latter being his- headquarters.
bit ion party, so-called, has been run in
He lately formed a partnership with Mr. II.
the interest of the Democratic or free
FOR SALE BY THE AGENTS.
U. Dodge,, and they have begun the manurum party, and in many eases the latter
facture of the medicine,, and intend t« push
has supplied the munitions of war.
Hunting Notes.
its sales.
It is made by steeping and mix‘'If you wiP go out with me some after- ing herbs, roots and barks, after the style "f
l’ln* death «-t Mr. C. < >. Macomber renoon." said Mr. Charles R. Coombs, the our grandmothers’ days,thirteen ingredients
moves one ol' the few remaining of the oldused. The doctor reports a good sale
He was certainly a champion bird hunter, to the writer, “I' l being,
time boat-builders.
show you how to shoot woodcock, with the in all sections wherever it has been intromnstei of his trade, but he could not comaid of a good dog."’
Getting into Mr. duced.
pete in price with the cheaper machine Coombs’
carriage with his dog Victor, we
't
wmk
the present day. and gave up drove to
Dog Island, in the suburbs of BelImportant Referee Cases*
boatbuilding wither than attempt it. In fast, 'and hitched the horse to Capt. Harte's
After the adjournment of court last week
this section the Macomber boats rank stable. Mr. Coombs then tied a bell about
high, and many built years ago are still the dog’s neck and 'started him off. “The Judge Virgin remained in town a few days
to hear two eases which had been referred
doing good service. His faithful labors bell is to locate the dog," said Mr. Coombs.
“When that bell stops ringing J know Vic is to him. Tim more important one was the
deserved a better reward.
pointing a bird." Victor is an Irish setter adjustment of the accounts of the late Rob- ^“Finest Watch Work Done Promptly
I he success attending the Belfast Loan and one of the best bird dogs in the vicinity." ert F. Peirce, of this city, with H E. Peirce
Belfast.
High Street,
When he strikes the scent of a bird he re-’ and others. H. E. Peirce alleges that from
and building Association speaks well for
mains immovable, with his nose pointing di- 1883 to date of the death of Robert F. they
tin- management, and for our city. While
rectly at the game. He cannot be called off were partners, and that, on account of losses
tie- stM'-kholders are receiving good inter- and will
in their business, the latter was indebted to
not stir until the bird is Hushed.
est "ii tlieii money the Association is addIt is said that one day Victor stopped sudden- him ; also that they were part owners in tlie
A Cure Without Parallel in
ing to the number of lion.*e-owners, who ly in the street and pointed towards a man property on Goose River, where the business
are the mainstay of every community.
its History.
whose name was Partridge. Victor began was carried on, and that R. F. was indebted
to score the bushes, beating up and down as to him for repairs and improvements made.
Ah■ it three yea:- ag 1
t.*kc:i-i,.k vvitl
Fraud, foreign money and the foreign a yacht crawls to windward, always obey- E. M. Sanborn, executor of R. F. Peirce's
LA GRIPPE. which left me ir. a bad st reh merit contributed largely to Cleveland’s ing the call of his master. By and by the estate, claims that H. E. Peirce owed the
l thought a- the wane weather came
Til
p
■ II L. on that 1 would re. aver
my u-ual
bell stoped ringing.
“He has got a bird," estate for use of the property from 18*3 to
SU'-ccSS.
health, hut instead 1 grew steadily worse, and. 1
was
obliged to GIVE IT MY' WoRk HNsays
Charles, and presently up Hew a death of Robert F.: also for improvements
1IRELN. I employed tour t the best phy-iSecret Societies.
woodcock. When the bird is Hushed lie made by latter, including the building of a
ians in my vicinity without re eiving anv
]
benefit or encouragement.
tried several
darts suddenly upward until he is above the dam. Another case between the same parwithout obtaining any benefit. I.a.-t
Timothy Chase Lodge, F. and A. M., gave
Sarsaparilla*
.m
two
for
notes
bushes when he takes a horizontal Higlit. ties was as to the liability
fall 1 had a TERRIBLE C< >1 GH. night sweats,
to
three
canthe Filtered Apprentice Degree
loss of appetite, hectic fever, and had several
“Bang!” goes Charles’ gun and his 112th 81,050 signed by the two, H. E. Peirce claimattacks of BLEEDING FR< >M 1 11 F. LUNG>,
didates last Thursday evening.
bird of the season falls to the ground. It re- ing them to he Robert F.’s notes, which be
and at :l" t"nes raised more or
RPRT
I less pus. 1 was extremely weak
The members of Canton Pallas,I*. M., I. O.
the
estate
liable
for
a
as
shot
to
kill
a
woodsigned
surety,
being
steady,
quick
quires
and
and I was thoroughly convinced
emaciated,
o. F.. are reminded of the regular meeting
cock.
It was now dark and Mr. Coombs the whole. The executor claims that they
that mine was a hopeless case of CONSUMPTION.
At
this
time, hearing that a lady in my
this evening, at which important business
in
were
which
both
are
shown
us
the trick, we came home.
equally
having
joint notes,
own
town. MRS. JEREMIAH
BOWEN, had
w ill come up.
been
cured of Consumption by the use of
| Mr. Coombs frequently bags a dozen in one liable. The decision will probably be renRODOLF’S MEDICAL DISCOVERY. 1 redered at the January term of court. WilThe Pythian Sisterhood are to have their I afternoon.
solved to try it. My appetite began to improve
liamson for H. E. Peirce. Dunton for the
before I had finished taking the first bottle,
antiquarian supper and dance at Odd Fel- I
which gave me new courage. Continuing its use,
Mr. George W. Morse and his sons, of Bel- estate.
With
each
17th.
Nov.
low’s Hall, Thursday
my cough became loose, night sweats stopped,
mont, returned home a few days ago with
The other case was one in which Joseph
NI anti 1 began to gain in flesh and strength.
supper ticket there is a check which gives
I have now taken four bottles, in contwo
deer—both
bucks.
One
IPO
weighed
the holder an interest in a nice quilt.
Williamson, Jr., and Win. P. Thompson, as
junction with RODOLF’S CREAM EMULSION,
and the other IPO pounds. They assignees of the insolvent estate of George
and during that time have gained twenty-two
pounds
of
Canton
chevaliers
A party of nineteen
pounds. At present 1 am working every day on
camped at a lake on the east bank of the H. Bemis, sold to Wright & Varney certain
a
farm, have a good appetite, sleep well and am
Pallas, P. M.. 1. O. O. F., accompanied by
river.
Mr.
Morse
EN 1’IRELY FREE from my COUGH. Ii seems
deer
in
the
and
Belfast
furniture
the
Piscataquis
reports
Inn,
Crosby
ladies, took a ride to Searsmont last Thursalmost a MIRACLE to me. hut the above stateowners
of
the
claims
quite
plentiful.
Hotel
Co.,
building,
ment is true, and my neighbors will testify to it.
day night, where they held their annual
1 shall tell every one I know to he suffering with
the furniture under a mortgage given them
at the hotel
that terrible disease, CoN.-l MPTloN',
to
supp‘-v and dance. The spread
The Belfast Deer Hunters will leave next
&
as security for rent.
Bemis
Wright
by
best
C* A DTLI take RODOLF’S MEDICAL
style,
was gotten up in Landlord Dyer's
Lnn I II DISCOVERY
for the country north of Mount Kaand
ROMonday
that
claim
the
them
assignees
gave
Varney
DOLF’S CREAM EMULSION, md will cheerand was thoroughly appreciated by tlie
tahdin, in Aroostook county. The party this a clear title to warrent and defend the same
fully answer any and >11 letters or questions that
visitors. The dance was atDirigo Hall, and
1 believe
any person may care to write or a.-k.
year will consist of Judge George E. John- to them, but the assignees say they only sold
The music
these medicines to he THE BE> 1 ON EAR I H.
was a very enjoyable occasion.
son, Dr. S. W. Johnson, K. F. Dunton, Esq.,
Bemis’ interest in the property at the time
GEo. HUST1S.
Very
truly
yours,
was hv the Townsend brothers, violinists,
M »nroe, Me., Oet. n, i3u2.
and Charles Harris, of Belfast, and Dr. of the
insolvency, also that the insolvency
One
and Charles Hemingway, organist.
RAIWR’Q NEW MEDICAL DISCOVERY.
Harris, of Augusta. They will drive j renders the mortgage void, as coming within
Hugh
AUyULr 0 the new Scrofula Remedy, is a
of the Townsend boys is but thirteen years
across the country seventy-five miles from |
positive and guaranteed cure for Scrofulous and
2d Houlton. This is the region where Judge j three months of the date of same. This is a
of age, and his playing, both as 1st and
Cancerous Humors, Consumption, Sait Rheum,
1
A
decision
Johnson killed his deer last fall, and where reference at common law.
may
Humors on Face, Pains in the Flack, Indigestion,
violin, was remarked as being unusually the Doctor smelled a moose. The Doctor
diseases of the Liver and Kidneys, etc.
be looked for in the near future. Fogler for
as a prompter
has got blood in his eye and is after moose
good for one so young, while
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
and Wright & Varney. Dunton
meat. The region is almost inaccessible, Hotel Co.
lie has a clear voice and calls all the changes
for assignees.
RODOLF MEDICINE C0„ BROOKS, ME.
but is good hunting ground.
correctly.
This is

hardly surprising. In
Massachusetts, and elsewhere, the Prohi!"'

8 GTS. PER SKEIH.

for W. <). Sargent, Oak Hill, machinery for
the Fletcher mill at Burnham, the Randall
mill at South Montville, and work for the
D<>dliu Granite Co., South N>-rridgew.*ck,
the Pleasant River Granite Co., Addison,
and Mr. C. J. Hall, of Atlanta, Ga.
Anothkj:

Mr. Lewis Iiiee, of Windsor, N. S.. the
photographer who made the views of the
Skoda buildings at Wolfville, relates a curi-

Cure

Complete

Ru-

Belfast Maehim* and Foundry Co. is
increasing its business. Although they
arc now running until 11 o’clock at night,
ami have a larger crew than ever before employed here in that business, they have been
obliged to hire more men the past week,
Their work is going to all parts of the country. that now on hand including a granite
car
of 20 tons capacity for S. E. Allen,
Green’s Landing, winch and other machinery

and trade in

warm come

by paying

N. V

SARSAPARILLA.

The

and

An

A

still

lady of this city is a groat believer in
epidemics. If one of the household has a
cold, or pains or aches of any kind, she is
to know of

>:i.

Colorless, Emaciated, Helpless

.£50,000; amount paid in,
£10,000: par value of shares, £100 each. S.
W. Johnson, A. E.
Kilgore. Charles E.
Lane, Geo. A. Nichols, and Ccas. E. Gordon are directors. S. W. Johnson is president, ucd Emery Iioardman treasurer.

Tain.

sure

o£ Edmes-t

ficate states tin* purposes of the company to
be the manufacturing and selling Iod-df’s
The
New Medical Discovery, so-called.

capital stock

It

exceptional opportunity,

an

keep

CLOAK DEPARTMENT!

en-

And Just Read This •

Mr. David M. Jordan

The eertidcatc of organization
tin
dolf Medicine Company has been recorded
The certiat the Waldo Registry of Deeds.

drummers and

is

to

22c. per skein,
-regular price 3 3 cents.--

This is from .Mr. D M. Jordan, a
j
tired farmer, ar.d one of the most
(
spected citizens of Otsego Co., N. V.
briskly as here. Both American ami EngFourtrisi y.'.irs airo I lin’d nn attack of
lish dags dy above tin* building.
gravel, and have since been troubled with
of

If you want

YARNS.

(Brown

the laboratory door. It is also
running
within a few rods of tin* wharves. Business
on the Canadian end is
booming quite as

it.”

really putiing unheard
of prices on

every part. Come,

to

quarter of beef to go with

are

£#“Tbese are not old, moth-eaten things, but
good substantial goods, and perfect in

The Skoda Discovery Co. has photographs
the exterior and interior of tin* new
Skoda laboratory at Wolfville, N. S. The
building is S0x45 feet, ami four full stories
besides the cellar and attics. It is on land
leased of the railroad company, the track

not.”

We

Remember, going at 8c. per
skein. Also in

of

To make
matters worse, another person to whom the
lady applied said: “I'm not going to Boston
To-day, but when 1 do go I will gladly carry
up your butter, and perhaps by that time
you

Grace Harlow.

pay-roll.

The citizen asked to be excused, explaining that the cost of the truckage in Boston would lie more than the express bill through. “You’re a mean old
thing,” said the neighbor, “you might take
it right into your stateroom and carry it over
as

Miss Jennie Grant returned from Newtonville Saturday.... Mrs. R. F. Rowe has returned from a visit to Waldoboro.... Mrs.
Olsen, of New York, is the guest of Miss

interested in the increase "f the fortnightly

Charlestown.

well

but WE want to use the ROOM
and YOU may use the GOODS

son

a

FOR ALL.

and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Snow are on the
sick list-Rev. H. W. Norton was in town
Wednesday afternoon... .The young people
of the Epvvorth League gave an entertainthe Methodist vestry Friday night.
Lizzie Rolan is visiting friends in Hudand other places in Massachusetts....

shall go without

no one

Real Interest

It is done to close out our
tire stock of Germantown.

greater part of this money goes at once into
local circulation, and directly or indirectly
benefits everybody in town, s<> that all art-

would

That

--

Mr.

Last Saturday was pay day at the shoe
factory of Critchett, Sibley & Co.r and the
pay roll for the two weeks ending on that
day aggregated upwards of .£.1,000', which is
at the rate of over £125,000 a year. The

and

as

their loss.

In speaking of the exhibits at the North
Waldo Fair the Pittsfield Advertiser makes
extended mention of the exhibits of Mr. W.
M. Monroe, formerly of this place, who is
now a blacksmith at West Troy.
He had a
large lot of articles of his make,ami can make
anything in steel from a sewing needle to a
ships anchor. His specialty is shoes for
trotting horses. [Camden Herald.

for

our

Charlestown

mourn

ary 1st.

citizens left town for a trip to
Boston last week ami also left behind him a
reputation for meanness from which he will
probably never recover. A neighbor hearing he was to visit Boston asked him if he

in

to

MIC TEMPLE.

Arey was a kind, indulgent father and a
genial neighbor and leaves a large circle of
friends by whom he will be greatly missed.
Miss Blanche, who was teaching school in
Massachusetts, arrived Tuesday,a few hours
before her father’s death. She is now quite ill.
but it is hoped it will not prove serious....
Mrs. I). II. Smith is also quite ill. ..Mrs. A. I).
Harlow slipped and fell on her piazza one
day last week and lamed herself quite badly-Charles Fernald, Miss Nellie Fernald,

Miss

shares have been disposed of in Massachusetts. They expect to organize about Janu-

something different on which to exercise his
The grindstone soon met his gaze, and
art.
that useful adjunct of the joiner shop was
given a solid ground-work of paint. The
porous stone absorbed the paint and was
completely ruined.
One ot

daughters

A.P.Mansfield

ment at

The Dalton Sarsaparilla Company now
has Sid,000 of its £25,000 capital stock pledged, the stock being taken readily. The stockladders are principally business and professional men of Waldo county, though a few

which he

he

the firm’s work at Bar Harbor.

will be in Belfast the last of this week.

'Pin* small boy lias again come to the front.
A c arpenter in this city, who regards his
tools and machinery e\ en as the apple of his
eye, lately discarded some old paint brushes,

and

seen

:

The stock of the Leon Sarsaparilla is nearly all sold, and the movers in the project are
getting ready to organize. Mr. John M. Kilgore has charge of the sales of stock, and

had drifted around under the scuppers and
the water had been pumped from the vessel
into her.

this youngster

and two

Sarsaparilla works.

Mathews Brothers have just received a
large order for work to be put into the observatory of Harvard College; also an order
from a new customer in New York City,

One

a

grocery business for a good many years, and
for about 17 years was one of the selectmen.
His age was 59 years. He leaves a wife

Mr. F. E. Wiley has finished piping the
residences of Dr. G. C. Kilgore ami Mr. E.
F. Hanson, and is now superintending the
setting of the boilers and engine at the Da-

remarkably good pump.
morning while lying at anchor here all hands
turned 1«. and pumped ship, and the captain stepped t«> the side to get into his boat
and come ashore, but found that the yawl,
which was made fast to the main rigging,
but

of

Democrats
pai

cliai,

manv

the

it in Belfast?

The
third

t«-

The Dana Sarsaparilla Co. is laying the
on which to set their web press
which will be shipped in a few weeks.

A

And it also shall be the duty of all
teachers in lie public schools of this State
to devote not less than ten minutes of each
week oj the school term to teaching the
••biidivn under their charge, the principles
of kindness to birds and animals.

II

The vessel

time ago.

to

i

This is not at all

big joke was perpetrated by a
captain upon himself in this harbor
A

A. M.. of which he was a member. The services were conducted by Rev. M. G. Prescott. There was a large attendance of Masons and other friends and the floral offerings were numerous and beautiful. Mr.
Arey was a prominent citizen and business
man of the town.
He carried on a large

foundation

obvious.

is

Winterport. The funeral of Mr. Elisha
C. Arey, whose sudden death from paralysis
of the brain was announced last week, took
place at his late residence Friday afternoon
under the supervision of Howard Lodge F. &

Industries.

Fernald and Mudgett are making some
marble tops for set bowls to be placed in Mr.
Hanson’s new residence.

taries, and certainly it is not an unwelcome
But howevvisitor in the summer months.
er the outsider may criticise Boston, its citizens are firm in their faith, and their enthusiasm necessarily makes an impression on
the strangers within their gates. The moral

Local

N. S. Lord is making new sails for sells.
Mary A. Hall and Helen.

A Belfast man, who recently spent a week
the Huh, says he noticed that the people
there did not forget to boom Boston. They
were not found standing on the corners denouncing Boston as the meanest place on
earth, <>r growling over their taxes. On the
contrary they went about full of the idea
that Boston is the biggest place in the universe ami that the world really revolves on
their Hub. Even the east wind has its voat

Administration will be.

The. platform says one thing, and their
candidate says another,while Tammany.
r<» whom Mr. Cleveland abjectly surrendei

Concerning

Stories.

Short

Hcpubltcan journal.

bicyles:

THAYER & ARABS.
JEWELERS.

Watch.es,

Silverware,

Spectacles.

—

THE LOWEST PRICES.
A

new

line of

extra

tine

quality and style

can

supply

you with the finest pro iueti

of the manufacturers, at prices so low that
will surprise you. Ask your friends and tti**y
will tell you that the place to buy is ar

LADIES’

Kid Button & Lace Bools
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

Warm
of all kinds and

W. T.

Goods

qualities

at

bottom

Perfect

satisfaction

COLBURN,

McClintock Block.

in

<*ur

T.

I

guaranteed

prices.

High Street.

Belfast, Oct. 27.1892.

SENSATION AT MONROE.

•••

—

.-

Miss A. F. Southworth
Again e-alls

t>- notice

from her old store

that she has moved

on

Main St., and with

Hiss R. A. FRENCH
has taken the store in the Journal build-

T|S

where they have

plete line

stock

a

we

shall make you all remcmU*r

A Revelation in Fine Goods and Fair
We

are

going

to <l«

business w itli you because
Uur prices are simply

\n e

lia\

just

<

to
is

«*xaor'.\

a-

Pried

bat

irresistible.

Our Fall & Winter Attractions will

Turnon

cause a

such quantities of new styles, in quality ami vari. t>. Our FKESH. NKW
strictly first class. We have the disposition, the ability, ami tin* elegant g>
please -verv one seeking bargains in the line of
see

MEN and BOYS’ CLOTHING.

Haney,
in

now

FALL OF t)2.

-Tla* opening months "f tin-season

ing recently occupied by

Mrs. G. W.

THE

com-

of

-LARGEST

Millinery
Fancy Goods.

Our

^"Remember

Everything

LINK

-:i

OF-

-AND-

Miss Southworth hopes to see all her old
customers and many new ones.

32 CHURCH

tlie

Place,

STREET,

Miss A. F. SOUTHWORTH.
Miss R. A. FRENCH.
Belfast, Oct. 20, 1892.—6w42

ensures in selection of goods to satisfy individual tastes,
t »•
made up of <joods trustworthy, servieealile and the best of their class

assortment

Come in

and

does
see

<it

Belfast
111

the

Lowest

Possible

Price.

One

Pine

how fair we will treat von, how well we " ill please von,
MPCH WE WILL SAVE FOlt YOC.

HIGH

Clothing
STREET,

an

In

House

PHtENIX

CHARLES O’CONNELL,

ROW-

Proprietor

and Insolvency Courts were each
j
later than usual this month, on
,ut of election day.
hate

day

ne

government buoy tender was in the
She is putting the
•r over Sunday.
s along the coast in condition for win-

\

ssfnl series
it'S

of

Pierce's Parlor

at

;

very*
Saturday evening as- j

Cottrell is conducting

M.

1

a

Theatre,

|

1

teachers of the schools in Central
ct meet at the High School room every i
.lay afternoon to receive instructions
Mrs. K. S. Pitcher in the method of
ig music m the schools.
the hlaeksmith shops in this
arc lights, which
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The Ladies Sewing Society will meet
Capt. W. L. Howe, of Lincolnville, lias
Thursday, Nov. 10th, with Miss Faunce, been on a ducking trip down the bay in his
yacht,and bagged fifty. He went as far as MaThe compositors of the Journal office have High St.
Rev. Myra Kingsbury entertained The tinicus, but the ducks were shot at Green
presented Mr. Russel (i. Dyer, late local
editor, with a tine set of George Eliot's “Silver Thimble Club,” at Crosby Inn, on 1 Islands.
The Boston Heralds and Globes, giving the
works, as a token of their friendly feelings Saturday last.
for him.
There was no quorum in the common coun- election returns, were brought here by team
Fouv men, who met hy chance at the rail- cil Monday evening, consequently no busi- from Camden yesterday, arriving at noon,
over six hours in advance of the other Bosroad freight house recently, stepped on the ness was transacted hv the city fathers.
ton dailies.
scales and the first three tipped the heam at |
A. A. Howes & Co., having bought a
Mr. B. F. Wells has discovered the perexactly the same figure, lad pounds, the
bankrupt stock of Hour, groceries, etc., are sons who
fourth going hut two pounds heavier.
lately broke into his cottage at
offering their customers some good trades. Little River. Tliev are three
youths belongMessrs. Geo. O. Bailey and Thomas Storer Give them a call.
ing in this city. The matter will be settled,
had their usual election corn bet this year,
The attention iff sheep owners is called to but in such a way that the boys will find it
Mr. Storer giving the odds, fifteen to ten, on
the advertisement of Cooper Dip. Ross C. to be
expensive sport, and probably “won’t
the general result. The stakes were varied
Higgins, Thorndike, is the general agent for do so some more.”
hy substituting oats for one-half the wager. Maine and will send circulars free.
The Peoples’ National Bank has secured
Game Warden Frisbee made another seizThe \V. C. T. l\ request all who have the rooms in Masonic Temple now
occupied
ure of lobsters landed from steamer Castine
second-hand clothing to spare, to please send by H. E. McDonald, and the dim tors
expect
Monday. He took one barrel in which be it to Mrs. W. B. Conantat the Revere House, to be ready for business Jan. 1st. Mr. Frank
found several short and “seed” lobsters. or to Mrs. J. V. Cottrell on High street.
R. Wiggin, who has been in the
employ of
Thay were marked from S. M Rohiuson,
for the
Harvest Festival. The Women's Chris- the Second National Bank of
Miss Fauuee, High street, has
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THE
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1

put him in the lockup. As
old offender in that line,

d.ung a business in
pectations of its starters.

tion

“plays hooky" whenever lie can.
•er thinks seriously of trying the

lie. '1

of the

ex-

has

Over

ear
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this festival is to obtain money for their
charitable and temperance work, instead of
asking collections of the churches. It is
hoped the citizens will respond generously
in sending articles for sale, and food for the
of

meeting of the State PcdagogSociety a Schoolmaster's Club was orudvertised lor the curtain to rise. ganized, of which Prof. John R. Dunton, of supper, which will he served at six o’clock,
Lewiston, formerly of this city, was chosen standard. The public are most heartily inakes the shew from fifteen to thirty
•. s
late mu is a great annoyance To the secretary. The next meeting will be held vited and all will he cordially welcomed.
Mr. F. W. Chase,
t-•-morrow at. Brunswick.
ei-s
i> x\ *• 11
as an injustice to the
Admission 25 cents, including supper.
principal of Belfast High School, is on the
rr: e in season.
New Buildings axi> Improvements. Mr.
will
attend
the
membership committee, and
W. C. Marshall is making extensive imThe Congregation;.t tvkv Covksk.
meeting.
provements at his wharf. The Robbins storeS -eiety has arranged for a course of
The members of the Bel- house has been moved about four feet, and a
Band Mjkktinc..
to
inrlnde
res for the
coming xvinter,
l-Mxvard P. Parker, of Hartford, Conn., fast Band held their annual business meet- new storehouse is to he built beside it, o4xot.i
and elected officers feet. A railroad track has been laid to the
Teni.x son ami his poet ry Mr. LeRoy. the ing last Monday evening
xvhose entertainment is as follows: President, K. S. Pitcher; secre- door of the storehouse, and the approach to
,:ir illusionist,
Geo. R. Poor; treasurer, C. O. Poor; the wharf graded up with good firm materievilarly for the young people; Eli Per- tary,
executive committee, Dr. S. W. Johnson, C.
al which will do away with the mud formern Wit ami the Wonderful in the Orient.
(>. Poor; F. A. Robbins, W. B. Wadsworth,
ly there_Mr. F. A. Howard has the lumL. S. Bean on Christianity and the
R. P. Chase. Mr. F. J. Rigby was engaged
ber on baud for putting up a new house in
a\. and a concert hy the two quartettes
:
klami. Tickets for the course will he as instructor for another year. The meeting the spring_Mr. Howes Mayo has just finahjourned to next Monday evening. The ished a dwelling house on Elm street for
first rehearsal of the year will he next Wed- Mr. N. G. Pcttingill, and is now building
:a ilroap Matters. The new scales for
one on Waldo avenue for Mr. James Slioles.
nesday evening.
jhing ears at the depot are finished and
Christian
Endeavor.
The
fourth
mini
and to ‘Mil1 a long felt want"....The
Jubilee Singers Coming. Perkins' Virversary of the Cougivgationulist C. E. Sospur to \V. C Marshall's storehouse on
ginia and Texas colored jubilee singers will
..The new ciety was held last Sunday afternoon. The give concerts in Stockton Springs to-morrow,
a 1 turf
is hud and in use
of the various
nnnittees showed an
building at Brooks is hoarded and reports
Friday,evening: in Searsport Saturday evenfinished outside, and the frame oi encouraging increase in membership, and ing, and next Sunday evening at the Belfast
in ali departments of
Opera House. The Maine papers speak
freight house is up.. The railroad unproved prospects
Nineteen
:ssioners have extended the corporate the work during the past year.
highly of these singers wherever they have
The follnwnow members have he* n added.
>f Tin- (leorges River Valley Railroad.
appeared. The Bangor Daily News says:
ing otticers were elected : President, H. M.
C. If. Perkins' Virgina and Texas colored
a
rep .res that a new railroad expend
ears.
This road Premiss: vice president, L. E. McMahan; jubilee singers drew a big house at The Noreeut. within three
evening and all were derecording se- rctary. Clias. M. Craig; corre- omhega Sunday able
.-not unite done, hut the throe years
with the
rendering of the 20 or
set ictarv
Mi>s E. M. Pi.mi. treas- lighted
sponding
Is
m.-re
1
ile
time
extended
plantation songs on the program. For
ap>ed,
ure r. d
W. dom
hairim i. of committees a Sunday evening concert the entertainstorm ot .Saturday morning did very
i>
follows
arc
lookmit. MNs Mahcl K. ment was appropriate and the expectations
I .mage
tSms harbor., the casualties
of everyone were fully realized.
Mathew
pra\cr-met-t ihr, Miss Elizabeth
•oiitined T1 swamping a few -mail
Seats on sale at the City Drug Store.
M
Pond : so,-ml
Miss Annie A. Starivtt ;
•nid w ashing lumber'from the wharves,
l*ciic\ olcic-c. Miss Lm
Palmer.
On the Move. These are truly moving
he in the morning was the highest
One small ho-, ha> Lad hard luck as re- times, several families having of late gathert ;■ vino, coming up to the planking
After waiting ed up their lures <'f jn-naiis and changed their
gards ni> sport tins fall.
1» \ lb S. S. Co.'s wharf, and th-wing
a long tinie lie at last got that joy
places of abode. 0. II. Fall, at No. p.t Bay
pat.ii ni
Home of the wharves farther up the
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will continue to run on the line.
Katahdau is still at East Boston ami
The steamers 1 ’emdis.-t>t
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the

route

reatly for tlie work
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Thursday to bring freight
Cinibria, which was left on the

••shorn

frmn

i.er

regu-
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trip ill order to mak»* coimei tion liere
n tlie
Id tiobscot.Saturday morning
Ib uobsfot arrived very early and had a

freight, including

large amount of
Critehett Sibley A Co.,
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in,
S.
s>

>uperintemlnit
Co.,
tor

was

the

in

of wharves.

company.
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and E. O. Eaton, part owners of stcamWfl. oine, will have a new ami handsome
•*r "ii tla river next season.
The hull

J1

has
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View street, has moved up stairs in the same
house, and Samuel J. Clifford has moved in
below, coming from the Sibley house on
O. R. Veatoii has moved
Inion street.
from the Ezekiel Burgess house on Pearl
street to the Noyes house, opposite the Journal office. and F. A. Robbins goes into the
Burgess house from the corner of Bark and
Mrs. C. \V. Haney, who
Charles streets.
has been living with Mr. Yeat n’s family.

Every

Mi

Cooper, of
A!,t.
parti*-.-

<

ks for
r

s.HOO

towns

Vas-

<»u

Friday

South M-uiti:

Lnitmhiiie

j

tan, Capt. Sargent, went on t!ie N’ortl: railway at Rockland last w eek tocuikaml pa .at
and for genera! repairs. ..*.Tin- revenue nit-

Woodbury, which lias been at the New
! England yard, Bath, rereiving repairs s.nce
the last of August, lias been thoroughly
ter

overhauled and resumed her duties on this
station. She has been replanked, r**deeked,

1

I

!

!

(

Dilworth.

bis

new

In--use

tunity

requested

to

S.

Pratt,

T. U.

The outside finish of the Odd Fel(’hat.
lows' Block lias been painted... .Mr. J. L.
Havener is doing the iron work for a jigger
to be built for Mathews’ Bros., with If 1-4
inch axles. He lately made one for Mr. F.

|

II. A. Carter is

White if 1 -if indies.... Walter F. Br an.
of Stockton Springs, has leased the stable at
the corner of Main and Cross streets, and
took charge last week.Mr. Charles JU
Coombs has at his rooms a large number of
birds and animals which lie is mounting for
his customers, among them a handsome
buck’s head brought in by Mr. (1. W. Morse.
....A. A. Howes & Co. have bought the
Emer\ Bobbins’ stock of groceries and removed it to their store... The November
meteors ma\ be looked for from November
lifth to loth.... Fifty-one of the pack of riftyr.vo were present at the rehearsal for Living
Whist last Friday night, and the prospects
fur a good game are brighter.... A Belfast
man bought a half peck of eating apples at
A. A. Howes N Co's, the other Jay, and
there was not a worm, spot or blemish in
The customer thought he
one of the fruit.
a
rebate of worms....Mr.
was entitled t
John <1. Damon lately received from a
friend, who is on the Boston tire department,

on

a

Our assortment is very large and the trade on these goods
has been unprecedented. If you want a nobby, stylish garment, examine our stock.

still

larger company was
the festivities. Many

will be found in stock at

Splendid Styles, only 25c.

“LA GRIPPE”
Are

Alarmingly

1 Case Fall

Prevalent.

success. There was a very interesting
program presented,after which the company
partook of an excellent clam chowder, cake,
etc. The receipts were about £12, which are
to be used on the old church... .The Sons of
Veterans intend to have a sociable, with a

the parsonage since our last visit. A new
two story ell lias been erected in place of the
old one. New three light windows have replaced the old ones. The front hall has
been remodeled, the house papered throughout, 230 rolls of paper being used, and it has
m

baked bean supper, at their hall next Tuesday evening... .School in district No. 2, is
under the instruction of Miss Sara Leadbetter.
Miss Blanche Freeman is teaching in
Dist. No. 3...'.Mr. E. J. Tower has been in
Boston recently on business_Mr. and
Mrs. F. 0. Young have returned from a

painted outside and in. One would
hardly know the place. It is now a tine
home for the pastor—one of the best, if not
been

The expense of the

short visit to Boston....A silver gray fox
has been haunting some of our iieneries
lately and makes bold to prowl around in
mid-day. One of our ladies in the absence*
of the male portion of t her family tired both
barrels at him, but without a vail.

I

j

j

j

Applet*>n. Winnie Pease, win* has had a
situation in a real estate otriee since last
spring, spent a few days at home last week.
....The Adventists are holding interesting
in the Union House, this place,
and also at North Appleton. The meetings
will he continued a few days longer.
.Wil-

meetings

Style

1 Case Tokio

Prom the

Same

cause

Are Announced

in

Percales at 10 Cents,

Reps only

8 cents per

yard

Carpetings, Oil Clol rs, Hugs,

Etc.

every paper.

Would you lie rid of tile awful effects of
La Grippe?

There is BUT ONE SURE REMEDY that

NEVER PAILS, viz,

j

Retail in Boston for >Oc.

worth 12 1-2 cents.

SUZCZDES

We have

some

with

(Tivsnt

j
1

in this

bargains

great

yourself acquainted

department. Make
buy while this

prices

our
and
rncta
.'•nnftnnoc
* Uv-u
tvuuuuve.

tr*S“Bargains in every department of our large store. Goods
moving lively, and should at the prices we have made on them.

are

7ft Guarantee to CURE you

or

-SEE THE JOB LOT OF-

RE-

LADIES

PDND your money.
GOll.I)

\VK

DO

offered

1SNT IT WORTH A TRIAL?
1

yl

AND

GENTS UNDERWEAR

MOKE?

at

reduced prices.

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

urm

SKODA'*
OIXTMEVT, tlic
Oreal Kerman Skin Cure, and
finest Cosmetic made. Removes
■thick licads. Pimples, etc., as
if l>.v magic. H ox. tubes iu elegant
cartons 50 ets.

Belfast,_-

Boys

Odd Fellows Block,

■

_-

& Youths’

Clothing

AT HALF PRICE!
-AT

E. P. FROST & CO’S.
Having bought a BAlNItKUPT STOCK of Boys' and Youth*’
CLOTHING at half the cost of manufacture, we can show
customer*
the GREATEST BARGAINS overseen
Waldo ( .u.,w
(ail
at once if you want to get a Boys' LONG HAN'T" "LIT" worth
£t«S, t-. Mtt.

Men’s

re-

was a

low prices^

DRESS GOODS!

of

Linco lnvillk. Miss Annie Drake is in
Massachusetts for a short visit.... Mrs.
Charles Whittier, of Rockland, has been in
town visiting her parents and friends... .The
sociable held at the Band Hall Tuesday
evening,Nov. 1st,by the “Willing Workers”

^TUR“C APES7B 0 AS;"AND“MU FFsfl?

£

engravings representing the DarkFire Brigade on duty. The\ oeeupy a

ter received a slight injury to his knee
cently. by falling on the sidewalk.

large invoice of

Jackets, Long Garments, Capes,&c,

honor in Mr. Damon's office... .Mr.
John F. Chapman will start his kerosene
• art
again ln-xt week....The afternoon session of schools in Central District, now opens
at 1 o'clock and closes at 4.
.Mr. 1. T. Fos-

place

received another

-COMPRISING-

series of

town

church. Pastor Hanscom and
have wrought a great change

the best, in the District.

a

just

Ladies & Misses’ Garments,

(i.

moving
High street. \Y. A.
up*
housekeeping and

improvements was £1,700. There was to be
house warming Friday and it would have
been a pleasure for us to remain, but our api pointment for that evening is at Randolph.”
j-(>wing •<» the wet weather the plastering
at the Baptist vestry did not get sufficiently
| dry to render it advisable to hold services
there this week and both Sunday Sehool and
i .preaching service were omitted-Re \ Geo.
! K Tufts preaclied at Liberty Sunday
He
i is now supplying that pulpit r. gularl.v_
| Rc\ S. L. Hanseom preached an able senium
| at the Methodist Church Sunday morning,
i his subject being the two questions, “What
are our churches?” and “arc
they neglectj **d?" Next Sunday he will continue the scries
and speak on
“Some reasons why our
j
churches are neglected.” Sunday evening lie
I
I spoke on “Howto vote,” before a congregation tilling the vestry to its utmost
capacity.

We have

Prom the Effects of

improvement was real, got an answer most
decidedly in the affirmative. He stated that
for years lie had been troubled with rheumatism, and heart, liver, kidney and stomach
troubles. Some time ago be began taking
Skoda's Discovery and tablets, and lias just
finished bis sixth bott le. His general health
is much improved, the rheumatism and kidney troubles have nearly disappeared, and
He ran tew cat
the heart trouble wholly.
|and sleep as well as ever, and do a dayN
work with les> fatigue than tor years.

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S.

CASES of INSANITY 1 CASE NOVELTY DRESS GOODS,

report by Thursday

Georgie

RUSH-*-

*

-AT-

for the winter to complete a course in vocal
music... .The school, which is being taught,
by Sadie Russ, closes this week after a successful term of ten weeks.

so to speak, and appeared more like
the Uncle William we had known before.
Yesterday a Journal reporter met Mr.
Twombly and, asking him if the apparent

upon two sessions of the Non-ParC. T. C. that is holding its annual
our

underdrained as built. The
of Mr. ,1. C. Townsend.

youth,”

looking in

his committee

are

to

-'-GRAND

present t<> engage in
declared it to ho the best time over held in
our village.
The receipts for the two evenings were >•(>(>. Much credit is due the women,
especially to the committee, for their untiring eff orts to make the event a success.
Rev. Mr. Shaw, of the Bangor Theological
Seminary, supplied our church very ac« eptably last Sunday morning and evening.
Miss Adelaide Gurney has gone to Boston

The many friends of Mr. William Twombly
have lately been most agreeably surprised
to notice a marked improvement in his appearance. For several years lie has seemed
to lie gradually breaking down, and although
still ab'e to work, his step was becoming
feeble and his eye losing its brightness; but
this year lie lias seemed to be “renewing his

The Churches. Presiding Elder Wharff
of this M. E. District, writing of his rumblings in The District Tidings says “Thursday
We have the pleasure of
we go to Belfast.

session in

Friday evening

charge

F. E. Crowley.
Sec’y Non-Partisan W. <
noon

1 Clark b.as broken
moved from the Post house on Church
street to the Crosby Inn.... Roland Pattermiii mo\ s from the Jewett “castle" to the
••!>.-key House" oil Cross street.... Mrs.
i Emma Clark lately mowd from the corner
f I nion and Commercial streets to the
Kimball house on Cedar street.

tisan W.

is

For several years it

stormy it was decided to repeat the affair
the next pleasant evening. Accordingly on

An Excursion to Good Will Farm. Arrangements have been made with the Maine
Central U. R. for visiting Good Will Farm.
East Fairfield, on Friday, Nov. 11th as follows: For ten and less than twenty-five
persons from Belfast to Good Will Farm and
return .^1.30 each.
For a party
of over
twenty-five persons si.00 each. All persons
wishing to avail themselves of this oppor-

«

Leonard
to

M.
into

avenue

work is in

Robertson from the Hilton house t«> Mrs.
Alfred G. Ellis' on Primrose hill. Geo. C.
Lam moves into the house latch \ acuted by

.mis

I’.

;!

apples in t'm three
Brook- and
Monro.

pil. ('.

Mr. Ki-at'iig

bought

o’

t'l.m...

i!

three-masted sell. Emma, Capt. L:ttiehas b*-en loaded with to" tons •; pnving by the Sargent Granite ('• for BrookSI. Purilyn, N. V.. and sailed Momlav

1

on

oar-iomD

..ml

,-i

The

15. A;

Belfast Saturday

tell

:t\

,i♦

-..:

j John,

atlier for
'T-board stork for Sherman A: Co., and
is for local retail dealers... Mr. Unity

S.

shippe.i

; i:g

C. Pitcher loaded sch
Man Eliza witli produce last week and she
sailed Thursday for Isle an Haul... .Sch.
FI uvnee E. Tower sailed Thursday,
light,
tor B .ckport, and sch. Annie L. Wilder for
Isleshoro. Sell. Fannie & Edith sailed Friday with hay for Quincy Point_Officer
Frisbee has been relieved of the cure, as
ship-keeper, of scl:. Paragon. Her sails have
been unbent and stored, ami she is hauled in
at Dyers wharf, where Mr. »>. R. Webster
will look after her... .Seh. Paul Seavey has
received repairs at Carter’s d«*« k and has
g<*ne into winter quarters at Islesboro....

take the pia-e f the Cim-n the Bangor ami Bar Harbor route...
Castine made an extra trip as far as
soon

t

point

-an-

>

apn.e trade

*-s

Smii-ium, Items. H.

probably before
tlie coming win-

Tlie steamer Dockland is still at her
aid in Baugor,
She will take the plate
if steamer Mt. Desert between Hockian i
d Ear Harbor ;»s soon as the business deoases so that she can handle it.
.The new
Cel for the Setlgwiek arrived hist week,
she will

a

1

The

iuanT:;

li. li.

ona,

■

ts l»> steamand Frank .1 one- a large planThe demand els.•where has
111> .d apjih
increased the price of scallops so that fishermen
have stopn.-d bringing them here u>
retail, though a few are still found in the
markets.
Tile prn-e at ('astine last week
was <1.00 per gallon
Smelts w.-re in the
market iast week, selling at la cents per lh.
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handsome monuments set. There are
be three avenues leading to the Belmont
road from the new part, and one is nearly
finished parallel with the Belmont road.

et*'.
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these
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t
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Capt
derson. and will put her in shape for |
uiiiier’" ainpaign
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some

has gone to Mrs. N’eailie Holmes' to board,
are tilled with
Among
i Mr Benjamin Libby, who lateiv sold his
other articles may l.e mentioned a letter from
house "U Race street t" Mr. E. M. Crocker,
a Waldo County lady at t he National W, (
T
has bought Mr. Sanford Howard’s house on
!
Convention in Denver, Colorado: a paper
Bay View street, and the families have all
read by Mrs. E. L. Bra. kett, of Belfast, at
moved, Mr. Hi ward going into the Cottrell
the recvnt Non-Partisan W. C. T. 1. Couvei
house, corner of I nion and Commercial
tion il. this city a letter from diio. giving
st:<cts.
Mrs. John B. Harris is to move
of
n
that
Staoglimpse
farming operationfrom her bmise on Spring street to the one
s■ >*,,,•
interesting coumients .m 'he Non-l r-die latel\ bought of Capt. F. A. Gilmore.
t
in Convention in
Belfast: Mrs. Ward's
J la try \Y. Clark has moved from the Gilmore
onn:
letter fr m Brazil.
.-orrespomlence,
iiouse to E. C. Hilton’s liouse, and Frank

owned

i.

jo\

inside pages of the
interesting matter.

usual the

As

improvements
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ago committee of the church decided to go
ahead with the work, and a contract was
iuade with R. A. Gurney to do the job. No
sooner was it made public than the women
of the community began to make plans to
raise money to pay the bills.
A meeting
was called and a committee chosen to arrange matters for an antiquarian supper and
envelope sale of fancy articles and the night
named to have the event. The night appointed, which was last Wednesday, proved
to be very stormy, but a large company
gathered in Union Hall and sat down to
tables well tilled with food of ye olden time.
The envelope sale was an attractive feature
and well patronized.
After supper good
music was rendered by the old folks glee
club. Many of the costumes of the ladies
were
unique and original, causing much
sport for the company. The night being so

Temperance I'nion will serve a Har- past live years, has been engaged as cashier.
vest supper at the Opera House Wednesday
Work on the addition to Grove Cemetery
evening, Nov. Kith. There will he an apron has been carried forward considerably the
sale, a table of homemade candies, a ten past season, and a great many lots have been
cent table and other attractions. The object sold and
nicely graded and fitted up, and

most ot
dues, interest. et»
which has been invested. Three semi-annual
dividends of per eel t. each have been paid
and a fourth will be declared soon.
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The Belfast Li-.an and Building Associa-

an

Head

! has been evident that repairs must be made
upon our church steeple,, as it leaked badly.
We are not a wealthy community and it
j seemed a
great undertaking to raise funds to
I make the
necessary repairs. A short time
!
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SealCVve, Me., to W.J. Emerson. Boston.
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w

square
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to rent.

Suits,Overcoats, Ulsters & Reefers
A.T COST to close broken

EMERY O. PENDLETON.

A BATTLE WITH DISEASE!
The

Enemy

AN

IMMENSE

STOCK

OF

Routed !!

SKODA WINS!
Extreme Nervousness,
Loss of Appetite, an<l

Rheumatism,

DRIVEN FROM THE FIELD!
Mr. Emery O. Pendleton of Belfast,
Me., NOW 45 YEARS OF AGE, WAS A MEMHe
BER of Co. I, 15th Reg., Me. Vol.
SERVED WITH DISTINCTION DURING THE
WAR, REC’D AN HONORABLE DISCHARGE
AND IS NOW A RESPECTED MEMBER OF
Thos. II. Marshall Post, G. A. K.. of
Belfast, Me. Six months since while
AWAY FROM HOME AT WORK, HIS HEALTH
BEGAN TO FAIL RAPIDLY, AND HE WAS
SOON OBLIGED TO LEAVE OFF WORK ENHe SAYS:
TIRELY.

*

AT ASTONISHINGLY LOW PRICES

Japanese Wolf Sleigh Robes in Black & Grey,
AT PRICES THAT WILL SURELY INTEREST YOU.
We are BOUND TO SAVE YOU MONEY if
you will
A DOUBTER, but call at once and see for yourself,

give

us a

chance.

DON'T BE

jy-Remember the place,

78 MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

“Coupled with all my old army troubles,
I lost my appetite, had a distressing and
burning sensation in my stomach, ex-'

Sacred

nervousness, so bad that the
least excitement would cause large drops
of sw eat to stand on my body for an hour
at a time. Anything at a sudden, would
cause
me to sta”t
and jump. Could
not rest nights.
Lost flesh rapidly and became much emaciated. In addition to all this, a severe
Rheumatic trouble from which I have
suffered severely ever since my discharge,
causing my limbs and joints to swell badly
set in. 1 was obliged to give up w ork,
and became,—__
much discourGet
Zee!
ling no betier,
aged.
*
r was in ■ ■
duced to try
.SKODA’s DISCOVERY. It had a wonderful effect upon me. I began to feel
better after using it only a short time. 1
have now taken lour bottles. My Rheumatism has all disappeared. Appetite has returned. Have gained much
in flesh and strength. Nervousness all
gone. Am able to sleep
^
well nights. And am
again working at my trade
1 led that I am entirely
as Blacksmith.
cured from all these troubles
Yours trulv,
EMERY O. PENDLETON,
treme

Concert.

BELFAST OPERA HOUSE.

Sunday Evening. Nov. 13.
('.

H.

l’erkins’ Celebrated Colored
and Texas

Jubilee

__

i• _mi.j

Singers!

Norfolk. V.i., an Woo. Texas. A PEN! INF
SLA\ E BAND. Wi!i gi\«•
f rlieir pleasing

« T

Sprowl, Appleton Midge,
erysipelas... .Edgar Butler has given up the
Teamster's Inn at Blackington's Corner and
| returned to his farm. A. H. Newbert, who
recently occupied the place, has moved his
This is the BEST amt MOST EXPENConsisting 0} over Twenty Pieces of the most
household goods to Mrs. Catherine Newpopular duiii.ee and St ntiineutal music. They
CjfBi—
SIVE flour on earth, adapted to all purposes,
are Pennine Colored
The Methodist? EpworthLeague holds its
People, emancipated
—bread, biscuit and pastry, and is made to
hert’s, and will go t*» New York....We are
by President Lincoln’s proclamation.
next
monthly meeting
till a long felt want for a better flour
Monday evening.... glad to learn of Fred Ripley's good fortune
15 AND 25 CTS.
ADMISSION,
Sunday morning the Lord’s supper was ob- in getting an increase of pension. He was a
than has heretofore been offered.
served at the Congregationalist Church_
Reseneil Seats 3f>c. Tickets on sale at City
It Hill make WHITER BREAD,
member of the First Maine Cavalry, and deThan any other
SKODA S LITTLE TABLETS
Drug Store. Doors open at 7.do. Concert
Rev. R. T. Hack took an acthe part in six
serves, and no doubt needs, tin* increase.
It Hill make BKTTKK BREAD,
For Headache and Liver Trouble.
Commerces at S.lf*.
FLOUR
different religious services last Sunday—
With
the Discovery they cure Rheuma.Verauus Pease found a ripe strawIt Hill make MOKE KUEAll,
on the market.
tism.
ellicient.
Ear
Mild,
safe,
school
superior
and
communion
preaching,Sunday
at
berry in his Held October 28th_Artist
Ito any pill. Once used you will have no
the church in the morning, preaching at
other. SOinabox. Price 155 cts.
Pease has sold 247 casks of apples.
Please remember that besides ‘"Varney's Prize,”
Poor's Mills in the afternoon, and C. E. and
We have a Christian Endeavor society.
we sell
! lecture in the
(SKODA
DISCOVERY CO. BELFAST, ME.I
evening-Rev. E. Ratten- Miss Fannie Gushee is
COR SALE.
The weekSecretary.
|
XKCS)A’S
the
DISCOVERY,
Washburn’s Superlative,
1 bury Hodges will occupy the pulpit of the
Great German-American Remly me* tings arc held in the Baptist Church. j
Pood model, fast, and w *11 ftmtlong.
fleer
Burt & Sneider’s
I'nitariaii church next Sunday morning and
iU ishetl. Large pil >t house, engine
edy for Heart, Nerves. Stiver,
mi. and
; Willard Sherman had a husking bee one
t:ger than the Penobscot, and also wider.
them from
rahiti. Will aec >mmo iare
His sermon last
under command of evening.
Blood.
Guarantee
I
Jacksonville,
persons. Well adaotKidneys.
Fancy Patent,
Sunday was | evening last week. These old fashioned gath;s'
ed for private yaclu or
w ill
have two tiers of staterooms and Capt,. Fred A. Gilmore.
steamer
Will
eontraet
with
bottle.
passenger
has
Robinson
I*ay
every
liked....
min.'ll
Services
at the Universalist •
Capt.
Kidder’s Best,
be sold low.
,
jw45
(‘rings arc getting to he of rare occurence...
;n all.
only for the good you receive.
The grand saloon will be two ,M-‘en kept at home one
BKNJ. TinviiMOV. puriUnd, Maine.
|
trip by illness_Seh. Church next Sunday: 10.45 a. m. Topic
Ames
&
Son’s
At
all
81.00
Druggists,
per
We saw last Thursday a woman over SO
died feet long and comparatively no <>b- Odell sailed from the Penobscot river
yes- Desirable
bottle, six bottles 85.50. It you
Locations;
aspleasantness
father lost an arm in the
Fancy Patent,
is't ;u rions excepting the stairw ays and also
want to know about SKODA'S lfElirEterday from Boston, where she will load sured Ps. xivi: (i. S. S. 12 in. The First years old,-(whose
I
Holler King
i Revolutionary war, and whose only soil lost
I)IES, send postal for “Morning
'-mg for smoke-stack. The engine will be dour and grain for L. T. Shales & Co_Sell. Christian Missionaries. Acts xiii:
1—1:5. Y. I his life in the war of the
and Hungarian
Eight.”
Ti;»- freight deck. She will be fitted tip in
Rebellion)
picking
Helen is at Northport, bound for Somes’ P. C.
b
I'.,
We have just bought ;i bankrupt stock of
p. m.
Subject— by Convert, a
AT
up wood in the forest and drawing it to the
“ROCK
BOTTOM”
PRICES.
'Vant style ami will be very fast. Her ! ‘Sound to load granite for New York... .Sell. Sinner? Jas. o: lb-20.
Lecture, 7 j». m., A I! house a quarter **1 a mile away, her only
a nice lot of sail Mackerel, Mack Malted
O HOCEHIES, ETC.,
Just
CLOCK,
‘tu. will
1
in,
of
the
be
City
Bangor...
Mary E. Crosby is to be loaded with paving Plain Statement. Ecclesiastes vii: 0.
probably
Fish, Pla> Feet, Tripe and smoked Ham and
team being herself and daughter.
1 lie Penobscot waited an hour at
ami are prepared to gi\e our customers some
“My
Winterport for New York by the Sargent Granite C
Bacon
G.
L.
Preaching by
Young at the Memorial j brethren, these things ought not so to he".
good trades. Come and see us and be satisfied.
ti the down river
trip Monday, the tide be- Seh. \\ m. Frederick has been chartered to ! Hall next Sunday at 2.30 and 7 o’clock
iwe
A SIP ARE PIANO TO RENT. For particulars
A. A. HOWES & CO.
p. m. Mr. and Mrs. Currier and Miss Lizzie Pit**•>
high that they could not safely make load lumber at Bailey’s Mills. Ga.r for Trini.A
of
Ha-ic will be services as usual at the
inquire
man visited Mrs. C.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
;
MISS
Street.
dad.
FAt'NCE,
She
wharf.
at
High
is
now
in
Boston.
landing Bueksport
1
j Baptist Church next Sunday.
Richardson, in Liiicoluviile, last week.
Belfast, Nov. lo, t»u£.—45tf
STOCKTON SPKINOS.
SMOKE TRI-MOUNT
bring built b\ Henry J. E* a>di :,r liis | eT<■., and is now praetieally a new vessel..
Brewer, ami will be 4a feet long, 12 Sell. Samuel Brown brought gram Saturday
am and I fret
tleep. Frank E. Osgood, b*r Swan & Sibley Co., and W. C. Marshall.
|
Sell. 1’. M. Bonnie has discharged a full
Bangor, will build the engine, and <t>uinn
of Portland, the boiler.
The ma- general cargo from Vinalhaven and is loadin rv will be ready by
Febuary. ami the ing again for th .t port.. .An account of the
will be reatly for business as soon as accident to Capt. Rufus B. Condon's vessel,
er is open in the spring.
The engine s.-h. Beiij. Fabens, will be found on tlie 7th
be a com pound, with cylinders fix-8 ami page. The Fabens has been towed from NewThe boat will cost about >2,000, rmn- port to Boston for repairs.... The name of
'•
.It has been announced as settled the new .schooner built at Bath for Capt.
u the Boston and
Baugor Steamship ('... Thomas Kelley, of Winterport, is R. P.
build a new steamer for the route tins Chandler, not Crandle, as reported last
ter.
The plans are all drawn up ami week.... Capt.
James H. Robinson, of
ire all ready to place the contract as soon
Castme, was in this city Monday, on his
Tia* details and other minor calculations
j way to New York to join his sehooner,
u
be fixed. The steamer will lie fifteen feet the Mary F.
Corson, which lately arrived
I
s'
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BANKRUPT STOCK.
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CIGAR.

The
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Old

Stage

Road.

long ago, ’out the young leaves glowed
Iu tlieir sun-gilt dew by the mountain road,
"When the bee swung on from his blackberry bloom,
When the partridge rose with a hollow
was

boom,

Literary
1

News

and

Notes.

The November number (monthly part)
of Golden Days conies to us laden with
good tilings in the way of serials, short
stories, poems and miscellany—all handsomely illustrated.

Register of Deep Water

Vessels.

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, arrived at
Seattle Oct 31 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from New
York Oct 3 for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord. sailed from San <
Francisco July 29 for New York.
Alameda, Chapman, sailed from San Francisco Oct 12 for New York.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Hong KongSept
29 for New York.
C C Chapman, sailed from Baltimore
Aug 4 for San Diego, Cal; spoken Sept 22,
lat 4 S, Ion 31 W.
Centennial, B F Colcord. arrived at Boston July 1 from Manila.
Charger, D S Goodell.at Hong Kong Sept
29 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, J S Stover, arrived at Philadelphia Aug 27 from Port Blakeley.
Frank Pendleton, \V G Nichols, arrived
at San Francisco Sept 7 from Singapore.
Frederick Billings, Sherman, arrived at
New York Sept 4 from San Francisco.
Gov Robie, J P Butnam, sailed from New
York Oct 5 for Hong Kong; spoken Oct 15,
lat 33 N. ion 42 W.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Genoa
Oct 19 for Leghorn.
Henry 15 Hyde, Pliineas Pendleton, arrived at New York Oct 4 from San Francisco.
Henrietta, A. M. Ross, sailed from Bos-

We have received a copy of the illustrated edition of Appleton's Monthly Buisome tine portraits and
I letin, containing
pine,
D.
And tlie thrush broke short in his half-trill- pictures, with notes on new books.
ed song,
i Appleton A* Co., New York.
As tlie grand red stage eoaeli jolted along
The titles of the stories in the NovemThe old route over the mountain.
her New England Magazine are very takIt was long ago when the loud wheels pass- |
I iug. “Catnip for Two,” by Ethel Davis,
ed :
i
Now thrushes may tinkle their chimes to “The Black Deuce,” by \V. Grant, and
“A Prophet,” by Bichard Marsh.
the last,
Now nothing troubles the wood hush lone,
A new book from the pen of Mr. Harry
The squirrel nibbles the seed of his cone,
French, the lecturer, entitled
Tlie nighthawk nifties his breast in the W.
“Through Arctics and Tropics” is just
sand,
The white birch leans with her silver wand, out.
Two New England hoys are heroes
And eltins lighten the brambles' load,
of the story and they traverse 41,2(50 miles
Ami the clover blooms in the gullied road,—
through Arctics and Tropics, in the course
The old route over the mountain.
of their year's journeying* and go through
all sorts of adventures.
It is profusely
And long ago at the end of its route,
The stage pulled up and the folks stepped illustrated.
out.
The November Wide Awake just out,
Th« y haw all passed under the tavern door,
The youth and his bride, and the gray three- has a charming and notably-illustated
article on, “Some British Castles,” by
Their e\ « > were Weary with dust and gleam, Oscar Fay Adams: it has a w ell-illustrated ton
Aug IS for Buenos Ayres.
The .hiy had gone like an empty dream.
article on the “Babies of the Zoo” (the
Iceberg, F \V Treat., arrived at New York
S- it max T hex
siumher, and troitl.de no Central Park menagerie), l»y Alexandria Oct 29 from Cebu.
more
Black, and a stirring Harvard College
Iroquois, E 1) P Nickels, sailed from New
For their eager journey, its jolt and roar,
story “Raglan's Substitute,'' by Edith York July IS for San Francisco.
On the old route over The mountain!
Jacob E Ridgeway, F G Watson, from
Robinson.
Calcutta for New York, sailed from Cape
But .in ;ui* breathes down from the midA Washington paper says that cx-See- Town (>ct 4.
night sky,
retary Blaine will occupy his leisure in
With tiretiy lamps a» d a rushing sigh,
Josephus, Thomas Rogers, cleared from
w
Ami passing whispers will murmur low
riting a hook. He has been hesitating New York Nov 3 for Hong Kong
as to whether the book shall lie on the
s,
Llewellyn .J. Morse, Savary, sailed from
rets and gladness they used to know :—
And "it* n ,n \einter the xviml roars through line of his 20 years in congress or personIquique Aug 9 for New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at
WiTh thump ai,
xvlnstie and tierce halloo,
al memoirs.
lie enjoys himself greatly
New York Sept 29 from Singapore.
Ami
racks the treetops ami whirls tin*
since his return to Washington, much j
Luzon. A L Carver, at Shanghae Sept 30
sn< i\v
more so as a private citizen than as a cab- I
for Hong Kong and New York.
h ke phantom horses of long ago,
inet officer,
lie is seen out every mornManuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed
1 >n tin
d route ox er the mountain.
ing taking a constitutional w alk. Some I from New York July 24 for San Francisco.
in New England Magazine.
I fi'-'m- I’minit
times lie goes out for the air as often as ;
Mary L Stone, C C Park,at Shanghae Sept
three times a day.
J 30, unc.
Waiting for the Angels.
Nancy Pendleton, J N Pendleton, sailed
;
The History of Maine, originally writ- ! from New York Oct 1 for
Liverpool.
Waiting through days of fever,
ten by John S. (
has been careR D Rice, A B Colson, sailed from San
Abbott,
"Waiting through nights ..f pain,
3 for Queenstown.
revised
Francisco
Oct
and
five
fully
throughout,
chapters
For Tlie waft of xviugs at the portal,
R If Thomas, P 15 Nichols, sailed from
of new matter added by Edw ard H. Elw ell.
For the sound of songs immortal,
late editor of the Portland Tianseript. New York Oct 19 for Hong Kong.
A n; the Freaking of life's long chain.
Harkness, arrived at San FranRaphael,
This second edition contains 00S large
There is little to do for our dear one—
cisco Sept (J from Sydney.
octavo pages, in good, clear readable
Unix to watch and pray—
Robert L Belknap, Staples, arrived at
illustrations. Published Yokohama Sept 9 from New York; in port
type and has
As the tide is outward drifting,
As tlie gates of heaven are lifting.
by Brown Thurston Company. Portland. Oct b.
Sold by subseripton only.
And its gleam is on her way.
S 1 Hitchcock, Gates, cleared Irom New
E. E. Knowles
A- Co., Augusta, sole general
July 0 for San Francisco.
agents for York
he tasks that so often taxed her,
San Joaquin, Drinkwater, New York lor
Maine.
We have examined the book and
I he children she held so dear,
find that many of the inaccuaoies of the San Francisco; sailed from Falkland islands
The strain of the coming ami going,
4.
former volume have been corrected by Sept
The stress of the mending and sewing,
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from
The burden of many a year,
Mr. Elwell. who was always a
painstaking, New York Aug 24 for San Francisco.
careful and accomplished writer.
State of Maine, H <4 Curtis, sailed from
Tr> ubh her noxv no longer.
Sin is past The fret and care.
The Review of Reviews for November is New York July 28 for Seattle and Tacoma.
Thomas Dana, C N Meyers, arrived at.
On her broxv is the angel’s token,
a
splendidly illustrated number, and it
Aug 11 from Tacoma.
The look of a peace unbroken.
contains a great number of new and time- Antofagasta
Til lie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed from
Sl.e was never before so fair.
of
ly portraits
interesting people. Among Astoria Oct 10 for New York.
V"U see n]11: l* waiting the angels,
these are the two new South American
Wandering Jew, D C Nichols, sailed from
And id
we are standing
apart,
presidents,
Crespo and Pena: several emi- Manila July 20 for Boston; passed Anjier
for us there are loss and sorrow ;
24.
nent men who have
recently died: Mr. Aug
For her is the endless
Wm H Macy, Ameshury, cleared from New
morrow,
Clarkson and Mr. Quincy, the ‘educaAnd the reaping-time of the heart.
York Aug 27 for San Francisco.
tional*
campaigners of the two party
Wm H Conner, Frank J Pendleton, clear[Margaret E. Saugster, in Harper’s Bazar.
committees; the Misses Kenealey, English ed from New York Oct 27 for
Shanglme.
cholera nurses at
Hamburg:
Miquel,
Gloucester’s Death List,
BARKS.
Liebknecht, Rebel and Virchow, the HerAdam W Spies, A D Field, cleared from
man statesmen ;twu
prominent journalists, Boston
nils yj:aj;‘s additions to tiii! t>< kan
Sept 10 for New York.
Colonel Cockerill, of New York and Mr.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
UilAYK YAlii) ON TJ1K HANKS.
V Scott, of Chicago: President Chas.
Rosario Sept 11 for Rio Janeiro.
»i.oi
Mass., November 1. The F. Thwing, of Cleveland, and many othBeatrice Havener, llichhorn, arrived at
Barbadoes Oct 14 from Philadelphia.
•.shiiig year usually ends October olst. ers.
A bout that time the vessels have nearly
Belmont, Heagan, arrived at Boston Oct 10
The Arena for November closes its sixth
;t 11
from Philadelphia.
arrived from the Grand Banks and
volume with ;t
table of contents ;it
Carrie E Long, J 1’ Stowers, sailed from
from mackerel seining, and it is eusonce strong, varied and of
general inter- Havana Oct 22 for Philadelphia.
'“liiary to cast up the results of the sea- est.
This Review continues to grow in
Carrie Heckle, Colcord, arrived at Chamson's work.
A melancholy duty is that
favor without lessening in a jot its bold perieo July 2.7 from New York.
>i looting up the losses of the brave men
Carrie L Tyler, Pattingall, arri\cd at
assault unconventional shams and wrongs
win-- have sacrificed their lives in pursuit
of the age.
Nor does it show any sign Buenos Ayres Sept 12 from New York.
•i their hazardous vocation.
Clara E McGilvery, Phillip Gilkey, sailed
ot being less hospitable to new progressive
1 he year just closco lias been a remarkfrom Black River, Ja, Sept20for 1'neasvilh*.
and reformative thought.
It is eonspicu
able "lie, inasmuch as no vessel has founC 1* Dixon, N F Gilkev, at Navassa Sept
fair and unquestionably the boldest 28 for-:
aTed with the crew, a happening which ously
big.
Review of our time.
The Arena may he
Edward Cushing, C A Whittier, arrived at
has never occurred since the business has
termed the Free La nee among the world's Baltimore Oct 1.7 from Port. Spain.
■•ceil pursued on an extensive scale.
This
Edward Kidder, E L Griffin, at New York.
great reviews. li has never curried the
Diet is no doubt due to the superior seaEdward May. C C McClure, Manila for Bosiavor ol the rich or catered to public opingoing abilities of the newer type of lislipassed Anjier Aug 2.
ion, and yet it has behind it ;i record of ton,
Emma T (.'roweli, A S Pendleton, sailed
ig "rail,the staunch and sturdy qualities
in
favor.
progress
unparalleled
public
•l which were
from New York (Jet 1.7 for Amoy, China.
amply demonstrated durMiss Kate Vannah, of Gardiner, who
Escort, 11 (i Whitehou.se, at Shanghae
ing the town's anniversary celebration on
has
scored
another
success
in
•lie occasion of the memorable lisiiermen's
her song May 12.
Evanell, W II Blanchard, arrived at Callao
aco.
1 he last schooner from this port to **\\ hen Love is T<dd." has now in manuIS from Brisbane.
‘-•under with all hands was the Percy, script nine songs and is daily at work Sept
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at PerShe was of late the re- nambuco
which was given up in October, lsdl.
upon new ones.
Sept 27 from Guayaquil.
i he lossot life this year arose from the cipient of a most gratifying and compliHarvard, Colcord, sailed from Singapore
letter
in
of
her
for
of
Oct
21
mentary
while
on
praise
a pas•anger
songs.
Hong Kong.
working ship
‘'
•~•1
h\ being "washed overboard," or ••Hood Rye Sweet Days" and ■•When1
Havana, Rice, arrived at New York Oct. 27
‘iuit dreaded fate, "strayed from the ves- Love is Told." from an eminent vocal from Caiharien.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, arrived
teacher now in New \ ork, late ol
sel in a
dory while attending trawls."
Prague
and Dresden, Signor H. dc Hrandi. It lias at New York Oct, 18 from Punta Arenas.
1 he number of men lost
the
during
Hudson, F A Curtis, arrived at Boston
year was:;:;, who left live widows and V) been proposed that a group of Miss Van- Aug 10 from Trapini.
hildren. a showing much below the aver- nail’s songs shall be sung by a well known
Henry Norwell, Frank Perry, cleared from
Boston contralto at a meeting ol the N. E. New York Oct 22 for Demarara.
age.
A.
Press
Association,
of
James
G Pendleton, Lancaster, sailed from
which she is a
Mncc 1>:J0, the number of lives lost
Jillv 8 for Pisagua: to load for
H orn this port has been
For the member, in recognition of her signal suc- Antofagasta
L' S.
past ten years the number has been as fol- cess. Louis H. Ross will shortly issue a
John J Marsh, H B Whittier, arrived at
lullaby by this composer.
lows;
Portland from Philadelphia Oct ID.
The November number of the New
1**-.
J W Dresser, Parker, cleared from New i
105 1SS7..s4
EngGM.J09 lNSS..
land Magazine is a Whittier number. The York Oct (> for Santos.
G*4.
131 1**9.70
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
frontispiece is from a rare photograph of
G*X
34 1*90.S(,
Boston Oet 20 for Rosario.
G*'.130 1891. 57 the poet taken about 1S.V>, and the openMatanzas, B F Rice, arrived at New York
ing article takes the reader in and about Nov
1 from Havana.
the New England country, which inspired
Mary E. Russell, W S Nichols, sailed, from
We Second the Motion.
so much of Whittier's
poetry, and is so Wellington, X Z, Sept 22 for Boston.
It is by
Mary S Ames, Crocker, sailed from HonoIt is suggested that a full supply of associated with him as a man.
V
illiam
Jsloane
Kennedy, whose mono- lulu July 2 for Hay son Island to load l'or i
-Maine spring w ater be kept on hand for
of
Whittier
was
so
Europe.
well
received.
public use at the* Maine building, and all graph
Penobscot, Dodge, sailed from New York
Maine departments, during the exhibition Another article deals with Whittier as Oct 20 for
Valparaiso and Mollcndo.
Poet and Man, and is by Frances C. ,Sparat Chicago next year.
A grand idea. Let
St Lucie, .) T Erskine, arrived at New !
hawk.
Allen
Eastman
Cross
contributes
it be carried out fully.
We call the specYork Sept 20 from Auckland N Z.
a line poem. “The
Passing of Whittier." !
Willard Miulgett, Crocker, arrived at Bosial attention of our Mate Commissioners
Mr. Edwin I). Mead, the chief editor of ton Sept 20 from Philadelphia.
'"this matter and earnestly ask their cothe
deals with Whittier's life.
j
operation. Let Maine at least wash her workmagazine,
BRIGS.
and influence in his Editor’s Table!
hands «»f the iniquitous scheme <>1 permitDavid Biigbee, Stowers, sailed from PointThe articles are finely illustrated
!
throughthe
ting open rumselling there, by
practia-Pitre Oet 12 for Pascagoula.
cal method of furnishing free the health- out.
H B Hussey, Hodgdon, arrived at Wevj
iest and purest beverage the world know s.
Bangor Commercial: The current num- month Oet 2d from Charleston.
H C Sibley. O W Hiehborn, sailed from j
Maine has the right to lead in this reform her of The Magazine of Poetry contains \
and we call on the press of the State to poems written by Mrs. B. I,. Smith, of Demerara Oet IS for Pascagoula.
second the motion.
[The Maine Temper- Patten, formerly of this city. The magaSCHOONERS.
zine also contains a portrait of Mrs. Smith
ance llecord.
and a biographical sketch of her written
Beuj Faheiis, R 15 Condon, from Phi 1 a- j
for Boston with coal; at Newport, I
Mrs. delphia
Triii- Tories. At Stockton, Cal., Oct. by James T. Bixby, Pli. it., 1). 1).
R I, Nov 1, repairing.
27. Mainland cut the world's stallion Smith has been a frequent contributor to
Clara F Colcord, Colcord, sailed from Bar- j
the Commercial, and her articles on life dadoes Oct 11 for
record, trotting a mile in 2.08 1-2. beating
Apalachicola.
Edward .Johnson, Warren, arrived at Phil j
Paio Alto's record by a quarter of a second. and scenery in the northern part of the
State
have
attracted
2
from
attention.
Oet
Mrs.
Smith
Antigua.
adelphia
The lirst quarter was in 00 0-4, half 1.01
is the daughter of James B. Mmvh, a wellGeorgia Gilkey, \Y R Gilkey, sailed from
1-2 third quarter Ly5.
Rowena, the two
known and scholarly Belfast lawyer,, she Searsport Oet. b for New York.
year old Palo Alto lilly. made a mile
George Twoliy, Farrow, Philadelphia lor
has written for the Boston Traveller, and
against time in 2.18 1-4 to-day, the fastest
St .Tago, sailed from Breakwater Oet 5.
In addition to her
mile ever made hy a two year old lilly. other publications.
Hattie MeG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived !
The half was in 1.0,s 1-2 and the last quar- journalistic correspondence site has made at Apalachicola < »« t 20 from Caibarien.
Henry Clausen. .Jr, Appleby, arrived at
rel-in 00 seconds.\t Sedalia. Mo.. Oct. translations from the foreign languages.
The current number of The Magazine of Pensacola Nov 1 from Galveston.
27. Nancy Hanks went against her record
Horace G Morse, Ilarriman, sailed from
of 2.04 on a kite shaped track.
The host Poetry contains three of her prettiest
Fernandina Oet 24 for New York.
she could do was 2.00 1-2.
A stiff wind poems: Four Leaved Clover, Millinokett
John C Smith, Ivneeland, arrived at Belfast
Lake and in The Attic.
Mrs. Smith lias
was blowing down the stretch and it was
Oct 17 from West Washi gton, I) C.
also made a study of the French poets.
too cold for record breaking.It is said
Jos W Foster, S S Heagan, arrived at
that a Portland man has named his horse As her biographer says: “To the stanzas Philadelphia (>ct b from Darien.
of
the
French
she
lias
A Lewis, Burgess, arrived at BanLester
great
poets,
given
“Nail," because his wife can't drive him.
.J. M. Forbes, owner of Nancy Hanks such careful study and patient effort as to gui- Oct 27 from Belfast.
Lmah <' Kaminski, S E Woodbury, arrived
and A ion, believing that the two mi .ute win an admirable success in reproducing
at Georgetown, S C, Oct 12 from New York. !
trotter will soon appear, has made an their subtle shades of meaning and the
Lizzie Lane, A G Closson, arrived at New
she is
offer of so.000 for the lirst horse which music of their intricate rhyth t.“
York Oet 1 from Bangor.
will trot on the regulation track in two the wife of Bertram !.. Smith, a well
Lucia Porter, Grin.lie, sailed from Perth ;
minutes during the next live years.(>. know n law yer.
Amboy Oet 27 for Portland.
Mary A Hall, M Yeazie, arrived at ProviR. MacDonough, of San Francisco, lias
Altliou.h the Review of Reviews does
Nov 1 from Cliarleston.
purchased the famous stallion Ormonde, not attempt to sell copies by means of dence
M B Milieu, Dyer, arrived at New York
winder of the English Derby, for -SI50,000. sensations, its timeliness in treatment of
Oet 27 from Manzanilla.
live topics is really sensational in the best
Mary L Peters, Williams, arrived at
D. Eothrop Company publish this week sense of the word; and, with this under- Charleston Oet 5 from Weymouth.
“Down in Dixie." by Stanton I*. Allen: standing of what is meant, the Review of
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Philadel“Famous Pets,"
by Eleanor Lewis; Reviews may fairly he called a decidedly phia Oet 21 from Portsmouth, N H.
Sally I’On, W H West, sailed from Ban“Shakespeare's Twilights,” and the new sensational magazine every month. The
edition of Tennyson’s “Holy Grail,” with number for November lias as its most gor Oet 2<> for Cienfuegos.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
illustrations by Taylor.
They have re- striking sensation an article entitled Oet
28 from Bangor.
cently issued two capital books for young “Ought Mrs. Maybrick to Be Tortured to
Warren Adams, Colcord, arrived at Mobile
Death?"
The
Brereton*s
Three
American
Months’
lias
heard
people—“.Jack
Oet 27 from Galveston.
public
William Frederick, Elwell, cleared from
Service,” hy Maria McIntosh Cox, and a good deal about the circumstances under
“Gulf and Glacier,” by Willis Boyd Allen.
which Mrs. Maybrick was convicted in Boston Oet 21 for Roekport, Me.
Willie L Newton, 0 W French, sailed from
Liverpool, where she is now slowly dying Fernandina
Oet 27 for New York.
in prison.
The controversy over her case
Bucklen’* Arnica Halve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts- lias risen almost to the dignity of an ofThe New Edition of Messers. Houghton,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever ficial international question. Mr. Stead,
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, the English editor of the Review of Re- Mifflin & Co.’s Portrait Cataloging which
and
all
Skin Eruptions, and positive- views, has now undertaken to investigate
Corns,
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is the matter, and comes out with a strong now covers more than 150 pages) has over
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or article, taking the American side of the 50 portraits of authors, including three
Price 25 cents per box.
money refunded.
He shows that Mrs. Maybrick was new ones which will be of
ease.
general interest,
For Sale by R. H. Moody.
condemned on insufficient evidence, and viz.. F.
Hopkinson Smith, Kate Douglas
that her treatment is a scandal upon the
Wiggin, and Mrs. Jane G. Austin. The
Further news concerning the recent
name of English justice.
Mrs. Maybrick whole is really worth
looking at as an exgreat gale on the Newfoundland coast is a
American woman, highly con- hibit of the
young
part which this house plays
show s that at least 22 lives were lost.
nected in this country, and her cause has in the
of
book-making, and of
history
been stoutly championed hv Mr. Blaine American
What is done c annot be undone, especially
literature, in this Columbian
and all the leading people at Washington.
if it is a hard-boiled egg.
year.
And The rabbit peeped with his eyes-ashine,
And the squirrel jeered from the bough of

New

Wliy

—

—

j

is

England

Prosperous.

BAD ECZEMA ON BABY

It is a pretty well established fact that
a concern which has long been
established,
and has become well and favorably known,
has the advantage over its competitors of
a less long and well established business
career. The same fact applies to business
centres and industrial, localities and it is
because of this fact that New England enjoys a continuance of the prosperity which
lias made it one of the best and most profitable sections of the country in which to
locate an industry.
Here were established the early industries of the country, and for years this
was the centre of all industries.
Gradually as the country developed, population
and
fields
were
new
increased,
opened up,
new industries were established, and the
development has gone on from year to
year, until there are very few sections of
the country which have not established industries, allot them the children of New
England, the parent of industrial enterprise in America.
In the cotton industry, one of the first
and still one of the leading ones in New
England, there has arisen competition because of the establishment of mills in the
South and West, but still New England is
the great centre of the cotton-manufacturing business, and there is little reason
to believe that it will not remain so for
a long time at least.
The products of its mills are well known
the world over, and the reputation of its
manufactures has become so well established that it eannot be overcome.
Add
to tliis the fact that New England possesthe
ses
skill and ingenuity which enables
its manufacturers to keep in the lead so
far as new and improved methods and machinery arc concerned, and we arc able to
judge as to why New England mills are
prosperous.
In the iron-working industries, while
New England is at a disadvantage as far
as the production of the raw material is
concerned, she has the advantage in the
production of finished goods. In this, as
in the cotton industry, New England has
a long established
reputation for production, and the quality and workmanship
stands at the head of the list.
.So it is
with all other industries, they have grown
with
the
and
are
identified
up
country
with its progress and development.
nas
Jamg experience
taught the New
Englander to be conservative in business.
Unlike those newer sections of the country, there have been no great booms, sudden developments or unprecedented inducements to growth.
The growth lias
been a gradual, but steady and healthy one.
Cities and industrial centres have not
The enormous facsprung up in a day.
tories, mills and shops have not developed in a month or a year.
They have been
started upon a safe and conservative plan,
of
them
in
a
many
very small way; but
their growth has been steady and progresand
the
sive,
capital which has been invested, while not earning enormous and
fabulous dividends, has been a source of
a steady and reliable income.
To-clay New England presents to the
world the most thriving and prosperous
business interests in the Union, with a
reputation and a standing which is attracting the attention of capitalists and business men
looking for safe and sure invest-

Head one Solid Sore. Itching Awful.
Had to Tie His Hands to CradleCured by Cuticura.
little boy broke out on his head with a bad
of eczema, when he was four mouths old.
tiled three doctors, but they did not help him.
Wsi then used your three Cuticura Remedies,
ll after using them eleven weeks exactly accordIDgio airecuuuB, ue began
to steadily improve, and
after the use of them lor
seven months his head was
entirely well. When we
began using it his head was
a solid sore from the crown
to his eyebrows.
It was
also all over his ears, most
of his face, and small places
on different parts of ids
body. There were sixteen
weeks thatwe had to keep
his hands tied to the cradle
and hold them when he
our
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Stove .uni chestnut.

Skin and

Scalp purified

Orders left with F. 11. FKAXCIS* n,„
promptly filled.

yarn

W

is

phosphatic linking
powdcr made, and
recommended by

and

as

offer t.> the citizens of Belfast and

Chestnut

tlie

«•’•>

KgK

5.95

Furnace

0.15

n os:

*

,Wo

SWAN
Belfast.

<£

phiee

For Coal

Our "nod* are made to last. <u
..m-,
not preeliule p nieefulne** >.J .•iitliin-.no ;,j .•
tinisli. I sefulnes* and lieaun ma\ Ik- ,,i
ind in the jirodurtion ..1 these _,„.d* «v 1.,.
that can lie desired. Manufactured in
\ai
style* and size*. S-.ld l»y lir*t ••la** dealer* r1
ut the State.
< uvular* and price* mailed
plication to manufacturers.
.a. p,
■

Makes an every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at ail Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
NONK SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y

iNOVKS

MT(i,

BAMillH,

S. L. HOLT & BART,
<>7 Smlhmy St., Huston, Mass.,

linn

-THE-

pj£TORKOtH|(£

Portable, Agricultural
ary Steam

machinery. Send tor our
catalogues and quotations. I'.mifV)

City Bleachery.

recover.

Harrisvij.lk, l»a., March. 1891.
We began usiui astor Koenig’s -serve Tonic
for our lt-year-oid daughter iwho hau had epileptic hi.-? since .-.he was 5 years old' over a year
ago with hut liuie hope of any good, as we had
been so often uisappointed in Other remeoies,
but soon after using this medicine she began ;o
get better, and we hope ibai any and all afflicted with this terrible disease vv.ll try your wonderful ren edy.
1 recommend your medicine to
every one affected vvitn any nervous ujjiniioo
whatever.
EL 8. BlMiHAM

1* U M P S,-

Dyer

j

I

1

|
j
j

!

It you think

just returned from Boston with all eth
leading stvles ol MATS and Bn'NNETS, and

all kinds ot FANCY LACES and BRAIDS. Old
work done in the best possible manner. NEW
HATS and BONNETS made r<i order. Yon will
find all kinds of SEWING MACHINE NEEDELS
t m.v place.
S. D. BROWN,
liftt
Hi”h Sr., over Hervey's .Jewelry Store

|

Jos. Williamson, Jk.
Collections a specialty.

|

>>t
or.

have

Joseph Williamson.
Notary Public.

jI

PIANO?
E.

A

Jill St 4,

Offices Over American

j

I HI

(».

lvi

TAPE WORM.

E. S. PITCHER.
—

AT

HIS

KE\H

to Rent.

his!

Markets.

Scratches, Cuts, Galls,

Mud

Scalds,

or

by
5$

Consignments solicited. Shipments forwardAdvances made, and full information given
SIMMONS & CO.,
.Street,
Boston, Mass.
Representing JAMES A1IAM, SON & CO.,
13t36
London, Liverpool, Glasgow, etc.

STARRETT’S

Druggists and Harness Dealers.

BICKMORE GALL CURE

CO.,

OLD TOWN. MAINE.

Line

of

MUFFS

Excels.

ROOMS.

No.

Ml Acconl Bool Lost.

S(.,

Over BoMon
AND

NO STARVING RKQl IliKD.
NO ROISONOl'S NIKDK INKS.
No hindrance to business or general
habits.
No ill effects followi11 u the trealment.
Hills Building, High St-, opposite Court House
1 can send my treatment anywhere,
Belfast, Maine.
March 11, 1j»W2.—till
with full instructions, that will expel tinworm, head and all. in about three hours,
without sickness or the least danger.
or
The treatment is not unpleasant, the
instructions not hard to follow, and tinsubscriber oilers for sale or t<> rent
results are AJiSOLtTKIO ( KKTA1N.
houses at the corner of High ami Spring
Send 2-cent stamp for pamphlet and
j
streets.
One is a house five years old, with four
floors and sixteen rooms. This house is finished full particulars.
throughout in a most substantial manner and has
Forty years' experience.
city water and all improvements. It has been
DR. .J. F. TRI E,
painted this fall, and is one of the best residences
Arm UN. Maine.
m this
The
other
is
an older house, but in
city.
good condition. These houses can he inspected
and all information imparted hv calling on me.

English

Sec

and.

-

Operative

FRANCIS WHITMORE.

M

Stairs) Belfast,

•'•111.51

Express Office, Belfast.

ESTABLISH Et)

KOENIG MED. CO., Chicago, III.

Belfast, Oct. 25, isilii.—4:?t f

\,

hooms

High St., (Up
u

u

at

PITCHERS

su wie

22

piano

a

examine them

I

—A Valuable Book on
Diseases sent tree to any
ami poor patients can also obtain
this medicine free of charge.
This remedy has been prepared by the Reverend
Pastor Koenig, of Fort Wayne, 1ml., since 1878, and
is now prepared under his direction by the

Druggists at SI per Bottle. 6 for $1
Large Size* !#1.75. 6 Bottles for #9.

pmvhuMii.u'
to

S.

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON & SON,
Nervous
Attorneys & Counsellors at Law Call
address, j

Sold by

Hughes

&

and all kinds of

Two Bottles Cured Her. VI
Carroll, Iowa, July, 1839.
I was suffering 10 years from shocks in my
head, so much so that at. times I didn’t expect
1 took medicines from many doctors,butdid not get any relief until 1 look Pastor
Koenig’s Nerve Tonic. The second dose relieved
me and2 bottles cured me.
S. YV. PKCK.

and Station-

Engines & Boilers,

-!9i T EA M

ed.

C.'O.

MAINE.

HAVE you SEEN

5

and

KX AM INK

from

Monday, probably near the
Miller street, my milk account
no use to any one but myself,but
tin* tinder will be suitably re wan led by leaving it
at the Post office, or returning; it to
<i 1 EES <i. ABBOTT.
North port, Oct. 20, 1892. 44 tf

(’em

More.

Can furnish anything wanted in the mustfrom a .lew’s Harp to a < huivh Organ,
l.< >\\ EST I’KK E>.
*« REMEMBER THE
Belfast, Nov. 4, ls:»i.—(5

PLACE.

at

**

N. S. LORD,
Sail

Maher.

at
And maker of tents, awnings, carpets, <_
bull ling on Swan & Sibley Co.’s wharf, forn

occupied by Capt. Geo. T. Osborn.
(it AKANTH I'

cart

my
IOST
upper end of
book. It is of

STARRETT’S
-IS

10

MIS STOCK "I

Pianos, Organs, Music, &c■

SA '.’ISF AC 1 ION

ANY other similar trouble.
Of

MJTTEH

A

DEAl.KUS IN

CURE:

Wood.

or

SlFii, Durable

Mi Dee
Meat

For

“I have been in the heavy hauling business for twenty-live years, and it is the
only thing I have ever found that would
cure a bad galled shoulder and ivork the
horse all the time**
Cures

H.50
(i.,{0
<>..*?<)

KI\EO IIWliES.
kineo Pal lor Moves,

~fj^ONDEHSED

teamster, says of

GALL

"'"'sfi'io

SIBLEY COMPANY.

August .'1. IS1»2.—311!

NorjQ
Sucb

Belfast, Maine,

■

yom orders for winter's nal

lyJ.’i

to

Heliiereil

’"$6.35'

*tOVe

healthful

1 y21

the_

following prices:

Coal.$0.15

N''\\ is the time to

nutritious.

!

vicinity

I>eliv,-iv.i in

is

Physicians of all
schools

e

at

>6e Sure And WorkThe Horse- THE

a

oi

CELEBRATED PLYMOUTH VEIN COAL

the only pure

For Sale

Wilson,

coal

SWAN &. SIBLEY COMPANY,

Dr. ISAAC HILLS.

F.

stre,

:}Otf

COAL.

purchase

I’rosl lietic and

J.

warehouse, foot of Spri.ur

ar

COAL.

DENTISTRY,

can

wav

Wood of all Kinds. Slaws, Kindlinp ail Claraal,

Cuticura Anti-Pain Plaster.

2w44

You may not be so afflicted, but
you say the same of your horse?

7,-

..

PAINS AND WEAKNESSES

Russian novels is
Prince Screbryani, a historical novel of
the times of Ivan the Terrible and the
conquest of Siberia. It is In Alexis Tol- j
stoi and done into English by Jeremiah
Curtis, who dedicated the translation to!
‘•Colonel David Bug-bee, of Bangor. Me., !
my esteemed friend, and one of those men
of New England who, with strong will, ;
clear head and high purpose, have eon- j
trilmted so much to the greatness of;
America.”

SORE SHOULDERS!

>

limits.

and hew'

by Cuticura Soap. Absolutely j

;i,

Coal hand screened and guaranteed
satisfactory in every
^-special attention driven to delivering outside eitv

) Of females instantly relieved by that
new,elegant, and infallible Antidot.Pain, Inflammation, and Weakness, the

troubled with

latest

OF

Delivered and put in.$6.50
Delivered in (lump carts
<;
Delivered at wliarf.
6.15

Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticura, 50c.; Soap,
; Resolvent, SI .00. Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Corporation, Boston.
PijrSend for How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 04
pages, 50 illustrations, and luo testimonials.

J.iDl

freckles, pimples, moth and tan and a had
skin generally to use liquid paints or dry
powders, for they only make the skin look
well for the time being. To have a good
complexion you must have pure blood. I'se
Sulphur Bitters and your skin will he fair
and complexion rosy.
l.ad/cx' Mono-

zinc.

PRICES

BEST IN THE MARKET

parties.Three Shirley

wlm

LOW

F. G. WHITE.
Ha<M(»rk’K "Plymouth Vein” A: Lehigli CakiIs

..

j

It Is Iseless

of the

AT

Tin* new blood and Skin Purifier, and great'--* of
Humor Remedies, cleanses the blood of all
and poisonous elements, and thus renews ti
cause, while Cuticura, the great skin cure, a: .i
Gcticura Soap, an exquisite skin b.-autificr. «•:•-..i
-kin and scalp, and restore the hair. Thu- t! ..*
j! ft
< '. ticura Remedies cure
every species of itching.
ini
ruing, scaly, pimply, and blotchy skin, scalp, and
|
I Mood diseases, from pimples to scrofula, from
| infancy to age, when ihe best physicians fail.

men got a
line deer in Shirley recently,
in about, t wo hours absence from the hotel.
.The train which arrived at Bangor
from Moosehead Lake Friday Oct. 2Sth
brought l’» fleer, a moose weighing GOO
pounds and two bears, which were taken
through to Boston. The moose was shot
on the East Branch by II. T.
Fisher, of
Boston.

One

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

III

|

Fish ami Gamk.
The Calais Times
says that in no former season in the memory of the oldest hunters have deer been
so abundant on Washingtim
county waters,
and not foi five years lias so much illegal
hunting been perpetrated. Many a hound
starter is coming to grief before many
moons.
The wardens have evidence

ladies

as

wl'uwf *$V) Userid* afx SSKJ

f KgBSSSaAttttiftfc

Cuticura Resolvent

It is not a question alone of natural resources and conditions.
It is not alone
because New England is more favorably
located, but it is because we have the men
to manage the business, the mechanics to
execute the work, the ingenuity to develop, and the will and determination to i
progress, and keep ahead of the demands !
upon us. as well as the capital to hack up
our efforts.
That is why New England is
That is why New England
prosperous.
has the reputation she has, and that is
w hy it pays to invest in New
England industries.
[The Manufacturers' Gazette.

for young

No other one fourth

small

can say

■

improved.
Why is this,

numerous

economical

a

1

cause

against

n: II

CONDITION POWDER
lfY°u Ga"’tGet il Near Home,Send t0 Us. Ask
first
Mort
because
doses.

strictly m?dk?nrinot,if5o™iCOvC,“Iltratf'1'

mittens tied on his hands to keep hie tii gerout of the sores, as he would scratch if lie
c mid in
any way get his hands loose. We km w
vtuir Cuticura Remedies
cured him. We feel
1
s ife in
recommending them to others,
i GKO. B. & JANETTA HARRIS, Webster, I:nl.

The wonderful developments of other
sections of the country, with the great
promise held out by the promoters, bad
the effect to draw the attention of capital
away from New England for a. time, but
Hie reaction lias come, and the result will
prove beneficial.
Within the last few years, the tide lias
set in toward
New England. Capital,
which sought investment in Southern land
schemes, western farm mortgages, and
the numerous other outside schemes, is !
now looking nearer home for investment,
As a result, the industrial growth of New
England tin* past two years has been unprecedented. New industries have been
established on every hand, while the older
established ones have been enlarged and

ing?

BUU

U|*

,

; k‘*rp
ii ii 1a

ments.

if not because it pays, beindustries are prosperous, because
investments arc secure, and dividend pay-

sherTdXn’s^

mi

THE

PEACE

FOR-

CLOAKS.

House for Sale.
Estate of the late HABIII>'V
MAHONEY, on N..rthport
nue, Belfast, consisting id b
L, carriage house, barn, ami 1
The b
half acre of land.
are
all
in
first-el
ass condition. Theloc.on
ings
uf*on the finest avenue in the city, and cornu
an entire view of Belfast bay
The estate w>
sold for cash, or half cash, and balance, "
mortgage at low rate of interest, for a term
years.
Apply at house.
MBS. SABAH S. MAHONEN
Or B. F. HI NTON, IW Hast
18tf

What

She

Says.

catarrh, Not Local, Bui runsitiutlonal.
Dr. Dio Lewis, tlu» eminent Boston
physician. in a magazine article says; "A radical
\t..
RINGING
WORDS OK HOPE
AND
error underlies nearly all medical
treatment
KU WHICH WILL* OMEOKT MANY HEARTS,
of catarrh.
It is not a disease of the man's
GREAT INFORMATION
AND GOOD ADlinose: it is a disease of the man,
showing itA TALENT ED WOMAN CAN GIVE.
self in the nose—a l.n-nl exhibition of a < 'inof tin* most skilful nurses in this conn- stitutional trouble." Therefore, he
argues,
Mrs. Elizabeth D. Berry, of Hampton, ! the list* of snuff and other local
applications
11. She is a lady of the widest experi- | is wrong, and while they seem to give temv
i'inmg diseases of all kinds, and lias ! porary relief, they really do more harm than
:•< d
many a sickroom by her hopeful good. Other leading authorities agree with
Dr. Lewis.
•n
Hence, the only proper method
'uragiug words.
of cure for catarrh is by
as
sent a eommunieation to this pa>'
taking a constituwhich will he read with great interest tional
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
remedy
j
Her advice is worthy of the great- j which, reaching eveiv part of the body
>nsi derat ion oh account of tin* high repthrough the blood, does eliminate all impurities and makes the whole man healthier. It
ram she has as a nurse, and her words
(
especially valuable because of their removes the cause oft he t rouble and restores
the
diseased membrane to proper condition.
encouragement to all classes of suffer1 liat this is the
practical result is proven l>\
!'
ugh trouble and overwork/' sin*1 thousands of people who have been cured of
■'
catarrh
f grew fearfully nervous, weak
by taking Hood's Sarsaparilla.
faint and exhausted from nervous j
Man,\ a wise man lias picked up a good
cration, until I became i*nti ely helpless, j
Ivs to Dr. (ireeiie's Nervura blood and ! suggestion where some foci dropped it.
nit‘d\
1 am now so well and strong |
“A chemical
success and
medical tri"lie who sees me is very much sm
umph, so speaks an eminent physician in
I would 1 ik»• 1 ote11 tin- whole worid
reference to Ayer’s ('hen\ Pectoral: and the
wliaT Dr. 1 i iveiie's Nt-rvura bhn»d
■. e
remedy has done for me. and to eulogy w ts none too strong. No other medI STIMONV

AM*

EV1DEM K

(LEAK

COUNT V

<

■

•ml all
i mine.

<

women

this w.unlei-

T<> use

icine

safe

:s so

o! the

nurse, and when nursing m\ sisd'' lie! this wonderful medicine. Sin
i-as never felt better than since m
,i

1

crop this fall is said to he
He had 800 bushels ot

about; 1,500 bushels.
Baldwins... .S. J.
Tasker is t" build a house next summer. He
has the cellar ready now... .Clifton Morse
will build a barn next spring. He has the
cellar wall nearly completed.... W. A. Poland raised a good crop this year, viz: 200
bushels of corn, 127 bushels of small grain,
SO bushels of

potatoes, and
and garden truck.

>i etiiraeioiis in all diseases

ai

than

succeeds
nioie

|

IS

seldom

like

>l•

cess.'‘

■

insi;;e

bckiy

and

success

Ayer’s
Sarsapar: da lias n;aintain.-d its popularity
a> tie- superior hi... d-puritier.
]t staipls uj01 its own merits and never fails t.•
give sat
urn-

For

liHTi!.

ti♦ t>

y.-ais,

isfaetioii.
C lot lies may not make the
make the la wyer.

man.

hut suits

Ihiekingham's Dve r tin- Whiskers does
work thoroughly, .adoring a uniform
own or
black, which, when dry. will

Swanvillk.

us

hi

neither rub. wash off.

Fifty
present.
smallest, but not of
the least consequence, was Master Clarence,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Nickerson,
eight
and one half months old.
lfe was able to
climb up by a chair and trot it all about the

xpe-t eiijov-

bad,
usual, bountiful supper
after which there were poems and musfe,
vocal and instrumental. The next I.. A. S.
is t
meet with Mr. and Mrs. Henry M.
Chase, Nov. 17th...Rev. S.L. Hanscom spoke
at our church Oct. JOtli on the
Inspiration
of tin* Scriptures,

always buries the hatchet where he
get at it readily when he wants it again.
(•uaranieed (urc.

W
authori/.. ..nr advertised druggist to
>rll Dr. King's New Discovery for (
oiisiiiupfi'Ui, Coughs and (’olds, upon this condition.
If you are arHietcd with*-*
Cough, Cold or
my Lung, Throat ..r Chest trouble, and will
Use this remedy as directed,
giving it a fair
t ria 1, and experience m>
benefit, you may rr7 iii ii the bott le and ha\ e
your money refundMe r..uld not make this offer did we
ed.
ms know that
Dr. King's New Discovery
'ithi be relied on.
It never disappoints.
Trial bottles free at i:
11
Moody’s Drug
Spa-.Large si/. .'iOe. and SI.on.
>•

I gav- it also t<* a lady suffering
great nervous prostration. who e>mld
T
Si
is
_•
hoi;, fron tlm-e physicians
and says she
strong and fleshy
d have been in her grave if it had not
a
Dr. tireme's N.-rvura hi...id and
1 s»• dv.
tve recommended ii
to many ntln-rs
same wonderful
sueeess, and 1
esiua iaily say that ii w.men between
of 4" and «>0 years would take it
m- s
.aid not he so many die when tin-',
the ehange that takes place
1 heai
.ba-fiil medicine named and cessed
.'re, and 1 am glad
add my t.-stits .' at
alue, and t ruly call it a
t as women."
wId say that Mrs Kerry's advie, as
> endorsed
l.y phy sicians generally
ie"s Ne* ni'.i ldoud and m r' .- rein
1
-.deed a w ..mlerfui diseo\ ery and
a• and in.-stimal.ie valuable t.. tin-\
la-re.
Jt lias l.eeii proved ov«-r
ag i:ii. in thousands upon thousands
-. tlull it do s cun-, that
it makes tin

1

-•

1

**

Hut. my dear, what lias that old man to
omiiieml himseit aside from the riches'.’"
Heart disease

Smc.
its first
is has gained
until now u is

-.

t

1

know of its great value, for
seen it perform wonders in rest
tii. and t hey r» «'iiinii-mi t be. y to
because it is the disc, .very and proof the famous spci iali<t in t lent of nervous and ehronie diseases.
li..st"ii.
■lie. <>1 bd T.-mple 1’hn-e.
.'he well-known physician who gives
'atiof. to sufferers ft m any diseas,
arge, personally a hy letter,
1 of irnggreat remedy cost- hut
ad we know it will make v.-u wa ll.
mans

-*

Marine

I

u.a,

«

»cr.

S.

J
j

j!

»-

<

1

■

among
and alteratives—rou-

whi
permits its use as a
iiit-.x-i. ant, it is recognized as
n.w.-rage
th
I purest u.eUdcine for all ailments
Si mi.i h. L:\ei ..?• Kidneys.- It will cure
Si. k 11• aduci:.
Jndig.-stion, Constipation,
anddru.e Malaria from the system. Satishi'tiou guaranteed with each bottle or the
m lie.
w.l! be refunded.
Price onlv oOc.
Sold by lb H. Moody.
per hottl.
"The only way to prevent what's
past,"
said Mrs. Muldooii. ‘‘is to j.m a
stop to ;t before it happens."

!i.

which earri.-d away her main and
masts and lost sails, ami for several
riie selioom
oiihl make lmi slight
-••■■'s hy tic- aid of her spanker, which
-d To Be furled at till' time she \v;i»
Boston
(.’apt. t'ondon has gone
.■ g<
for The repairing ol the \rssel.
nave to Be entirely re-rigg. d.
in its.
The Freight Circular oi Brown
New York, reports for the we.-k end_".»th:
Die market for all off-sh oe
*s remains
quiet. with no appro aide
:n any direction, the 'limited enquiry
o
ire-rigged vessels lining dTset hv a
a
ailaB!** supply.
Barrel Petroleum
'"
are firm, the enquiry still
Being
for France, in anticipation of the
iuties to Be imposed By that governthe Beginning of tin* ensuing year,
freights To the far Fast remain very
t in the alisem
oj surplus tonnage,
are
nominally firm.
Long voyage
cargo freights continue quiet and
>u basis ol the latest fixtures.
There
little eiiquirx for Deal and Timber
ven at The low raTes current—JTs »
Deals from St. John, N B., to West
f England, and sr»s«‘M)s for sawn timf
the Gulf to the I'nited Kingdom
mTinent.
liiver Plate freights on
wry dull he.-au.se of the competition
'‘ earners
lienee, and the delay of orders
.her incident, to the new schedule of
to lie imposed by the
Argetine Govrit ;it the beginning of the new year.
West Coast South America freights
quiet and steady. But homeward
frieglits have improved, 17s Bd liav-n paid to Hampden Roads for orders,
loading, with 20s obtainable for for-

>

favor,

ting

Miscellany.
2!».

Mm.

in popular
in the iead

..j

Belle Hooper
riic run from Velasco., Tex., to tin*
re in t lu«
days.
a
"KT, B I., N--v. 1. Sell. Benjamin Ea•I
Salem, which was reported in dis•; Fire Island Sunday, was Brought
:s port yesterday By pilot Boat David
No. 4 of New .B rse\
The 1-aliens was
adeii, from Bidladelphia for Boston.
was
struck
night
Sonrday
By heavy

t.N 'Aci

medicinal

pun

introduction. Flectric Hit-

rapidly
i.ar.y

Heart

Disease

Curable.

The truth of tins statement may he doubt\ by many, hut \viteiil>r. Fraiiklih Miles,
the eminent Indiana specialist, claims that
H'art Disease is curable and proves it h\
tlamsands .>1 Testimonials of wonderful cures
by bis New Heart Cures: it attracts the attention of the millions suffering with Short
Breath, Palpitation. Irregular Pulse. Wind
in the Stomach, Pain in the Side or Should-

Smothering Spells, Fainting, Dropsy, etc.
using
Cure,
was completely cured
after twelve wars
suffering from Heart Disease. This ’won-

er.

A. F. Davis, Silver Creek. Neb.. by
four bottles of Dr. Miles’ New Heart

derful reined\ is sold l»v B. JI. M ..-dv. Books

j free.
j
K:i"'v

tliysell is g od advice. hut "know
about your neighbors," i> the general praej tiee.
:
;

|
j

!

J

.\ervous

Prostration,

A

large manufacturer, wIjom* affairs were
very much embarrassed, and who was owrorKe< 1 and broken down with nervous exbausti..ii. went to ;1 celebrated specialist.
i b ■’ a~ told ii.it the only
tli!ng Heeded was
be relieved of rare ami
worry, and Have a
.age o| thought.
This doctor was more
"usiderao- of his patu-nt's health than of
h:s hnaueia
nreiimstanees.
He ought TO
hi\e advised him to use Dr. Miles’ Kestorat1’> e Nervine, the best
remedy for nervous
prostration. sleeplessness. dizziness, head■1 1 a■,
ill effect of spirits, tobacco, coffee.
i'ium. etc. 'J'hoiisamls testitiv to cures’.
Books and trial bottle free at 11. If.
M.ly's.

1

horse is

work.

j

row were

milleliium would come if
people intend to do to-moronly done to-da\

Send in cents for subscription to a
lively
i matrimonial
journal for old and young. Adi dress
Orange Blossoms.
Mass.

Yarinoutliportl

i

go t"

_1

a

pound, where*

do

you expert to go to
Favorites.
Miles' Nerve & Liver m«|!s.
tile Son of the l‘:j»er.
k Spratt, and Merry King Cede.
Act on a new
the
the Three Wise Men «»f Gotham,
’h
er.
stomach
ami bowels thr<>>n/h lh? nerves.
|
Who went t<» sea in a bowl :
A new discovery.
Dr. Miles' Pills speedily
1 cure biliousness, bad
woman who n-de
n a broomstick,
taste, torpid liver,
\ lid swept the eohwehhed sk\
piles, constipation. I ne<|iialed for men,
the hoy who sat in the corner,
women, children. Smallest, mildest, suri iting lii.s Christmas pie.
est !
50, doses. 25 cts. Samples Free, at K.
H. Moody's Drug Store.
were S' one of the old favorites, hut
e
heel! supplanted hy the “Pansy"
"I am inclined to think." said the
< iiatterhox"
stories, “Little Lord
pig.
wlm-h
oy." and “Five Little Peppers." that thehad been taken in off tiie pasture,
pen is far better than the sward/'
o
fashioned pills and physics have
iperseded, ami wisely, too, by Pierce s
For 0»er Flfl) Years.

Nursery

Tom,

principle—regulating

'•

'•

e

e

Pellets,
carthartie.

a

harmless and

mild,

They

are

pleasant

!<■

gentle in their action that the most
ch id call take them, yet so effective
will cure the most obstinate eases
st i pat ion, stomach, liver and bowel
They should he in every nursery.
-• nt le
laxative, only one for a dose.
■

e

Babcock
'■■g Press Manufacturing Co., Tribune
ng, New York, we have received ailneat paper weight, illustrating the
is" press.
It is both useful and or-'al.... The Maine Central Time Tables
fnber have been received from the
f F. E. Booth by, <;. P. & T. A.. PortFrom the publishers, Wm. Ware A
1
stoii, we have received The Old FarAlmanac for 18i)d; and from Charles E.
publish! r, Augusta, the Maine FarAlmanac for 18;G. Maine people have

knowleduments.

to
i

regard

the

From

the

latter publication

as

ndispensible.

what its proprietors say but what
Sarsaparilla does that tells the story
merit. Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures.
not

A

< »I.I > A N I > NY KLI.-T R1KD K E
NN ins 1 ow"s Soothing
has
V

M I S.
been used for
Syrup
v/er fifty years
by millions of mothers for
their children while
teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic-, ami
is the best remedy for Diarr.hma.
It is pleasant to the t.»ste. Sold by
druggists in everv
part of the world. Twent\-iive emits a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
lvr4P
M EDY.

Forrester. “How time does fly."
caster.
-‘I don t blame it. Think how
people are trying to kill it."

Lanmanv

Honest.
Ju these days of adulteration and fraud in
all branches <>f business and
pursuits, it is
pleasing to know that there is one medicine
prepared which is strictly pure. Such a
medicine is Sulphur Bitters in curing scrofula: you can depend on them
every time.
W
B. Everts, A. M., Charleston, S. 0.

I

hauled with bark.C. O. Hatch
bought a dock of slice], in Swanville last
week, and more are wanted. Call on the
writer. Freeman Partridge, Prospect.. .Mrs.

Harding, one of the old pioneers, now
old, is one of tin* smartest old ladies in town. Another. Mrs. Betsey Cummings, of about the same age, has been failing somewhat of late. Mr. Alexander Cummings, now past ninety years, is eni'.ving
John

■ss

years

and is Dieasantiv situated...
I he pleasant weather has l«een
very favorable for farm work. More plowing will be
Ids old

age

done than

before. 1. F. Gould has 20
If. Partridge is plowing a
large pasture pieee and others are turning
over the oldest pieces t<> sow
grain and seed

acres

anew,

ever

now.

C.

using phosphate

in the

spring.

North Titov. A number from this town
attended the meeting of the North Waldo

Agricultural Society at Unity, Oct. 29th.
Jesse Smart, of this town, was elected President for the ensuing year-A
pleasant octhe past week

casion of

was

the Ladies’Cir-

cle, which met with Mrs. S. PL Cook,
luesday Oct. 2~>.Recently invitations

isitor.

She climbs

the

;
;

I

|

shop

Nervous prostration, excita-

uterus

or

extended to attend
a
knitting 1 mt at the pleasant holm* of Mr. and
Mrs. B. F. Harding.
About fifty guests
were present.
At a o’clock tables were tastily arranged in the dining-room laden with
all sorts of toothsome dainties, which were
heartily received. The company being composed of women plenty of talkers were
pivsent, and no element was lacking to make
The occasion one of unalloyed
pleasure.
Warm encomiums upon their host and liostwere

Mr. O.

1».

Stockton Springs. Mr. S A. Raiulell
has gone to Boston on business, and will be
absent some time.... Mr. Adrian Trumly is

spending several weeks

home_The
W bite Diamond Club lias moved from the
rooms they lately occupied into rooms in the
building adjoining. The room they vacated is occupied now by Mr. Rowell, shoe
ami liarnessmaker-The drama to be given
by the Y. P. C. U. was not presented October 29th, on account of the inclemency
at

the weather, and lias been indefinitely
postponed-The Frankfort Cornet Band
will give a concert and hall in Denslow
Hall Tuesday evening. Nov. 8....A large

of

Stevens and Ruth Chase. Remarks
were made by several of the
company and
all expressed themselves much
pleased with I
1
the exercises. It was closed
hy singing.
“Farewell to School," by Maud Morton.
Thorndike. A quiet family
wedding took i
place here October 20th, the contracting
parties being Mr. Millard Gilmore, of Bueks1'ort, and Miss Clara Wardof this town. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. David
Brackett at the house of the bride's
brother,
Mr. Arthur L. Ward. Only the immediate

ham’s

Vegetable Compound

cone

more

has

to

than any

fering
o

ther

known.
hesitate.

LINIMENT
VJ

r:r nnsajii

Originated by

NEW

from here attended the funeral serMr. Robert Doe in Sandy Point,
Oet. :JU. Mr. Doe was an active and earnest
of

the Grange, and will be greatlv
that order... .Mrs. Fannie
Bridges left last week for Massachusetts,
where she will spend the winter with relatives-The sad news of the death of
Capt.
Chas. Devereaux in
Pensacola, Fla., of
worker in

missed

from

typhoid fever,

came recently.
Capt. Devleaves a wife and five children. The
*ddest sou, Willie is in Pensacola and has
been very ill with tlie fever,but is
recovering.
Great sympathy is felt for Mrs. Devereaux.
...Mr. and Mrs. Phineas Griffin
rejoice in

eivaux

birth of a son. Mr. and Mrs. Grittin are
present in Boston-Capt. Warren Griffin
returned October 29th, from Belfast, where
he has been spending some days with,
friends-Mr. Lambert-, of St. Paul, is visiting at Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Lafolley’s.

the
at

Jackson. School in Dist. No. 4, taught by
Miss Jennie Ford, of Monroe, closed Oct. 28
with a Hag raising and Columbian exercises.
These exercises were to have been Oct. 21st,
the Hag not arriving, and a death occurin the district, they were
postponed until the next Friday, the last day of the
school. A goodly number of parents and
but

ring

friends assembled in the school room, where
the exercises were opened by reading Psalm
100. Singing, “A shout for our Banner,”
by
the choir, composed of Mr, and Mrs. Payson
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chase,
Oscar Chase, Mrs. Fred
Wright, Miss Gertrude Morton, Miss Annie
Morton organist. All then marched to the

a.

m .or

upon arrival of steamer

UFTFKNiM. TO BELFAST.
from Boston, Mondav, Wednesdav ami Friday
4.00 p. m.
From Itoeklaml. Tuesday. Tlmrs lay and Sa:urday at labout) o.m. a m.. or upon arri\ al of steiuuer from Boston.
From Bangor Mondav. Wednesdav and Friday
at 11.00 a. m.
at

Mother An'«iy„efinimintmtS

Tin:

FEED W. PnTE. Agent.Belfast.
MAIN AI'STIN, \_m;.
p,
WILLIAM H. HLLI.. Gen'l Manager
Bo-ton.
C

BBlfast.Deer Isis &Bar HarDor

ERA

NOVEMBER. 1, 1892.
™Steamer CASTINE
CAPT.

SW|FT»S^PEC|F|C

W I X T K R

A H

CROSBY.

R A X G E M E X

I

FOR renovating the
entire system, eliminating
all Poisons from the Blood,
whether of scrofulous or
malarial origin, this preparation has no equal.

Tw > Trips Pku Week.
Leaves Belfast everv Wednesdav and Saturday
at 10.00 a. m.; Isleshoro. ll.no \. m.; Blake's Point,
12.oo m.; Buck's Harbor, 12..'to p. m.; Sedgwick,
l. 40 p. m.: Brooklin. 2.15 p. m.; Oceanville, 5.:>o p.
m. ; arrive at Green’s Landing, 4.15 p. m.; arrives
at Bar Harbor about o.oo p. m
Connects at Isleslmro every trip with s-eamer
Cimbria for \. Deer Isle. Goose Cove. Bass Harbor, S. W. Harbor,
F. Harbor, Seal Harbor and
Bar Harbor.
33P®Dinner served on steamer Cimbria.

For eighteen months / had an
eating sore on my tongue. / was
treated by best local physicians,
but obtained no relief; the sore

Will leave Ureen’s Landing even M<iiida\ and
Thursday ar x.on a. m.; Ocean viile. *..'*> a. m.
Brooklin, 10.00 a. m.: Sedgwick. 10.30 a. m.; Buck’s
Harbor. 11.30 a. m.; Blake's Point. 12.00 m. l-leshoio, 12 45 p. m. : arrives at Belfast at 2 p. >i.
Sargentville, flag station.

RF.Tl'RNI NO

gradually
took S. S.

grew worse. / finally
S., and was entirely

cured after using a few bottles
B. McLemore,
Henderson. Tex.
—•—
HPREATISE on Blood and Skin
1 Diseases mailed free.
The Swift Specific Co.,
Atlanta, Ga.

SC.
1>

ri'onrii!

Save.- rime, labor, exposure, health,
money, tempei. lollies, knuckles. I> thorough, easv, rapid
cheap. Without the ice of clothes
baek-bjeakiinr. Knuckle skinning, patience trviii”'
u b boa d a pi ‘1 ianet s or ehcniiea 1 s<
>aj>s or prepar:<:ior>
! en\ kind.
Cleansing alike with
laeilitv the _ieasy clothes of the mechanicequal
and
huv-'t lacethe ladies. Will wear longer, give
better sai i-daeti<m. do better wi>rk in a given time
and for -e: \isimplicity, durabilitv and
it leads them all.
F. A, HOWARD.
Sole input for Knox uni] Waldo Counties,
be1: a <t. (>< t.
is:*2.
4:;

destroyiim*.

■

CURES

EMMELINE,
On

er

Hheumatlsm. kidney. Liver
Disease, Lumbago,
Neuralgia, t ramps, D}spepsla. Lung omplalnts, pneumonia and Female Weakness.
l\v

a

method peculiarly
own, viz;

our

Extraction and Absorption.
Although this method of curing disease is not a new one,
yet the great difficulty has
ever been to com) ouud a
remedy to do it effectually.
That great problem has been
so] ved, and to-day

1

and

some tine music was much
enjoyed....
Mrs. J.
Foster, of Roekport, is visiting
her old home and with her father and nether. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Higgins, attended;
church last Sunday.

Passengers taking Stmr. Emmeline at Belt.isj
with Steamers {'■■:• Maehia- and intenueliate landings, by staying over night m *'a>tiue.
Steamer will not goto West Br-'oksville nn'ess
there are through passengers.
CAPT. E. TKl'K, Manager

Maine Central R. R.

A.

HOWES

CO,,

&.

!

nri >x e-ta h l 1:.
On and after Oct. *2, 1V»2, trains c.>m.c--M,_.
Burnham with through "rains i’.»r ami tr uu
Bangor. Waterville. Portland ami Bosmn. will :mi.
as follows

at

PRICE 25 CENTS.

Belfast. Wholesale Agts.

weath-

•

Hand-Made Plaster

A.

follows

as

ings.

is without a peer in this r.mn- ;
try as a remedy for the above 1
diseases.
<'m.3:J

Following are the transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry, for the S
week ending November 1. 1SP‘J; Hannah S. i

run

permitting.

connect

ORDWAY’S

Estate.

and after Oct. :;lsr will

Leaves Brooksvilie. 7.2*» a. in.: t'a-ria*-. 7.4'
a. m.: Hughes' Point. ■s.:;u a. in.: Ryder'- C"\<
x.5o a. m.: Lime Kiln. a.1" a. in.: arrives i
Belfast 10.1 m> a in.
Leave- Belfast.2.*i*i p. in. Lime Kiln. 2.4"> p. i:..
Ryder's C'>ve, 3.1'* p. m.; II nghc-' Point.pan.;
Castine. 4.1'- p. in. ; arrive in Brooksvilie. 4. ■' p.v
Connections made at Belfast with M * R. !L r
and from Boston. Portland. Bang"r and intermediate landing-.
With steamers of Bo-ton A. Bang'*r Ste.,m-h;
Co., to and from Boston and interme li.it-- hold-

and Heart

dent

Rankin, do. Hattie T. Biisher. Montville, to Pasestena
Ellingwood, Belfast. Charles I. Crocker, Stock-

j

1832,

Arrangement,

Capt. C. W• Smallidge.

unloaded here_
School in I)ist. No. r, closed Get. tksth, Mr.
M. \V. Sweat, of Knox,
teacher, who will
also teach the winter term here....Mrs. G.
K. Lewis, who has been visiting her
sister,
Mrs. It. S. Higgins, has returned r.. her home !
in Belfast-Services at the Center Church
Sunday, Oct. both, were well attended and

C.

Winter

—

were

sermon was listened t<- with eviinterest by young and old. The singfrom the Station and Cnity were
present,

(Frenchman's Bay Steamboat Co.)

price’ i 1892,

Bus: nes*
spring I- arm last week
fa-;r.
at the Station. Several
ar- j
hauls of farm produce were shipped last !
week and four carloads of corn and other !

earnest

Connects at Isleshoro for Castine and all River
Landings to Bangor: at Belfast with steamer for
Camden, Rockland and Boston. Steamer Cimbria
connects at Islesboro for Belfast every trip.
Freight taken at reasonable rates and orders
tilled promptly. Freight for Blue Hill forwarded
via steamer from Sedgwick.
Round trip ticket?* from all landings sold at reduced rates on a limited time.
SAM L H. BARB* H R. Manager.
F. IV. P* >TF.. Agent, Belfast.
F. WARREN. Agent. Creen’s Landing.

■

ly humming

Mary

blessed it.
bottle In his sateheL
r:,:i‘
Rheumatism,
used and

a

;cly88

swered.
Address in i-.■ nridenoe, Iapia 11. Linkham Mkhk ai. Co.. Lynn,
Mass. Liver Tills 2oc.

Ellingwood, ol
Winterport, drove a
large Hock of lambs from the Mineral'

Heal

about) n.:>n
from Boston.

at

have

follows

as

Family Physician.

generation
Evt-ry Traveler
should have

Every

A

I'lt1 *M ltKLKAsr.

j

THE BELFAST

A.M.

Belfast, depart... 7-"
•:
Cirv point
Waldo.m •••■
Brooks .7 4'
.s
Knox
1Thorndike

l-.M.

1
1
M

::i
1 44

I'. M
4 1'
-4
4 :-:s
4 ">

l-’

...

,J. K. Genu, Ellsworth. Alice O. Carver, Lineolnville, to Geo. W. Carver, do. A.
J
J. Billings, Freedom, to .lames W.
Libby.
do. Joseph W. Eveleth, Winterport, to F.
A. and H. I). Simpson, do. Flank S. Forbes
and others, Brooks, to Maine Central Railton,

Old

an

Think Of It.
ration after

Nov. 7. 1892,

Belfast, weather permitting,

for Camden. Bxkland and Boston. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at (about) 2..'J0 }■. m.
For Searsport, Bueksport. NVinterport, Hampden and Bangor, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

house for Croim Colds
Sore Throat. Tonsil it is. Colie. Curs. Hniis,
s. Cramps
rams liable to oeeur in any familv
without
notlee IJolay s may cost a life. Relieves nil Summer
Complaints like majnc. Price, 85 cts. post paid; 6 hotties, SI. Express|,aid.r. s. Johnson.* Co.,Boston,Mass.

De-j

to

sstehtai uss,

I<;r

Don’t

Tilton to lit- bred to the ram from Ohio. I
They will be shipped probably during
eelnber and their arrival here will he awsOr- i
ed with much interest.... Messrs. Littieriehl I

Bowler, Cnion,

as

13=L 1810

thitls, Asthma, holera-Morbus. Diarrhea, Lameness
Soreness m
Limbs, Stiff Joints or Strains
will And in t a is old Anodyne relief and
speedy cure!

remedy

A., druggists s- 1! it. or sent
by ma... in form "t Tills or
Lozenges, on receipt of s$l.
Correspondence freely an-

year

in

Commencing Monday,

and

oughbred registered, Oxford Down ewes.
These sheep have been exhibited at each of
the State fairs the present fall, where
they
won first premiums.
They are not vet one

Transfers

Time.

in

Week to Boston.

a

Steamers will leave

Every Sufferer

relieve such suf-

life-Sheep owners in Waldo county will
he glad to learn of an important
step taken
by one of our most reliable farmers. Mr.
Charles Hogan, of this town, went to Anson
recently and bought of the well known
breeders, Messrs. Hilton & Sons, three thor-

ers

Trips

tyr25tcimn

relatives of the family and a few friends
were present to witness the
happy event.
Miss Ward was one of our best school teachers and during her services in this
field sinlias made many friends, who will
join with
the \\ riter in wishing for her and her worthv
husband a pleasant term in the school of

to

Anil'tin*
t"

are

do all kinds of

prepared

Burnham., arrive."

U

1’

Bangor.

A

Heye

-•

Waters iile..
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;>.*

m

14"

Lh

ISKI.r \S|

t* M.
A.M.

W aterville ..11
Bangor..
AM.

Mill
Gearing, Quarry Derricks,
Hoisting Winches,Quarry Cars, &c.
Patent Iron Sheaves, Stone Jacks,
Hussey Plows.

Burnham,

Unity

l- 30

<f Foundry
25, 18H2.-34.

A.M.

71"
7
A.M.
non
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4
1

ui

!’.M.
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r* 27

:«
44
58
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•"

a

•<>
o

24
3d

■Flag station.
Limited rickets for B"Stoi are now sold a" ^'.00
from Belfast and all stations >n Branch.
Through tickets to all point- West and NorthUuowi.ey,
west via all routes. i.»r sale by F. F
PAYSitN TUCKER.
Agent. Belfast.
Vice Pre>. and tier.'! Manager.
F. K. Boofimv, <4enT Pass, ami Ticket Agent
Portland. Oct. 1. l*v_\

CALL.

Belfast Machine

depart .7 pi

Unitv.*.

Thorndike.>14
Knox .'
Brooks.
Waldo. .■ 'Ji
City Point .h* 15
'•*'-'5
Belfast, arrive..

CIRCULAR SAWS &. BELTING

Co.

FIFTY YEARS SETTLES IT

F. C.NEALEY,

CONSUMPTION
BE

a
7

wi’i.

Hall's Stave Jointer.

CAN

■■

Portlan i.U

Holmes' Stave Machine,

Belfast, Me.. Fell.

<

m
h
m;’..

U
T<

manufacturers of tin-

*o-G IVEDSA

s

1"

4

a

i

Circular Saw Mills.

Dealers in

>d

-17

."

& Machine Works,

Foundry

STOKER’S BEST

Books added from <)et. 20 to »>er. 31.
Allen. James Lane. Blue grass region of
545 26
Kentucky. 1802
Baker, Henry Barton. Our old actors. 1881. 846 7 |
H. Lovett. Daughter'.*, Heart,
Cameron,
A. (A novel.) 1*92
137 32
Choate, Isaac Bassett. Wells of English.
1156 0 i
[Literary essays.] 1802
Church, Alfred John. Calliasra tale of the
fall of Athens. 1801. 117 2"
Churchill, Randolph S. Men. mines and
animals in South Africa. 1802. 524 21
Dali, Caroline Healey. Historical j ictures
retouched. 1860. 844:*
I».»g-life: narratives. 335 14
Esehstruth. Nataly von. Wild rose of GrossStaull'en. Translated hy E. L. Lathrop.
181*2
128 19
Fosdiek, Chalks Austin.
3v.
War series
1. True to his colors. 317 26
2.
317 27
Rodney, the partisan
3
Marry! the blockade runner. 317 28
Gnmmere, Francis Barton. Germanic origins: a study in primitive culture. 1802.. 918 13
Harris, Miriam Coles. I'tter failure, An. A
novel. 181*1. 248 9
Holland. Josiah Gilbert.
Bitter-sweet. A poem. 1892 .1214 39
Karlirina. A poem. 1*91.1214 40 1
Howe. Edgar Watson. Mystery of the locks.
A novel.]
1890.
247 1
Muller, Frederick Max. India. What can
it teach us? [Lectures.] 181*2 ....1135 4
Raymond. Henry J. Administration of President Lincoln.' 1*64
445 14
Redgrave, Gilbert R. Historyof water-color
934 35 I
painting in England. 1892
Schuyler. Montgomery. American architecture.
Studies. 1892
936 26
1
Spencer, Herbert. Principles of moralitv.
1. Data of ethics. 1891.. 1043 17
2.
Justice. 1892 .1043 20
Stowe, Harriet Beecher. Little Pussy Willow : "I*o The minister's water melons.... 357 39
Swan, Annie S. Ayres of Studleigh. (A
novel.). K58 22
Swan, Annie S. Who shall serve? A story
for the times.
138 21
Swett, Sophie. Living Hill Farm. A storv.
1892 .'.. 314 35
Warner, Charles Dudlev. As we were sav1124 3 <
ing. 1892
Wilcox. Ella Wheeler. Maurine and other
1*92.
1214 32,
poems.
Wilcox, Ella Wheeler. Poems of pleasure.
1892 .1214 31

public that they

Unity

Portland .1-

J

Belfast Free Library.

Foudry Os.

Miciii l

road Co. H. M. Grinin and others, Stockton
Springs, to Daniel Cousins, d >. John E.
Hodgdon and others, Northport, to Moses M.
Hodgdon, do. Moses M. Hodgdon. to Chas.
0. Dickey, Northport. John E. Hodgdon,
Northport, to Lewis A. Knowlton, Belfast. |
Julia E. Ham, Dorchester, Mass., to Isaac
A. Ru b, Winterport. Sarah A.
Handy. Liberty, to \\ m. Lewis, do. Robie F. Jackson, i
Montville, to Naomi Pease, Searsmont. Lewis A. Knowlton, Belfast, to Moses M.
Hodgdon, Northport. Benjamin Libby, Belfast, I
to Edwin M. Crocker, do. Edwin It. Marden, Boston, to Augustus Stevens, Troy.
Martha Orcutt, Northport, to Frank Orcutt,
do. George Peirce and others, Frankfort, to
George W. Kingsbury, do. Mark W. Iioleraon, Searsmont, to Harriet Wentworth, Waldo. B. G. Sargent. Searsport, as agent, to
Leander M. Sargent, do. Girin B. Woodlmry and others, Boston, to Amelia S. Erskine, Montville.
Ralph J. Wiggin and
others, Knox, to Amelia S. Erskine.

number
vices

womb.

Oh ! women, if you must bring
upon yourselves these troubles,
remember that Lydia E Pink-

Austin

an

3

^ODYHfc

girl,

bility fainting spells, dizziness,
sleeplessness, backache and most
likely organic disease of the

by eight girls; reading, by Bert Boodv : sinking “Columbia,” by choir: recitation “The
Voyage," by the teacher; declamation, by
Theodore Dodge: recitations,by Marv
Dodge

products

Change

What follows ?

Mr.
1>. Boodv; concert reading, by school, “God
save tin* State”; singing,
“America,” by the
choir; Columbian exercises; reading of address, bv Miss Eva Chase; class exercise,
“Queen Isabella's Resoh e” ; reading id ode,
by John McKinley : “A Columbus Acrostic

western

Boston l Bangs; i S. Co.

high.

the
society
woman, all climb too high.

j tion, by Philip Boodv; declamation, by
1

too

This applies to women, regardless to caste or color. The ambitious girl striving for school
honors. The busy house wife,

were

yard and Rev. F. S. Doll'iff, in behalf of the
“What a little bit of a thing your
the Hag to the school.
baby sister is.'" Little Girl. “Ves’in: it's a district, presented
condensed milk baby.’’
Philip Boody, aged 11 years, then stepped
forward and accepted the Hag for the school.
(rails and wounds on horses are
unsightly
and objectionable. They can be cured while Next came the raising of the flag, followed
the horse is still worked by
applying Bic k- by three cheers. The school then saluted
more’s Gall Cure.
the Hag,after which all re-entered the school\

Woman’s Mistake.

..

at

lb'\v soon the
the good things

where the following exercises were
carried out: Singing, “Cheer,
cheer we the flag ever true,” hy the choir;
reading, “Raising the school-house Flag,”
by Maud Morton; address, “Patriotism in
the Public School,” by Rev, F. S. Dolliff;
room

old, but are large, heavy, and well decago.
.Joseph A. Partridge, of Belfast, vis- veloped. The price paid was *25 per head.
ited at C. H. Partridge’s recently_Mr. J. Mr. Hogan tried hard to
buy a ram of this
A. Haley and wife were at the
wedding in breed, offering *50 for a lamb recently imWinterport of Mr. George Bean and Miss ported from Ohio, and which is not yet one
Elizabeth Haley-Arthur Boyd has sold year old, lmt
weighs 222 lbs. It, is thought
ids hemlock bark to the tannery at Bucks- lie can be made to
weigh 550 lbs. when fuilv
O. B. Gray and George
port
Harding are matured. These sheep have not arrived at
hauling it, ami it looks like old times to see Thorndike, as they were left with Messrs.!

e

are

Old

<). I». Gray has sold his apples
Herbert Black. Eastman Clark and G. W.
Pendleton have delivered their apples on the
Searsport wharf to go to Bangor and Chi-

■

j The politician, who is in the hands of his
Coal freiglits from Wales to friends, is also very likely to get m their
also doing a little better, 1 pockets.
West I
.lig been paid to Rio Janeiro.
*4A f iod-Seiiti is
Baim. I had
freiglits are steady, hut very quiet, catarrh for three Ely's Cream
Two
three times
years
_'io The sharp competition from steama week mv nose would bleed. I
thought the
Coastwise Lumber freights are unsores would never heal.
Your Balm has
_•
1. But very dull, and collier freights
mired me —Mrs. M. A. Jackson.
Portmoutli,
tremely low for this jieriod of the year,
•rs;
Selir Isaac Oherton, Bangor to
I
\\
as
so
much
Y »rk, lee, 50 cents.
troubled with catarrh it
Schr N'orombega,
'Ia la Mar to New York, Logwood,
seriously affected my voice. One bottle of
of Ely's Cream Balm did the work.
Bk Henry A Litchfield, Pensacola to
My
Janeiro, lumber >Id. Selir Penoli- ; voice is fully restored.— B. F. Liepsner. A.
F-rnandina t-- New York, lumber, S">. i M- Pastor of the Olivet Baptist Church.
Foraham Richardson, Elizabeth port To j Philadelphia, Pa.
gw44
■larBor, coal, '.Mir. Schr Menawa. HoPoser fora butcher who gives short weight.
•o
r>0e.
coal.
Boston,
“If sixteen ounces
-re was

Prospect.

exchanged among the guests....
Rhoades has been making imj
provements upon his blacksmith shop and
j
barn. His colt, which has been sick, is gainj
;
big slowly.... Miss Elizabeth Rhoades has
gone to Pittsfield... .Mr. Percy Martin and
and wife, of Pittsfield, were in town recent]
ly-■ Our best wishes attend Mr. and Mrs.
me a pair of cream-colored
gloves,"
she said.
And lie. being city-bred, bought Loiiville Sanderson for their future happiness
her a pair of pale-blue kids.
and welfare-Mr. George Lamb, of PortFor horse and owner
nothing equals Bick- land, is visiting liis brother, J. C. Lamb, at
mojck s
tl.H.i. t t un.
By its use galls and West Troy.
wounds are healed while the
\

ading.

America

a

teams

V Leader.

>-

as

to

1

re.

1

The

We

room.

Man

EL1/.AJiETH 1>. BKKRY.

Ladies’Aid Society met
Nickerson's October 27tli.

The

were

Old people often have troublesome and
Sometimes you ran run
persistent oiighs.
them and sometimes you can't.
Hut Adamswi's U. tan.< Cough Halsam always soothes
and relieves the patient old folks.

MHS.

Josiah

Mr.

at

soil linen.

nor

\ mai w ho lives last cannot
niciit w:I! keep up with him.

can

apples

Leforest Wiggin, a former resiplace,died at his home in Cliftondale. Mass. His hoiiy was brought here Oct.
■jstii for interment in Pleasant Hill cemetery.
The entertainment at Music Hull, Oct.
_\"t!i. consisting of a drama and sociable
was a sue. css both financially and socially.
Much
credit is dm- the misses of the
village for their help in carrying on tinwork of the V. 1. Society.... Business is
lively at B. B. Bryant's pant shop....JVIr.
Small, of the Bangor Theological Seminary,
preached at the church < )ct. .'?0th.

deer.

‘■Nothing
Hotlimg will

lot <1

lient of lliis

tie- rest.U rants

Vetlis.-j; ;it

a

1''ukedom.

liroat ami lungs.

('heap

1

Poor’s Mills. Sadie Womlbury lias returned borne from a visit to friends in Albion...F.
L. Shepherd has returned from a visit to
friends at Kent's Hill.... Mrs. N. Simmons
has been quite siek with rheumatism around
declamation, “Cnion and Liberty,” by Benthe heart, but is gaining slowly... .Mr. F.
| jamin Dodge ; concert reading by the school;
\V. Shepherd went to Boston last week to
j exercise, “Our Banner,” by four boys; reeisee about his hay... .Mabelle Park has rei tation by Gracie Higgins: singing, “The
turned from Canook Lake, N. H., after an
; Star Spangled Banner,” by choir; “The Red,
absence of three months. We are all glad the White and the Blue,”
by four girls ; readto see her.
“The History of our Flag,” by Bert
j ing,
Center Montmllk. .'esse Frye’s apple ; Warren; exercise, “Our Country”; declama-

■

,-

UO K li RS PON O RNCE.

| successfully

AN1)

PHOTOGRAPHER,

CURED.

Brackett'.# Block, Brook#, Maine.

..

If I>r. Sfhenck’s treatment and

PATENT FLOUR.
Higher

in Price, but

BEST,
')
WHITEST,
D.pa[j
DlcdUl
SWEETEST, |
)
MOST,
-FOB

SALE

BY-

A. A. Howes &

GoM

BELFAST, MAINE.

6m24

VON GRAEFE’S

|

—

Positive Headache Cure.
i

10 POWDERS IN A BOX.
Price 25 Cents per Box.
For Sale P.y All Druggists.

«TO*‘ “*'**

MANUFACTURED BY

G. A. KIRCHMAIER. Ph. C.
Iy21nrm

$3.00

a

Toledo, 0.

Dozen

re-

—Prices reduced, quallt) of work Improved.—

Cabinets S3 Per Dozen

Specific

or

Other sizes in proportion.
ing in all Its brunches.

Consumption

Copying ml enlarg-

Special attention
and for all diseases of tiie I. inns. No treatment
given to outdoor viewing.
in the world can place as man> permanent cures
of Consumption to its credit as Dr. Schenck s.
At a Probate Cmirt held av Belfast. wi'hin mi
Nothin}* in Nature acts so directly and effectively
the County of W ihlo.
the second Tuesday ..f
on the iunir membra lies and tissues, and so quick(letober. A. 1». lS'.e_>.
!
ly disposes of tubercles, congestion, inflammation, /~1ARKIE E.
1*E1K«'E. wid-w id It sllEitl' F.
colds. coughs and all the seeds of Consumption as
PEIRCE, late of Belfast. in -aio <
v
;.»*>• of
Waldo, deeea **e i. h;m... presen tea a petit urn
her dower may be assigned her from the real estate of said deceased.
When all else fails it comes to the rescue. Nor
ordered, That the sai l Carrie a'ive notice
all
until it fails, and only after faithful trial, should
It
lias
the
to
hrouirht
hopeless
any one despond.
; persons interested by c.uisina a copy of tId" c-dei
to i»«* published three weeks successively in -!m
life ami health. It has turned the despair of t *n
t i Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
thousand homes into joy. It is doiiur it now.
will continue to do it throughout the aires. hr.
may appear a: a Pi" it. Conn, to lie he'd it BelSchenck's /‘rncNini Treatise <>n I'onsnmjitinn, \ fast, within and for >;vid County, on the second
(inti stomnrh in'.'/’//.scs muifet/ free to alt n/>j,li- Tuesday of November next, at ten ot tin clock
C'tnts.
hr. •/. //. sr/iein-k ct‘ s'on. Phi' i»/- / j,h i,i. before noon, ami show cause, if any they have, why
the praver of said petition should not be granted.
Pa.
lyr-T
uEo. E. JOHNSON. Jodme.
A true copy. Attest
Boh an P. Fiku>, Kea'iste:.
..

••

Or. Schenck's Pulmonic

Syrup

■

New Fish Market

At the WEST END OF LOWER BRIDGE.
We have opened a first-class fish market at the
above stand, and are ready to supply lobsters,
clams, and all kinds of fish, and oysters in
We have made arrangements
their season.
with Sherman A Walker, so that ill orders
left at their meat market for any article in our
line, will he promptly filled. We solicit a
share of your patronage.

SLEEPER

At TUTTLE
lielfast, Aug. 1. 18D2.—timai

&

&

WEST.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Fi-h
Belfast. Maine.

For Cabinet Pictures.

oi

STARRETT’S

THE subscriber hereby gives pubii. notice to ali
1 concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate ot
EDWARD WHITE, late of

Troy,

in the County ol Waldo, deceased, by nn in;
.ml
as the law directs; she therefore requests ail persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
demand', thereon, to exhibit the s.i. sc
sertiement to her.
JENNIE E. WHITE.
3w44

an\

ail kinds
23

Notice of Assignees of their Ap-

pointment.

SON'S.

Kimball, of Chicago, formerly of
Portland, lias been elected president of the Loir Prices in all Branches trill
National Carriage Makers’ Association.
Surprise You.
C. F.

<

■

1

..;.\

of

what it is

A

A Little

cun*

sumption were something new ami untried, people
might doubt ; but what has proved itself through
a reconi as old as our grandfathers, means just

A; Belfast, in the
Maine, the 27th

work.

SMART WORKERS WANTED AT ONCE.
Good pay and steady employment on shirt
3m39
W. F. KELLAR, Camden, Me.

SMOKE

TRI-MOUNT

CIGAR.

County of Waldo and Suite of
day of October. A. D. lSi>2.
undersigned hereby give notice of their
appointment as Assignees of EMERY ROBBINS, of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has been declared an Insolvent
upon his own petition by the Court ot Insolvency
for the County of Waldo.
2w44
WILLIAM P. THOMPSON,
Assignees.
,IOS. WILLIAMSON, .lit.,

THE

Sea report

at

N. C. Shute ami wife
Deer Isle.

Capt. Forrest W.
home Saturday.

COUNTY

Lora Is.
are

Treat

Nukthix>rt. For several years past Mi's.
White lias contributed liberally towards tin;
expenses of a term of school at the Cove.
The fall term, under the instruction of Miiss
Grant, of Rockland, closed Friday, Nov. 4,

visiting friends

ami wsfe arrived

Hugh Merithew left Monday for New
Yelk, where he has a situation.
Capt. Warren A. Griffin is to take
mand of hark Thomas A. Goddard.

health— .Elden Pease lias gone
to Rockland for a few days_Miss Lizzie
Prescott has returned to Union to work in

proving

wcth an interesting programme... .Mr. Geo.
>1. Know lion, Mrs. Oscar Hills, Mr. G. H.
Patch and Mr. Ralph Cross have returned
from Massachusetts.

com-

Stockton Springs. Gen. W. S. Mudgett
and Mrs. Hattie Dickey, of Dorchester,
Mass., arrived in town last week, called here
by the severe illness of their father,Mr. Lewis
Mudgett. Mrs. Dickey returned to Massachusetts
Monday.The glad news of
Capt. Fred Clifford’s safe arrival in Port”
land, Oregon, after a passage of 19.S days out

South Movtvtlle. Mrs. Aldana Gilman
returned home last Sunday-Werner Bennett visited tlie Huh last week to attend the
Mechanic’s fair-Mrs. C. M. Howes is im-

CORRESPONDENCE.

in

the pant factory, where she has been employed for several years as busheler-Mr.
W. B. Morse has Ismglrt ail organ for his
•daughter Mamie.

York.
Charles E- Averill left Monday to go as
first officer of sclwxmer <ieorge V. Jordan,
Capt. Fred N. Park.

of the local trainsMiss Sybil A. Marriner, who has been teaching the fall term of school in the Severance
District* Searsnaont, is at home for a vacation. She will begin the winter term in the
Hugh Nichols left Saturday t>> go second i
same district next week.
officer 'I steamer Sene*-a, running between
Thorxdikk. Miss Bertha Hillman closed
New York ami Havana.
gage master

<?tn

one

on

account of

remain until alter the election-Arrangements have been completed for buying
the mill property and work will begin at
once-Mr. Chas. Howard, of Montyille,
recently lost a row. It was found dead in
will

of Free High School in the Files
last week-Mr. L. W. Ward, of Troy,
l>egan the winter term or school in the Palm-

a

expected that an evening will Ije deTo
"Tennyson” by the Ep worth
League, Thursday, Nov. 17.
‘loivd jubilee singers, who are to apThe
p» tr at Lnion Hall next Saturday evening,
are highly spoken of by the Maine press and
It is

term

a

the pasture, having got cast.

l>ist.

voted

terport Sunday_Mrs. O. M. Heagan has
returned from Winterport-The sum Of
six dollars has been presented to the Y. 1*.
C. U. by the following ladies interested in
the young people’s work: Mrs. Ralph Morse,
Mrs. H. A. Hichborn, Mrs. Adella Hichborn,
Mrs. C. S. Randell, Mrs. Abbie Hichborn
and Mrs. D. G. Harris. The Union is deeply grateful to the do nors... .The Augustine
Minstrels played in Denslow Hall Monday
evening. Owing to tin* inclemency of the
weather, only a small audience was present.
-Y. P. C. U. Sunday evening at thegUniversalistChurch at 7. Subject—Why Convert

the weather and
will be held Tuesday of this week-Mr.
Mayo Clement is down from Pittsfield and

postponed

er

.T.

lvnowlton

ance

is

ers picked in the garden of Mrs. Hiram Kenof
sweet peas,
Heagan, Prospect, hauling ney consisting pansies, daisies,
satin-dowers, marygolds and phlox. The
paving
fiowe s were picked where about two inches
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Nickerson have reamed lrHii a very pleasant visit to relatives of snow had fallen, hut they were looking as
a
lb 'Ton and vicinity.
fresh and bright as summer llowers....
(Jilin- a company lrom Comet (4range, School in the Nason district doses this
Swauville, visited (Iranito (Irange, North week. Miss Annie 13. Kenney, teacher, has
S*-;trsport, Tuesday, Nov. ‘Jud
had a pleasant and profitable term. Miss
Miss Mahel 1 )ow left by Saturday's boat
Kenney is young, but with experience will
Mass
where
she
will
Cambraigeport,
make an excellent teacher.
t the tamilv of ,). B. how, her uncle.
Sandy Point. Death has visited us again.
.lames W. Harriman has hought the hay
Another of our good men has been cut down
ii the Stow i.-rs Meadow at Sandy Point and
there with a crew of men harvesting it.
ill the midst of his usefulness. Dea. 11. S.
The many friends of (’apt. John A. Part- Doe fell from the church while painting, reridge, formerly of this town, whose marriage ceiving injuries from which he died Oct.
was reported in last week's Journal, wish to
after suffering intensely ior a week.
Mend their congratulations and best wisli- 2Kth,

Brooks.

Benj. Rowe left his old spotted white horse
somewhere in the country the other day. He
was long past twenty, and parties here well
remember when lie was owned by Ansel
Rich, of this place, who refused an offer of
SIKH.) for him.
It is supposed he was ruined
by a split nail, as he became lame when
young and has been a cripple for a long

>

lor

himself and bride.

The many friends in this town of Mr. and
Mr. J. W. Nickerson, of Swauville, who had
their home saddened last week b\ the sudden death of their lit tle daughter Nettie, extend their sympathy to them in their hour
! great sorrow and affliction. Mr. Xirkern moved from this town to Swanviile. about
three years ago.
■

About 4 p. in. Friday Mr. Lunpher, of
Stockton Springs, in driving along tin- road

leading from Mr. Thomas Dorr's to the Mt.
Ephraim schoolhouse saw a man lying dead
by the roadside. He immediately turned

his horse and drove hack t.o Mr. Dorr's and
unformed him ol what he had seen. Mr.
Dorr and C. 11. Sinclair went promptly to
the spot and discovered that it was Mr. Daniel Fiood, who had been chopping tire wood
The cause of his
for the past three days.
suil leu death is supposed to he heart trouble.
Mr. Flood bad been in poor health for nearly
a year,
ills age was 7d years, 4 months and
days. He has been a resident of North
Searsport for the past ten years, having movHis pleasant man'd here from P.iddeford.
ners ami ho .est dealings had won the respect
of all who became acquainted with him. The
funeral services were held Sunday, Rev. N.
His remains were
La Marsh officiating.
Mr.
taken to Biddeford for interment.
Flood leaves a loving wife and one son to
The entire community
mourn their loss.

extend their sympathy.
Waldo Center. Mr. Barker, of Lynn,
Mass., has bought some lots of hay in this
place_Mr. Rufus Stone and wife, of Union, Mr. James Estes and wife, of Vassalboro, Me., Mrs. Helen Moulton, of Brooks,
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Miles Luce.
_Miss Etta Reynolds, daughter of C. Reynolds, is at home in very poor health. Her
sister Lillian, of Pittsfield, Me., with a friend
from Waterville, have been visiting herWe noticed in your paper the marriage of
Mr. Leroy Burns and Miss Mary Cilley. It
should read Mrs. Mary Cilley, widow of the
We are still
late N. R. Cilley,of this place
rem tided of the western country on account
The
of the sheep business carried on here.
hills and valleys are dotted with flocks of
them, and boxes of the slaughtered ones are
still carried to the station.

The whole community mourn his loss and extend their sympathy to his widow and soli Weston. The funeral services were held in the Church Sunday, Oct. •‘•Oth, Prof. Chase, of Bucksport, officiating. The floral decorations were beautiful. Tlie (1 range, of which he was a member, were present in a body, and had a service
at the grave. The wreath from them with
“Brother” upon it was suggestive of their
respect fur him. ..Another of our sea captains
has also passed away. The news was received
about two weeks ago of the death of Capt.
diaries Devcreaux, in Pensacola.
Friends
feel deeply for Mrs. Devcreaux and her family of children in this their great sorrow. Her
oldest son, Willie, was with Ins father and
has also been very sick, but we hope to bear
of his recovery-Mrs. Jane (Rant fell last
Mrs. Eda
j Saturday and broke her hip.
Consent* was called home from Searsport to
care for her-The church looks very nice
j with the new paint, and the cemetery fence
; is a credit to Mr. Hall and the workmen
who built it: but more money is needed to
j scpiare up the hills-Mr. Frank Perkins
has moved his family to Bucksport, where
! he is building a mill-Capt. Albert Sliute
has moved his family to Camden for the
winter_Capt. C. L. Stowers and wife have
gone to Brooklyn to spend the winterMr. Freeman Sliute was at Mrs. Doe’s a
few days,
called here by the death of
Deacon Doe-Weston Doe, who has been
in Biddeford since last spring, will remain
1
with his mother this winter... .Mrs. Dolly
! Black and Miss Nellie Stowers have returnSamuel French is
j ed from Brewer-Mrs.
at home again from Massachusetts, also 13.
and
wife-Mrs.
Blanchard
Rich, of
j U.
| Thorndike, has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
| Watts_Frank French, of Jamaica Plain,
week.
| was at his father’s for a few days last home.
_N. S. Partridge spent Sunday at
I His wife and son Harry went to Winterport
Monday to spend a week-Mrs. Young,
Miss Cora Daggett and Miss Jennie Richards
have gone to Somerville, Ma-s., to visit
friends.
He

|

was (»<s

years old.

|

NEWS.

SAILED.

AMERICAN

PORTS.

Arrived, sell. Anna
Pendleton, Thomas, Darien; 2,arrived, sells.
Sarah L. Davis, Belfast; A. \V. Ellis, Rockland: Viola Reppard, Anderson, Brunswick,
(la.; Isaac Oberton and .Etna, Bangor; A.
Hayford, Rockland : d, arrived, selis. Abbie
C. Stubbs, Coombs, Brunswick ; Win. Slater,
Small, New Haven; cleared, sell. Georgia
Gilkey, Gilkey, Barbadoes: 4, arrived, schs.
Mary E. Corson, Gilmore, Fernandina;

improvements

to his

buildings.

Maaufacinfers’ prices,

A LADIES $4

Because

they
a

j
!

i
j
i

into

j
j

Brazil

continues

tion in rates, outward or homeward. The
<•oastwi.se trades remain in a dull and depressed condition, and the prospect, for an
early change for the better is not encourag-

ing, tonnage being much more plentiful than
orders. Charters: Ship Mary L. Stone, Manila to New York or Boston, hemp $4 per
4 hale.
Sell. Charlotte T. Sibley, New York

Shoe

:

are w

INTEREST

:

EVERY TIME.

Hand Welt Sewed.
Widths AA., A. K. Sizes 2 1-2 to 7.
They are made from the best of Kid,
nice
stylish, serviceable shoe. These u'.ods cannot he
duplicated for anything like the prices we arc
asking, a d any lady wearing a narrow shoe
should take advantage and call early belorc the
best sizes are sold.

R. II. Coombs & Son,

A LADIES’ $4 SHOE FOR $2.85!

UNDERTAKING.
In this branch

F. H. Francis & Co.,

able

we are

give

Main St., Belfast.

BETTER SATISFACTION,

Prescriptions!

( ABLE
hi Belfast, No\ s. .lolni Carle, aged
47 y ears.
E.MEBY. In Yinalhaven. (lot. 2('., Mrs. Bhoda
Emery, wife of J. D. Emery.
HA/.ELTINE. In Chelsea. Mass., Ocr. 2.">. I’riison C. Ha/.eltine. The remains were taken to l.ineolnville for interment.
HOWE. Ill I n eo] 11 v I le \ov. 1, Sal-all Maude
Howe, aged 77 y ears. :i iiiouths and 12 davs.
MA< i.MBEl!. In Belfast, Nov. 7, Converse i>.
Maeoml'er, aged »t4 years and
months.
MATHEW S. In i.iueoli \ ille, net. 2b. Bessie L
Mai hew >. aged is years. 7 months and
17day>.
SN'ABE
In Hampden, Met. ::l, Willie W'..
s<yi
of ('apt. dames M. and la uise M. Snare, a'ged 2‘i
months and 14 days.
year".
STB( >N'< I. I n Camden, < >rt. 2s, Mrs. I M. St rong.
aired 4ti ears.

in the

and you will tind w’e
ing for

They are mostly Common Sense toes ami low
heels, (a few narrow toes with tipM and are all

ABEY. In W'interport, ><>v. 1, of cerebral
paralysis. Elisha C. Arey. aged .V.i years.
BLACK. In W'aldoboro, Oct. 2;;, ( ora Black,
aged 12 years and I months.

wan:

^FURNITURETune?;

YOUR

DIED.

Carefully Compounded

of

BETTER MANAGEMENT
BETTER

QUALITY,

and LOWER PRICES

R.H. COOMBS & SON,
70 & 72 Main Street.

Treasurer’s

PURE DRUGS.

Notice.

Non-Kesident Tuxes in the town of muiimf
the Count} ot VNuldo and Mate of Valin.
I MM.
Till. |..llo\vil»n list I :..xe.eai est.,
I
e-idellt "Wiic!' in tin- p-w i: 11 '-.•.lithe year ISP 1. in hills emumit.led
hi
s.
•"11 eei,.r .d -aid town, mi the twi ntv-nii
August. ISPl has heeli returned Pune 1
unpaid <*n the twenty-ninfh da\ o| Viicn-'
h\ his eertituate ot that date, a.ei mm
unpaid and notn-e i- hereto _:iven ilia'
taxes and interest and e harder- are not
the 11 easm v id -aid low u w n hin ei-lu e*
from the dale d
said
..mmitiuent
much d said real e-tate taxed as will l>.
n
to pay the amount due iherefor'.
udin.
and charges, without further muiee. wi
at pllhlie .tuetiou at tile olliee ot the <e
-aid Searsinout. on Saitird.iv. the F
March. 1 SPo. at one 7-!■ „-k in iIn* aftei
lJean. .lereini.di. Kstate'U unknown
value. >7<> tax. 7P <ent1 »cnnett. Morton 1*. \<m. I
I
M... i.
>2imf tax. >2 2*5.
acres. 2.7; valuW
in.
M--trill
line
Cooper.
Adjoinin.
value. >270; tax, S2..SM.
>:;.'•.
Krskins. Simon. Acre-.... .a.
Freneh, Alon/o. lluftin^ham meadow :■
12 value. M1.7 ta x, 40 rent
Follett. (’liarleFart ot Feter Sf,
aeres. 2**: value. > 1 OO; tax. slid.
Ladd. Charles, or unknown.
Fart >■:
Stevens' lot; aeres.
value, >2.7. tax.
Ladd, Charles, m unknown. I ndivideo
with 1». Ladd; aeres, 2 1 2: value, >o.7
Lassell, Howlauil. \cres. .7 vain*1
\eres
Fendh*tmi, Marjraret, Mrs
1

>

—ALL. THE—

f

|

(if

,

,,

AT LOWEST PRICES.

I
i
IN

A ereani ol tartar baking powder. Highest of
all in leavening strength. -I.ahst t'nihd Stair,s
i.<n inian nf Food
Hr/iorf.
B"V.\i. Hakim; I'owhkk Co., H.M5 Wall St.. N. Y.

GREAT

Best and

•Warranted to CURE!

■

o

Toilet Articles

j

\ ARIETY.

Cheapest.

EBB-£ EggggH

l’iper

A, re.-. 2"

estate

s,-,.,

\a

ill. .ole—,
KitiF. < >eo. L. I Ion-,- .lid
>d,tK». tax. >f, 7s
Kulliturhain tin
Thompson. Charle-.
aeres. ."* ; value. >•'.(*: :.i\. 'is ecut<
value
Wallace. Harrison Xmas, F
<i
OTIS In W II.>
Treasure! ot the town ot Se.,
Searsmont. Nov. 7, LSP2. dw4.>~

POOF? & SON.

THE VERY LATEST!
-AND
BOSTON

The

The Standard Headache Rpmedy.

MRS. R. C. SHELDON,

Gafebrin Cures.

Church St,,
A

Absolutely Harmless!
llcudachc

HKlMdSTS

from

HAVE

IT.
sample:.

ILL

j

FOR

.11

NKW AND FULL LINK OF

FKFK

IN* U HIM.
I'lti'i'A 1:1:1»

The Cafebrin

^..California#

Judicial

Supreme

lomi
(iKOIUiK If 0I’lN, ol hveretf, In Hi
Middlesex und Mate ol Ma>sa» hux'
business at Belfast. Waldo fount). Malm
the name and st)leof Ba> View farm.
LIAM W. IKKAT, of Boston, fount) ot
In the Male of Massaehusetis.
»
Xl‘ now on surliesti-in
tin- • *1.1
A luin \\ freat, lie deft.
service ol the writ. was inn .in m!ul>iiai
Stale, ami hah n«> tenant. a^.-nl, m ,iii.
in the same, that hi> ^ooh- .-r estate 1
attaehed in this notion. that lie lias hah
of said suit ami attnrhineui. it i- orh.
llotiee of tile prmlrm) o| 111 i- -.'ll! he 1
said defendant. h\ puihishiiiL. an atle-f
this On lei t o-i-i hei with an a I ■-1 ra<r «•!
I ill 's \\ it. 1 hive week
suece>.si\el\ in I
liean .lourual, 1 newspaper printed at
>unt\ of Waldo. 1 he las- pu 1.11.
tin
not less t ban
in 1
hays he or.- tin- m
till" Court, to l»e liohlen at llellas;. with
W ahh».
the Count)
h
-u
1
1 n,- 111 -t
that said helemlam mn>
January.
1 here
1,
appea 1 ami aii'W.'r t•> ^aih
A ctest

fll.KSfOX

1 • I.

\\ A

I

x

invited t*> call and
is;»2. 2m44
N*>\

inspect her <t**ck.

amountiiuj, to the sum of two hunhirh
me hollars ami tilts >e\en
mts.
Ket urna I he •.. u. t. .her I'ein.. 1" •_
\ h ham un in !i\ e linnhreh hoi la rtill'». K. .'oil X.Cl! !
Itellast. Me
A True Cony ol
he < M
I loin: w
of the W it
,;\\-l
Al es!
| ILKSfoX W.'.Ul.l X

,

>

Belfast Lean and Builflina Association

The Great Cure
Deaf ness. Colds, Sore Throat,
Hoarseness, Headache, Fetid, Sickening
Breath ; Restores the Voice, Sense of
Smell, etc. Try it! 50c. by Druggists or
mail. A. F. EVORY <fc CO., Props.,,
362 17th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
3m41 nrm

for Catarrh,

BELFAST,

MAINE.

Dr. Burnhams w

JOflX tl. flHOOKS, /‘rrsidmf.
JOSEPH wn.u nisox, Jr., svrrrhmi.
II'. II. ijriMIlY, Tf> </.N"I> r.
l)iui:<

rous

John

<i.

Brooks. K. F. Dunton.

.1.

REMEDY.
\alualtle

it. Swan.

Organized January 21, 1MM

Why die, when

Accumulated capital.
$8,60s.77
10.40
Guaranty fund.
.25
Advances.
54.40
Profits.

Sleeper's
<
Eye
Cigars of
Will

$8,673.01
RESO I'Kl'KS.

Loans on mortgages of real estate
$7,854.41
78.53
Expense account.
740.07
Cash.

$8,673.01

|

lnnainmaiion

me

exe-.

-i

inTw-

itch, liuni. nr led as though sand or sti
them, it is guaranteed a sure cure. K\•
weak, waterx, swollen, ed. pain ..i :ixvith tear passages, cataracts, etc. 1
will never he without it. l ot sale b\
Trial hot tie. f»<) cts. Large hot tie, >1 "•
bottles stronger than trial si/e for
Prepared onlx hy Id KNIIAM KYK. Ill Ml
'1 Park Square, Poston. Mass
s,
-.

LIAUII.ITIKS.

suicide is such bad form?

.>t

ision tliat 1

an

v

disro\<•

preservation
M.

Fletcher, A. ('. Burgess, <i B. Ferguson. Albert
(iammans, S. H. Mathews, A. Cutter Sibley, \V.

Ep SootMs.

Why drink to banish grief?

I’ll!.

are

Belfast,

REMEDY.
PPM
1% n

Yleejer's

A l.l

HEW GOODS BY EVERY BOAT.

;

Ladies

r ATA

S.

Novelties.

Company,
:tnn:l*

S

October Term. 1802.

Styles and Seasonable

Latest

itn

BOSTON, MASS.

Memorial Hall,

ST l: K, Kl\ l'.i>

fwiNTER MILUNERYd

Cause.

any
(

Opposite

MAS

GIVE IT A TRIAL.

Cures

Very Best!

Waldo

•»

WHEN OTHERS FAIL,

ALL

—

MASS

Carbarien W. I., lumber $4. Bk. John J.
Marsh, Turks Island to Norfolk, Baltimore
or Philadelphia, Salt,5 1-2 cents.
Bk. Clara
E. MeGilvery, New York to Police, P 1L,
help you out
Sell.
and
Eliza
.J. Pen$1,200
port charges.
the slough of despond
dleton, Bangor to New York, [<*e 50 cents every
time. Try one.
and river towage. Sell. Meyer X, Muller,
Jacksonville to New York, lumber $4.87 1-2.
Sell. James A. Parson, Elizahethport to
Davensport, coal 05 cents. Sell. Isaac Oberton, Philadelphia t<> Bangor, coal, 07 1-2
cents. Sell. Joseph W. Foster, Philadelphia
to Matanzas, Coal, $1.40.
Sehf D. IS. HasTRADE MARK.
kell, Boston to Cayenne, $1,400. Sell. II. J.
Cottrell, Philadelphia to Ponce, 1*. R., Coal, | S. S SLEEPER & CO., Factory, Boston.
1
$2.
]yr*J

to

the

The Style of the Shoes

I

_

an

small, and the
there is a moderate inquiry for small vessels, chiefly for Porto Riee, Hayti and the
Windward Islands, with little or no variaports

Advantages of

when in

us

anything

U SHOE FOR $2 85!

They have a Hygienic Felt Innersole which
is superior to a cork sole in repelling moisture
without being clumsy, gi\ iug perfect ventilation,
thereby keeping the feet in a healthy condition.
-d. It is a non-conductor of heat and rold, ver\
light and flexible, and is so dense that m > moist lire
can get through the soles to the feet.
3d. Warranted not to squeak

harbor full of water.
The American ship Nau<

Pendleton, at
Liverpool Nov. 4th from New York, landed
the crew of the British hark Calliope, which
was abandoned at sea in a sinking condition,
There was launched N >v. 2, from the yard
of A. K. Reed X Co., in Waldoboro, a beautifully modelled three masted schoniicr, the
Mailalenc Cooney, of New York, of a net
tonnage ■ if 750.
Fuikuhts. The Freight Circular of Brown
X Co., New York, reports for the month
ending Nov. 4: Tin* freight market this
week has been exceedingly dull in all departnn*nts, with, how c \ cr, no change in the conditions of business.
Tin* spot supply of
square rigged vessels continue small, hill
quite sutib-ient to meet the present limited
requirements of charters,and rates therefore
The demand
are substantially unchanged.
for tonnage for France,in ant icipationof higher duties on
at
the
Petroh'iim
beginning
of tin* new year, appears to have been pretty
well satisfied, ami the barrel oil trade has in

Trade with

.inly

1st.

Schooner Maria Webster, Winterport for
Boston, struck on Hendrick's Point Monday
j morning, and was worked int<> Owl's head
;

all NARROW widths and
.small lot of 47 pairs.
are

A LADIES’

for

0, at noon 1(>0 miVs S of
Spoken.
Barnegat, barque C. 1*. Dixon, Gilkey, from
Xavassa for North of Hatteras.

•^T

WHY ARE WK SKJ.LIMi SO CHKAI*?

Bahia,

M ISC EL LAN Y.

$2.85.

for

Bonnet', Baltimore.
Kingston, Nov. 2. Arrived, seh. Jessie
Lena, Dodge, New York, 12 days’ passage,
Liverpool, Nov. 4. Arrived, ship Nancy
Pendleton, Pendleton, New York.
Barbadoes, Nov. ’. Arrived, bark Henry
A. Litchfield. Dow, Rio Janeiro (and sailed

Nov.

SHOE

!

a

A. Gartiehl, Woodbury, Philadelphia.
Port Pirie, Sept. •",(«.
In port, bark I*. J.
Carleton. Crosby, for Boston via Melbourne.
Npv. 1. Ai lived, bark Josephine,

MARINE

~S~-

V.
_•

deniar, 1 low, for Boston.
In port, brig Harry
Deinerara, Get. 2d.
Smith, Craig, for Philadelphia: seh. (Hive
Pc< ker. .Jameson, for Delaware Breakwater.
Cienfnegos, Oet. 2d. Arrived, seh. James

Lynwood, Norwood, Philadelphia.
(’ape Town, OGH. Nov. (5. Arrived, brig
John If. Crandon, Newall, New York.
Buenos Ayres, to Nov. d.
Arrived, bark
John S. Emery, Wooster, New York.
St Jago de Cuba, Get. pi.
Arrived selir
George Twoliy, Farrow, Philadelphia (was
in quarantine 4 days.)

Sarsaparilla Co.

Than
IUQC
LLOk)

DORNAN MAHONEY. In Cnion. Oet. 30, William E. Dorman,of Cnion, and AzeliaE. Mahonev,
of Hope.
(tENNCOLBY. In East Bu ksport, Oct. 20,
Herbert B. Genu, of North Orlaml, and Miss Ella
M.Colbv. ot East Buoksport.
SHEA-BCRKETT. In Belfast. Nov. u. bv Rev.
R. \V. Phelan, Thomas E. Shea, o.' East
Cambridge,
Mass., and Miss Nellie \y. Burkett, of Belfast.
STl DLE\ RACKLIEF. In Camden, (tot. 2'.*.
Melzer A. Studley and olive C. Raoklilf.
\(M NG MILLS.
In North Haven, Oet. 23
Charles H. Young and Isadore Mills, both of
Yinal haven.

Wal-

j
j

the barns and is a great convenience. It
j would pay the farmers to use more of them.
j-There is a prospect that a corn-canning
!
factory may be established here. Our farmers should be awake to the advantage such
! an industry would be to them... .The Harry Gordon house occupied by Mr. Day lias
been painted and otherwise improved_
Deputy Sheriff Bowen has made valuable

The Allen

»-

MARRIED.

FORKION PORTS.

|

j

I II K JUFKVAL.

Price paid Print,leer*.
Hay, pton.lo oo« I,*{ on
Hides. I' Ik, 2 0(0/4 1-2
I-and;, p Ik,
io « 12
Land. Skins,
55 a 75
Mutton, p Ik.
8<± lo
(»ars. p I mi, 22 Ik. 4(>m 42
1‘oratoes.
75 alio
Ik.m,.Ill,.--.p Ik. 7 a 71-2
straw, p ton.5 oio/i*. oo
1'urkev. p 11,.
IS a 20
Veal, p 11,,
(*> a 7
\\ ooj, wa.-hed,
21 n 22
Wool, unwashed, 22//22
W.i. hard, 4 0(0/ o'do
W, .od. soft.
2 00//2 50

BRIIKfES-JACKSON. In Bold. XovT
by
Rev. S. L. Hansoom, Sumner Bridges and Miss
Dora A Jackson, both of Belfast.
B1LLINGS-RINAEDA. In Ellsworth, Oet. 2'.*,
Henry \V Billings, of Bluehill, and Miss Annie
B. Binalda, of Trenton.
(T.MMINdS 1*LI MMER. In Liberty. Nov. «,
by Rev. \V. H. Moltitt, Amasa Cummings and Mrs.
Zanobia Plummer, both id' Palermo.

Charleston,N"V. 2. Arrived, brig Eugene
Jlale, 1 larding, Para.
Jacksonville, Nov. 4. Arrived, sell. Nellie
S. Pickering, M Keen, Providence, R. 1.
San Francisco. Nov. (J. Sailed,ship Frank
Pendleton, N;< hui>, New York.
Georgetown, S. C. Nov. s. Sailed, sell.
Linali C. Kaminski, Woodbury, New York.
Providence, Nov. 4. Sailed, sell. Lizzie B.
Willey, Rivt-rs, Darien.
West. Washington, D. C., Nov. 7. Arrived,
seli Z Sherman, Coombs, Kennebec.
Arrived, brig David
Pascagoula, Nov.
Bugbee. Point-a-Pirre.

Pensacola to load for Rio Janeiro).
Porta Plata, Nov. J. Arrived, seh. Nor
ombega, Armstrong, New York.
Port Spain, Get. lib
Sailed, bark Grace

County.

especially adapted to children
as it IS purely
vegetable and perfectly harrnless.
Put up in full 4 ounce bottles
for 25 cents, trial bottles 10
cents. Sold by all dealers.

MrCORISOV
111 Belfast. Nov. 4, to .Mr. and
-Mrs. George MoCorison, a son.
MOODY. In Belfast, Nov. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
Orlando Moody, a daughter.
Tl TTi.K. In Belfast, Nov. 2, 'o Mr. and Mrs.
Adrian C. Tuttle, a daughter.

New York.
Port Royal, S. C.. Nov. 2. Sailed, sell.
Flora Rogers, Bunker, Boston.

I the very best horses in this vicinity and will
consequence relapsed
extremely dull
make a good man for the place.. .(leo. Rage condition. Case oil freights to the far Fast
The charter of
dull.
are corresponding! \
has a heavy pair of horses and will do some three steamers wit h about 1< o.ono eases
each,
lienee
this
for
i>
Calcutta,
winter.
It
a
imlumbering
during Tic week, is
great
; something of an innovation in this trade,
over
Elten's
bull
so
familprovement
team,
and w mid seem to imply that there is a
iar on the Belfast road twenty live years
shortage of oil there. General cargo freights
ago.
..Joseph (linn has twenty-live head of to distant foreign port continue dull at 15"
14 pel* 40 cubic feet to Sydney and Melbourne,
1 cattle and there is plenty of stock for sale
18s 7d " 25d to South Africa, 18s "27s lid to West
here. It brings very low prices, however, Coast Soiit
Amersca, and ><>" >7.25 to California and Oregon. Timber and Deal freights
; when lour two year olds are sold for >."»(), it
from
the
ami the Provinces arc at the
South
|
brings us down to the prices at the western lowest
points of the year, with little demand
ranch. Win. Gould, the Brooks ox buyer, for
tonnage at the moment. The inquiry
drove home a pair of fat four year olds, (11-2
for vessels for the River Plate rates are
Indies and
For the West
! unchanged.
feet for
dollars. M. J. Dow

smith shop of Tsaat; Staples and gone into
business on his own account again_John
j Bachelder, one of our most ingenious meehanies, has set a new hydraulic ram for Mr.
j Dow at his farm iif place of the old one
which had run nearly twenty years and was
played out. It drives the water for a large
! stock of cattle up a twenty-four foot rise to

Do you neglect that
cough?
Not if you are wise and wish to
preserve your health*
The wise always use Allen’s
Botanical Cough Syrup and
are cured in short order.
It is pleasant to take and is

The

L*"ifer A. j.i-wis, Burgess, New York; 5,
eleare.f, selia Mary Ann McCann, Gates,
Eddyviile; EU/a J. 1’eiidieton, Fletcher,

seh.

7

Will convince you that wc ;u
BETTER equipped to l'urniy
your house or any room n
than any other dealer in \Y:y:

get through.

BOEN._

Horace G. Morse, Harriman, do.
Boston, Nov. 2. Arrived, selis. Sadie
Corey, Winterport; James Holmes, Belfast:
Charlotte Buck, South Amboy (at Quincy
Point): 5, cleared, sell. Mary L. Peters, Phi I(hdphia: 7. arrived, selis. E. L. Warren,Colson, Belfast: Benj. Fabens, Philadelphia (in
tow); Viola Reppard, Anderson, Brunswick,
Ga.: Winslow Morse, McDonough, Bangor.
Philadelphia, Nov. 2. Cleared, sell. Joel
E. Sheppard. Welsh, Boston; 4, arrived,
bark Carrie E. Long, Stowers, Havana: 7,
cleared, bark Carrie E. Long, Stowers, New
York; arrived, sell. Addie G. Bryant, Clav,
New York.
Portland, Nov. d. Arrived, sell. Flora Cun<b*n, Osiiorn. New York : cleared, sell. Lucia
Porter. Bangor and New York;
sailed,
sell. Young Brothers, Snow, for Glen Cove,
L. I... and Philadelphia.
Bangor, Nov. 2. Arrived, sell. Win. Flint,
Pendleton, Boston: d, cleared, sell. Annie R.
Lewis, Lewis, New Bedford; 4, cleared, seh.

Sailed,

If you disregard the laws of
nature and catch cold, ten to one
you have a bad cough before you

current.

Foil

AW//// Market.
S !.itne. p 1.1.1, 1 00 a 1 05
IS >at Meal, p tk,
4// 5
Kuttersalt,p box.
c.2 Miions, p 11.,
Corn, p hnsii.
2 1 2«(l
(.'racked corn p lm,
02 : dl.kero-enep iral.Sa 12
('orn Meal, p Ini,
d2 Pollock, p it.
4 1-2//5
Cheese, p IP,
12m 14 Pork, p tk.
IIa lo
(J|)tton Seed, p ew 1, 1 Mb Plaster.p i»!»l,1 (»()// f ()5
(’odlish. dry. p It,. S ./Uli K\e Meal, p !k,
4
Cranberries, p qt, Su in Shortsp ewt.,
1.05
Clover Seed, p IP. 1 b a 1S Suear, p Ik,
5ad
Flour, p Pbl, 4 bn2b] Salt,T.I., p hu,
40
H. (J.Seed, bn, 1 0(0/ 2 on Sweet Potatoes.2 1-2//4
10al2 Wheat Meal.
Lard, p IP,
2 l-2a4

Keel', corned, p IP,

New York, Nov. 1.

Cap- JfaytieP, Get- g’2.

Tb? Result of Law Breaking.

l!rlnil frier.

sells. Mary Eliza, Rich, Isle an
Haut; Florence E. Tower, Libby, JoiiesAnnie
L. Wihler, Greenlaw, Rock port.
port:
Nov. 4, sell. Paul Seavey, Kimball, Islesboro.
Nov. 5, seh. Fannie & Edith, Ryan, (Quincy
Point.
Nov. (!, selis. Emma, Littlejohn, Brooklyn
Samuel Brown, Clifford, Bangor.
Nov.

Few who knew hint in late years
realized what a beauty he was in his prime. ;
....Ed. Young has painted his lmuse aid
otherwise improved his premises.... Edwin
Lang has built a barn ami now has quite a
i cosy little set of buildings on Lang Hill....
\Yili Siuclair has repaired and painted ih
house on the Kate Wiggin place.... Atherton Bros, have sold their trucking business
j to Charles E. Reaves. Reavey has one of

|

I'rice

-4(0/ bn
Apples, p l>u.
dried, p IP,
4m 5
Keans, pea.
2 no a 2 2b
medium, 1 7b m 2 no
> el low eyesl To m2 00
Hut ter. p IP.
iS//22
Keel, p IP,
.'» // 7
Karle\. |» budi,
boa do!
Cheese, p It..
Km In
<'hieken. 11 IP.
1(0/ 12
( all Skins,
bn a’do
Duek. p IP,
12// 14
2b
V.^<. p do/...
Fowl, p IP.
1(0/12
12m 14
Cecs.e, p IP,

Tidal Wvae. Turner, Monhegan.

time.

sold a pair
670
of rugged 7ft. work oxen for 6100.
There is
little profit in raising stock at present....
Will Henry Page has rented the new black-

Belfast

Nov. 5, sehs. Samuel Brown, Clifford, Boston : P. M. Bonnie. Burgess, Yinalhaven.
Nov. 7, schs. A. R ehardson, Pattersliall,
M. Desert: Sadie A Lillie, Nutter, Boston:

Atherton Bros, had the mislm-

lose their best roadster the other
night. He caught his head in the stall and
broke his neck. It was the horse that has
for some time been owned and driven by
Dr. A. E. Kilgore, and had the unquestionable ability to yet there every time. The
Atherton’s had him but a short time....

choice. 24 a 20c: Eastern creamery, good to choice
at 25 n 27c.
The above quotations are receivers’
prices tor strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices
1 m2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams, at 10 1-2
«llc; fancy tw ins, 11 </11 ]-2c; fair to good, at
7 m 10c.
Eggs-Eastern extras at 2(5 m 27c; Vermont and
New Hampshire extras at 20 27c.
Poultry -Northern fresh-killed spring chickens,
18c ; fowls. 14 m 1 5c.
Beans—New York, hand-picked pea. at 82 10m
2 15; marrow pea, 82 ()o«2 05 : choice screen
pea,
81 75m2 oo; hand-picked medium, >2 00; choice
yellow’eyes, si 1)5m2 00
Hay—Choice, 818 OOm 18 50; fair to good 810 m
18; Eastern choice at 81 7 m 18; poor to ordinary”,
812 Mir,
Potatoes- -Choice A mostook Hebrons, 80 m 82c p
bitsli : Houlton Heinous, 82c: Eastern Rose. 75c;
New York Stale White Stars, 7oc Burlianks, 70c.
Choice gravensteins at >2 50m2 50;
Apple-*
Baldwins, si 50m2 OO; Kings. s2 50m2 on; Huhhardston. s 1 75 n 2 25 ; pound sweets. "2 OOm 2 50.

OOKKKCTKI) W F.KKLV

ARRIVED.

tune to

Ml.
stoic

Produce Market.

Prod,ire Market.

PORT OF BELFAST.

winter.

Cleaves is at work with his horse

Boston

Boston. Nov. 7. 181)2. The following are today's quotations of provisions, produce, etc:
Butter--New York ami Vermont dairy, good to

••

*■

on

welcome

requested.
SHIP

-.

F. H.

are

interest.The Ladies* Aid will hold their
first business meeting at Mrs. Overlock's,
Thursday afternoon, Nov. 17. A full attend-

...

"cams

All

Sinner? Jas. 5:19 -0.

....Master Dick Tainter, of Winterport, is
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. O. M. Hcagan-The service in Col cord Hall last Sunday afternoon was of more than ordinary

Liberty. Next week
Di«t. iMomlay.Lawyer Foster, of
Minn.
Rookport, visited at Mr. Joseph Higgins' will ship a car of apples to St. Paul,
He returned by carriage Satur- -Miss Annie Bean, of Boston, was in
last week.
members of the Bapday accompanied by his wife. While here town last week... .The
should i .iw a full house.
lie made himself useful by driving and train- tist society of this village gave an entertainCap* Pliisieas Pendleton was tlie oldest ing some young colts, and John knows how ment and antiquarian supper at hall St.
man in town wlm voted for Harris#m and
George last Wednesday evening. The memto do if, too... .Rev. David Brackett, pastor
Keid. 1 lc cast his rst Presidential vote for ! of the Free
of Liberty Lodge 111 F. & A. M., are
Baptist Church, will preach his bers
J« 11u a pain# v Adams m ]sgx.
farewell sermon at the Centre Church next increasing quite rapidly.... Mrs. J. W.
V: '-lit re iihiK re as usual is overrun with Sunday. Sunday School at the usual hour; Clough is visiting friends in Unity.John
Sheridan Sullivan is quite siek at Hotel
< r.h-rs at rhisscas >n of the year, ami is daily
preaching at 2 o’clock.
Waldo-Orlando Bagiev, of Bireli Island,
>«•< n with gear and tub wending his way to
Morrill. Baptist Quarterly meeting will
will board at the Waldo this winter... .Miss
;.*•
pen <•! sonic fat porker.
be held at the church next Sunday morning.
C. M. Howes is much better.... Mrs. David
Th# members of Freeman M#*Gilvery Post
.Mrs. Ahbv Stowed returned to \\ altliam,
Prescott and family, who have been visiting
:r#■ making extensive preparations for their
last week. Mrs. Allen Daggett aev-ompanying
at her father’s, Freeman Linneken, Esq.,
annua' supper and entertainment, whicli
her to Massachusetts on a visit-Herman
have returned to their home at Howard, It.
rcjiios off Tlmrsday evening, Nov. 17th.
Merriam made a three day’s visit to Kent's
I.... It has been reported that Arthur Marhis
Hill
on
entertainlately
bicycle-An
ill
blows
>
;.
wind
that
It
nobody good.
tin, of East Liberty, had a lot of onions stolen
Tim sin ng wind Monday night drove ashore ment consisting of a drama, etc., with music
out of his field in the night a short time ago.
l
a
large amount of rock weed, which our by the and, will l>e given at the hall next is lit as some oi ms nearest
neignoors nau
farmers are securing to Vie used for banking Monday evening in the interest of a fund to
not heard of it, there is reason for believing
to build a sidewalk through a portion of the
and fertilizer.
that the report was false. But the sneak
S50 having already been subscribed
Ca: t. F. A. Curtis has show mis spe< Buena village,
thief is abroad in the land. Mrs. Moody
for the purpose.
.Mr. A. 1*. Fogg has been
1
pt *at<»« s that grew in a bag in his cellar,
Norton, "f White’s Corner, lost two tubs of
for a long time and seems to be
attac hing themselves to some old ones left very poorly
butter from her cellar last week.
.Mrs.
Wood
has
been
failing..
Margaret
which
in
there
liatl become withered
giving
under the doctor’s care, and the widow Gay
Swanvii.i.k. A terrible accident occurred
their substance to the new growth.
is very poorly.
here Nov. 2nd, which has east a deep gloom
H ,1. Grant had on exhibition Tuesday a
Bucksport. The young people of the over the community. Nettie, the six year
monk fish, which was driven ashore in the
Methodist Church have recently fanned an old daughter of J. Wilbert and Lizzie Nicks anhwest
gale Monday night. The fish was
Epwortli League, with twenty-three charter erson, was looking into an iron boiler of
v. arly hair feet long, and has a very large
and have named the organization clothes when her garments caught tire from
members,
runs
to
mouth.
He
has
which
head,
largely
the “Herbert League of the Franklin street the arch underneath and were soon in a
a double row of teeth on each jaw, and it is
flame. In her fright itlie child ran out
said the\ can easily bite off the handle of a M. E. Church.” The officers are: President* light
Lev. E. H. Boynton; 1st vice president, to the yard, about two rods distant, and
snruee gaff.
Prof. E. F. liitchings, Christian work; lid back before anyone reached the sp«,»t. Frank
Observing a large delegation advancing
vice president, Miss Maria Stover, Mercy Cunningham, who was at work ,'iear the
on the premises
of Postmaster Black we !
ami Help: :»d vice president, Prof. F. C. Ball mill on the opposite side of the -Street, was
j- lied the procession and found the attract
Literary Work; 4th vice president, Miss the first to see her. At about the sany. time
■i was an owl which his son Fred had on
Maud E. Nichols, Entertainment; 5th vice one of her older ulsters got-t o her and in atexhibitl.ui in the stable. The bird is one of
Miss Harriet L. Montgomery, tempting to extinguish the dailies burned]
president,
T he
largest of the American horned species
bth vice president, John own clothing considerably. Mr. Cunning
Correspondence;
ml very ran
He measures live feet from
A. Chase, Finance. Tin- prayer meetings ham snatched a coat yvhi< h was hanging
to tip and makes a very (juiet pet.
will be held every Sunday evening at si*ji pear the door and trapped it about the
Freeman Met iilvery National Belief Corps, o'clock....With
out the lire.
l>r. Brown was
cannon
booming and fog child putting
>
s. Wi:.sinspected b\ Mrs. Mary Inman, of horn
blowing, the trim litt le banker, Mattie called ftiid promptly did all that could he
t I
rryiield. department president. Mrs. F., (.'apt. Dorr, sailed up through the nar- done, hut the child had inhaled too much of
Inman found the corps fully up in all its derows late Monday afternoon.
The Mattie is the deadly clement to make recovery a pospartments ami speaks very highly of their
“high liner" of the Bucksport fleet this sibility. The little sold took its riight at
v
k.
Tic
about one o’clock P. M., the following day.
orps desire us to extend their year,
bringing in a full fare of tisli, a little
'hanks to landlord Grinnell, who so generThe two older sisters. Laura and Marion,
over 1 ,S()0quintals. She had hard lin k in the
U'ly entertained iii.eir inspecting Otfieer.
big blow and was obliged to put into Hali- who were attending school in Boston and
W.
ii]» the fo i- wang from tic Kennebec fax, X. S., for repairs and provisions She Everett. Mass., and Mrs. Annette Jackson,
Journal:
for whom little Nettie was named, were disis one of Capt. Tom Nicholson's fleet. The
Lrn HFIl-.ni. CoKNKK.
The funeral sen „x*a
bankers arc all sale in port except tin* A. patched tor and arrived Saturday. The ser1 Be\
,1 T. liases took place at the Convices were conducted at the church Sundav
gregational Church Thursday at lo ..’clock. \ S Woodruff, which is expected daily....
of
A large congregation was m attendance. The The public entertainment of the
Aehyl’.ian by llev..Myra Kingsbury, Belfast. Everys.'-ivcrS were .tptjied by reading of the Literary Society of the E. M C. S. was held thing that thoughtful hearts and loving
J'a files Biehniuinl, present
bauds could dev ise was done to assuage 1 lie
scriptures
at the Frank I in street vestry Friday
evening.
Adams, of
Pi'-t‘.r of the eiinrcll.a B'-'b B‘r-ol tin?
The audience was large and attentive and grief and soften the pain oi the sorrow
ill*.- -i
history
Bangor, lin n gave
The pulpit was decoratFatc r Hawes, which was foiiowni by an the exercises prepared and rendered in the striken family.
ed with potted
tddre>s by Bev. Hr. Lewis, of North Bar- Ipmul perfect manner.
plants from the homes
\x
k. Prayer was offered hy ib.-v, .J{tines
of sympathizing friends
and
the altar
lui
Be liU.und, and good hl'-mic
nisli.-d by tic
East Knox. Mrs. Cyrus Brown is gaining
was artistically
draped with white hire, the
Lurch Loir. The bearers were Bev. Hr.
slowly. Mr. Elisha Douglass is very low....
held in place by tiny clusters
Bdward Hawes, of Burlington, Yt ., Chas.T.
Mr. Daniel Linekin has bought the X. L- drapery being
Hawes, of Bangor, sons ol the deceased.
lerus ami white chrysanthemums. The
yf
farm
and
will
soon move there....
Be
E. Bean, "1 Gray, son-in-law, and Be\
Woodbury
whole was in perfect harmony with the purDr. Lewis. The pulpit was draped innioiun- Mrs. Mary Whittier, of West
Newbury,
ity, delicacy, and fragrance of the little life
.ngaud ever it were the-words “The Gospel, Mass., and Mr. Amen Brown, of New
Hamp- that now forms a
-i..• Power of (b>d unto .Salvation." The
pearly link in the golden
shire,
are
their
Mrs.
mother,
use
visiting
ie
was beautifully
Cyrus
decorated with flowchain between earth and heaven. Mr. and
Browu.
.M.
W.
••r>.
Sweet
a
dish
went
the
iloral
was
to Willimantic,
Among
otYerings
Mrs, N- wish to express their grateful apbeaut.itul white chrysanthemums. His
last week oil a limiting expedition, and
hildren were all present. Mrs. Hawes will Me.,
preciation to the many who assisted them in
in
succeeded
two
deer.
One
he
shooting
i-main at the parsonage for the present.
this, their hour of need... .Mrs. Brace Nickhe
the
other
left
with
Mr.
brought home,
NiillTH SKAKSPoRT ITKMS.
erson
returned from Hampden biinday,
A. T. Fernahl, of Dexter, who accompanM ss Nellie ,J. Scribner, was at home from
where she has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
ied him on his trip. They wounded the
Brooks a few days last w eek.
S. 1). Breeley. The Cunningham Bros, are
third deer and followed him quite a disMrs. A. F. Mathews has been suffering
moving their engine up river, where they
but
tired
and
getting
hungry will cut
badly of late with a felon on one of her lin- tance,
spool wood the coming winter....
gers.
gave up the chase....We had our lirst
Mrs. Speed, of Bradford, is visiting her
Get. oOth.
Last Saturday it
Mr. and Mrs. Gilman Smart are in Pros- snowstorm
Mrs. Mary J. Nickerson-Mrs.
pect visiting their daughter,Mrs. F. M. East- snowed again. Knox is called a very cold daughter,
man.
Nettie Jackson returned to Boston by boat
but
can
of
we
boast
beautiful
out-door
place,
The L. A. S. will meet with Mrs.
\Y. L. Mathews left last week for flowers
Mrs
gathered the (ith of this month. The Monday.
H. M. Chase Thursday, Nov 17.
Chelsea, Mass., where she will spend the writer was shown a
lovely bouquet of dowW.

o’clock, as well as for the usual hours in the
evening. Whoever wants to keep posted on
the events of the day will find all the best
papers and magazines in this reading room.

from New York, came Monday morningMiss Tolman is visiting Miss Nellie Hichborn-Mrs. Medora Marden is spending
the winter in Saxonville, Mass_Mr. and
Mrs. A. M. Ames visited relatives in Win-

The Congregational sociable will meet at
Belm.okt. Mr. Goo. W. Marriner is in
Center Montvillbu Mr. D.C. Richards,
Capt. James <1. Pendleton’s this, Thursday, Renton
visitCng his son, Mr. Henry W. Mar- a representative of the People’s party and
evening.
riner. The latter has been in Boston ten
secretary of the State committee, delivered a
Sell. L. H. Hopkins, Capt. Clias. W. Carr, years, all the time in the employ of the Boslecture at the town house Monday evening,
sailed for Bangor Tuesday to load lumber ton &
Albany Railroad Co. He is now bag- Oct. 31_The social at Grange Hall was
for New

Frankfort.
Beginning with Monday
Nov, 14, the Waldo Peirce Reading Room
will be open every afternoon from 2 to 5

Number of shareholders. 77
Number of borrowers. 15
Number of non-borrowers. 62
Number of shares outstanding.486
Number of shares pledged for loans.... 42
Number of shares not pledged forloans.444
Number of loans. 14

IHARLKH R. WHITTEN, Bank Examiner.

-••

COOPER

Oil’.

OIIKKP owners of Waldo t'ountv, U
ticks or lice in xaur Hocks use t'ooprr l*'i'
save the expense of feeding these pe>:~
the winter. <ooper IMp is sate, clieai
venient. Positively guaranteed.
(in
KossC. Hn.oins, (Jeneral Agent for Me
Thorndike. Me.
lvr4.V

STARRETT’S
Low Prices

in

nil

Surprise

Branch if1'
Yntl.

\

